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Variable Modeling of Spatially Distributed Random Interval Observations 

Abstract 

by 
Njeri Wabiri 

Often, data is not observed exactly, but rather an interval range or fuzzy measure 

of data is observed. In the spatial domain, observed intervals in the same neighborhood 

influence each other. The assimilation of imprecise data in spatial models is not only 

appealing but is also becoming an important research topic. However, the development 

of models, for spatial imprecise (fuzzy) data is still an emerging field in environmental 

applications. ~ & part of this emerging field, this thesis addresses the dual of randomness 

(imprecise obtJerving of data as an interval) and the spatial dependence by (i) extending 

kriging to handle iDtervaJs, (ii) a non-parametric approach using keme1s, (iii) Bi-vuiable 

copula bi«ing approach that encompass the modeling of UDeeriaiBty (dependence) be

tween the observed lower aad upper interval values and (iv) a hazy -credibility kriging 

approach that utilizes a fuzzy variable, the equivalent of obsened interval data. 

First, we use the support function concept for embedding" interval~valued data into 

Hilbert space. This mirrors the pair wise dissimilarities among the intenraJs, and generates 

a UDivariate rodguration of random intervals, interpreted as 2'D location in the domain 

of a suitable Hilbert space. The approach opens an interface between iD~va1ued data 

analysis and support function-based data analysis. Each random interval corresponds 

to a random support function, and the interval space assumes a coordinate system with 

intervals as bivariable random vectors of lower-upper random variables. A generalized 

weighted interval metric and corresponding interval kernel is defined. 

A kriging approach to model spatial random intervals is proposed. The aPproach 

focuses on stationary isotropic random interval models and utilizes the center-radius vari

able representation of random intervals. Two tecbniques:- a) composite kriging and b) 

component-wise kriging are defined based on proposed composite and component-wise 

(co ) variance models. 

The proposed non-parametric approach relaxes the stationarity assumptions in kriging, 

focusing on non-stationary random interval models. The approach allows the observed 

random spatial-interval data to define the optimal functional form of the spatial random 

interval process. The problem of providing spatial interval-valued estimates of the spatial 

interval regression function based on some kernel function defined in a Hilbert space is 
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addressed via a Kernel interval regression technique in a joint spatial interval domain. 

Our approach combines a spatial adaptive kernel and a robust interval uncertainty kernel. 

The spatial kernel ensures that only samples sharing similar intensity and gradient 

information are gathered for local approximation. The robust uncertainty kernel adapts to 

the interval structure and minimizes the influence of outliers. This kernel-based technique 

is found to be efficient when data is mapped to a high dimensional feature space where 

algorithms as simple as their linear counterparts in input space are used. 

As an alternative to indicator kriging for spatial random interval/vector data, we pr.r 

pose two scalar variable modeling techniques. In additional to spatial interval prediction, 

a unique contribution to the literature of the spatial data analysis and GIS modeling is 

made. The two techniques a) bivariable copula grade kriging, and b) credibility distribu

tion grade kriging of spatially distributed random intervals exploit the joint distribution of 

the spatial random intervals. The copula approach combines analytical distribution (mar

ginal) models and an empirical copUla. The credibility approach is based a scalar fuzzy 

variable, the equivalent of the random interval set, with maximum entropy. This leads 

to a tractable analytical model for the uncertain phenomena allowing for easy prediction 

and mapping. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Scope 

The chapter introduces the problem addressed in this dissertation. A review of 

the developments of spatial prediction in particular application of geostatistics is 

given. Limits of the geostatistical approach to modeling spatially distribute random 

vectors are highlighted. This leads to the proposed research problem addressing 

specific objectives. 

1-1 
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1.1 Introduction 

In the early 1950s, mining engineers were faced with the problem of estimating 

disseminated ore reserves. Available classical methods were found to be insufficient. 

Krige (1951), a South African mining engineer and Sichel, a statistician designed 

alternative optimal interpolation methods for estimating the sparsely distributed 

ore reserves (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978). A French mathematician, Matheron 

(1963, 1975, 1989) developed Krige's concepts and formalized them within a single 

framework. Matheron introduced a tool to analyze the spatial continuity of sample 

values called variogram. 

The concept of a variogram was referred to as a structural function in meteorol

ogy (Gandin, 1965) and in probability (Yaglom, 1987), a mean-squared difference in 

time series (Jowett, 1952) or an autocovariance function in the study of Brownian 

motion on lRn (Levy, 1948). For other references see Cressie (1988). Kolmogorov 

(1941) introduced it to study the local structure of turbulence in fluid. Neverthe

less, it has been Matheron's mining terminology that has persisted. Based on the 

variogram, Matheron introduced an estimation method and called it kriging. The 

phrase kriging was coined in recognition of Krige. Though originally developed for 

use in the mining industry, the methods eventually lead to the birth of a scientific 

field known as Geostatistics. 

Within five decades, the field of geostatistics has expanded its horizon, both on 

theoretical aspects and practical applications. Beginning with the concepts of spatial 

correlation, variograms and the simple kriging formalism, it rapidly extended to take 

into account, e.g., constant unknown mean (ordinary kriging), non-stationary mean 

(kriging with a trend and/or a varying local mean (universal kriging and intrinsic 

random function of order k (IRF-k))), auxiliary variables (cokriging) and categorical 

variables (indicator kriging). Chiles and Delfiner (1999); Cressie (1993); Goovaerts 

(1997) provides details of the methods. The ability of kriging to quantify and model 

the spatial structure means that predictions are tailored to the intrinsic structure 

of the variable of interest and not only the sample numbers and sampling patterns. 

Geostatistics has also been applied in wide range of applications among them: 

remote sensing (Atkinson and Curran, 1998; Curran et al., 1989; Woodcook et al., 

1988a,b); soils science (Ver Hoef and Cressie, 1993; Webster, 1985; Webster and 

Oliver, 2001); hydro-geology (Kitanidis, 1997), public health (Carrat and Valleron, 

1992); agriculture (especially, in precision farming) (Cahn et al., 1994); hydrology 

(Ver Hoef and Cressie, 1993) and petroleum geology (Hohn, 2000). In spite of its 
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adaptability to wide range of applications, kriging methodology still faces several 

shortcomings: 

• Kriging is only a best linear unbiased estimator in sense of minimum squared 

error (Cressie, 1993; Stein, 1999); it is a common least squares solution to the 

common regression problem. 

• Kriging is based on the wide spread assumption of stationarity, often modeled 

with a global spatial covariance model across the spatial region of interest. 

Intuitively, kriging is a parametric approach to spatial prediction. 

• Kriging produces a map of estimates which is "best" (and hence unique map) 

in a statistical sense. It also produces an associated map of spatial uncertainty 

(Goovaerts, 1997). This implies that we cannot generate plausible realizations 

or maps to aid in better assessment of spatial uncertainty. The latter can be 

achieved by using simulation (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999; Goovaerts, 1997) 

• Kriging, originally designed to handle scalar(real)-valued spatial measures can

not automatically handle fuzzy (" imprecise ") spatial data. For example for 

spatial random vectors (intervals) incorporating 'dual uncertain' information 

influenced by randomness and lack of knowledge (fuzziness), the approach 

breaks down. Often a simple naive approach is to use rough approximations 

of spatial random vectors/intervals i.e. the mean, median and indicator values. 

This implicitly leads to loss of information. 

Among the widely used alternatives to geostatistical techniques are: regres

sion (generalized linear models, generalized additive models (Hastie and Tibshirani, 

1990), radial basis function interpolation (Webster and Oliver, 2001), global poly

nomial regression and inverse distance weighting methods (Myers, 1990)). Webster 

and Oliver (2001) notes that the methods do not take into account (local) spatial 

autocorrelation. In addition, the methods are optimal with even distribution of 

sample points in the study area. 

Proposed solutions relate to combining kriging and other methods (e.g. Fuzzy 

sets (Bandemer and Gebhardt, 2000; Bardossy et a.1., 1988, 1990b; Burrough, 1989; 

Kacewiez, 1994; Piotrowski et al., 1994); Regression kriging (Fuentes, 2001; Hengl 

et al., 2003; Kleinschmidt et al., 2000; Stacey et al., 2006; Thomson et al., 1998)). 

These approaches are often customized for specific applications. Other methods 

worthy mentioning include autoregressive spatial smoothing (Ying and Dean, 2001); 

Splines (Hutchinson, 1995; Wahba, 1992); Geographically weighted regression (GWR) 
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(Brunsdon et al., 1998a,b; Fotheringham et al., 2002) and Geostatistical simulation 

(Chiles and Delfiner, 1999; Christian, 2002; Goovaerts, 1997). 

1.2 Research Problem 

Often spatial data is not observed exactly but rather an interval (range) of the 

data is observed. The observed sample of regionalized interval variables incorpo

rates dual uncertain information influenced by randomness and lack of knowledge 

(imprecision/fuzziness) . 

Major breakthroughs in information technology, means that large amounts of 

varied data are easily collected from almost everywhere on earth and at different 

scales. This varied nature of the data poses additional challenges to geostatistics. 

There i~ need to adapt or design spatial prediction methods that are able to combine 

varied data rigorously using sound theoretical concepts. Designed approaches should 

easily adapt to fuzziness/imprecision inherent in spatial data. 

Except for Fuzzy set based methods and Geostatistical Simulation, the spa

tial prediction methods in §1.1 lack the capability to handle the dual uncertainty 

{randomness and imprecision (fuzziness)) in spatial data. The method treats the 

fuzziness as a random error. 

Geostatistical simulation, alternatively called spatial stochastic simulation (Rip

ley, 1987b) has been used to deal with sample spatial uncertainty and is beyond the 

scope of the study. Briefly, geostatistical simulation deals with spatial uncertainty 

by generating several realizations of an assumed" spatial model" of phenomena un

der study. Estimate is then extracted from the realization. If realization honors the 

sample values (conditional simulation) the estimate is more accurate. 

Developed Fuzzy-based methods (Bandemer and Gebhardt, 2009; Bardossy et al., 

1988, 1990a; Kacewiez, 1994) utilize Kaufmann (1975) fuzzy variable concept. Fuzzy 

geostatistical modeling in Kaufmanns sense, is still a set modeling based on fuzzy 

set variograms and leads to fuzzy sets predictions. New modeling techniques should 

ultimately adopt a "variable modeling approach" for fuzzy (imprecise) spatial data 

to ensure real-valued estimates rather than set-valued estimates. 

In this study, the research problem is to handle spatial imprecise (interval-valued) 

data. We aim to address this by· developing new innovative techniques for spatial 

estimation with interval data namely:-

-+ Classical Random Interval Geostatistics (CRIG) methodology 

- Composite and Component-wise kriging 
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- Spatial Non-parametric Kernel Interval Regression 

~ Bi-variable Copula-based Geostatistics (BCG) methodology 

~ Fuzzy Credibility-based Geostatistics (FCG) methodology 

The Classical Random Interval Geostatistics exploits probability theory for mod

eling randomness and random interval theory for modeling fuzziness/imprecision. 

Kriging and spatial non-parametric kernel interval approaches are proposed. The 

two approaches, applies linear algorithms to modeling spatial random intervals based 

on the lower/upper or center/radius coordinate variables. The approaches lead to 

interval outputs represented using the lower and the upper prediction map plus a 

prediction error map. 

A new approach that introduces 'variable modeling idea' to modeling spatial ran

dom intervals fields is proposed. The approach constitutes the Bi-variable Copula 

Geostatistics (BCG) (Chapter 5) and Fuzzy Credibility-based Geostatistics (FCG) 

(Chapter 6) methodologies. The two variable-based approaches are based on the 

joint distribution function of the random interval data. They are infonnation

intensive and benefits considerably from the advantages of probability density (pdf)
based inference. The BeG approach combines analytical (marginal) models and an 

empirical copula in defining the marginal and copula grade marks associated with 

random interval/vectors at given spatiallocatious. The FCG approach is based on a 

flexible and tradable analytical model, the credibility distribution model of a fuzzy 

variable induced by a random interval with maximum entropy. Compared to BCG, 

the FCG approach is a more direct approach. that simplifies numerical calculations 

and can be easily applied to a general case. 

The BCG and FCG approaches offer flexible output in form of joint probability 

prediction, from which further elaborate statistics can be derived. Output is easily 

integrated in available commercial GIS software (e.g. ArcGIS). 

By associating the observed spatial random intervals with unique descriptive 

measures: the copula, marginal and credibility grade marks, the BCG and FCG 

methods leads to a random vector marked point process. The" points" are the ran

dom vector locations and the "marks" are copula, marginal and credibility grades. 

Integrating statistical copula based methods with the approach to analysis of a 

marked point process can provide valuable information on the spatial interaction 

of spatially distributed random interval observations. The same principle applies if 

we integrate fuzzy variable modeling approaches to marked point process. In both 

cases, estimation can be easily done via maximum likelihood estimation 
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Ultimately, the question addressed in this study is whether a scalar-variable mod

eling idea is applicable to analysis of spatially distributed random interval or fuzzy 

observations. The answer is "yes", and it is the objective of this study to demon

strate this using the proposed BCG (Chapter 5) and FCG (Chapter 6) methodolo

gies. The study also aims at demonstrating the robustness and the flexibility of 

the approaches and presenting them in a way acceptable to most users. Section 1.3 

provides a summary of the specific research objectives. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

(i) To extend real-valued parametric stationary models to modeling spatially dis

tributed interval-valued data; 

(ii) To extend nonparametric methods based on kernels to facilitate analysis on 

non-stationary spatial random interval process; 

(iii) To introduce the bi-variable copula approach as a first attempt to scalar vari

able modeling of spatially distributed random vectors; 

(iv) To introduce credibility distribution theory, utilizing a maximum entropy ap

proach, for seeking variable modeling approach to random interval events; 

( v) To illustrate and test the flexibility of the credibility distribution and copula 

based method using real-life application. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This dissertation consists of three theoretical sections and an application part. 

The theoretical part covers the fundamental concepts underlying the proposed tech

niques (Figure 1.1). 

Part A, Figure 1.1, constitute Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of the thesis and is an ex

tension of classical kriging and the non-parametric kernel methods to handle spatial 

imprecise (interval) data. 

Chapter 2 reviews classical geostatistics and random closed interval theory, cover

ing the basic concepts underlying the two theories and defining the classical random 

interval geostatistics process. 

Chapter 3 extends the classical kriging approach to regionalized random inter

vals. It address objective (i) (Wabiri et al., 2005, attached as Appendix P.2). 
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Chapter 4 discusses the flaws with parametric interval kriging and highlights 

how the non-parametric kernel interval regression may provide a much more flexible 

way that overcomes the stationarity assumptions in interval kriging. It addresses 

objectives (ii), (Wabiri et al., 2005 attached as Appendix P.3). 

In Chapter 5 (Figure 1.1, Part B) we introduce the Bi-variable copula-based 

geostatistics. The technique exploits a model of the joint distribution of random in

tervals through its copula and its marginals. The copula captures the interrelations 

between the random interval features, and intuitively reveals the spatial distribu

tion of the random interval data. The marginals provide information on spatial 

distribution of the lower and upper variables. 

In Chapter 6 (Figure 1.1, Part C) we introduce the fuzzy credibility distribution

based geostatistics. The approach exploits the maximum entropy formalism in defin

ing a fuzzy variable set induced by random interval set. Similar to exact spatial 

modeling with a unique (additive) probability measure, the approach provides a 

unique (additive) credibility measure for modeling uncertain/fuzzy events. This 

leads to a flexible and tractable analytical model of the joint distribution of the 

spatial random interval (fuzzy) phenomena. 

In Chapter 7 we apply the techniques to real-life data. Conclusions and recom

mendation for future research are given in Chapter 8. 

Appendix A provides a review of the complete metrie and linear normed spaces 

including the Hilbert space. Appendix B is a review of the basics of interval arith

metic as used in this study. 

In Appendix C.1 and C.2 we give the algorithms for non-parametric kernel inter

val regression. Algorithms for generating kernel joint density, kernel copula, kernel 

marginals and kernel membership functions are given in Appendix C.3. Bi-variable 

copula-based kriging algorithm is outlined in Appendix C.4 with fuzzy credibility

based kriging algorithm in Appendix C.5. 

Three published papers accruing from this study are provided in Appendix P. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE SPATIAL CLOSED RANDOM INTERVAL APPROACH 

Scope 

We devote this chapter to development of the theoretical framework of spatial closed 

random interval approach as applied to spatial random interval process. A preview 

and introduction of spatial random process and geostatistical analysis is given. Def

initions and detailed concepts of random closed intervals as used in the dissertation 

are given. 
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2.1 Spatial Random Process 

In geostatistics, observed data represents natural phenomena distributed in space 

or in time and space e.g., gold deposits or S02 pollutants concentrations within a 

given region in space. Often, the observed phenomena exhibit immense complexity 

of detail that cannot be fully described using deterministic models (Webster and 

Oliver, 2001). The deterministic model would involve large number of parameters 

that consequently require data to be available for most of the locations. This is a 

major limitation when dealing with scarcely sampled data. An alternative approach 

is to apply a random process, (called a spatial random process in geostatistics (Chiles 

and Delfiner, 1999; Goovaerts, 1997)) where series of measurements of an attribute 

are assumed known. 

Briefly, a random process is a sequence of random quantities identified or located 

(indexed) according to some metric. For example, we can think of the price of a stock 

denoted as Zt at time t = 1,2, ... , and the sequence of stock prices {Zt : t ~ O} is a 

time indexed random process. Similarly, a spatial process is a collection of random 

variables that are indexed by some set D ~ Rd containing spatial coordinates 

z = XI, X2, •.• ,Xd. 

Application of random process to geostatistics is possible since the observed 

random variables (called regionalized random variables by Matheron (1963)) are 

seen as a plausible realization of an unobserved random process. For example, an 

observed gold deposit is viewed as only one possible realization of the underlying 

spatial random process that could have generated a whole set of gold deposits with 

the same characteristics. Also, a case of disease incidence at a given location is 

viewed as a realization of a smooth underlying disease risk surface. The underlying 

smooth risk surface forms a spatial random process. 

2.1.1 Basics of Spatial Random Process 

Spatial data refers to a data value with the associated location in space (i.e. 

d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd with d ~ 1). Locations may refer to a point, 

an area, or volume in space usually called the sample support. For example, we 

could have the area average disease prevalence in a given region (district or county). 

The notation Z(z) indicates the association of measurement Z with location z. 
In 3D, such that d = 3, z is a vector of coordinates (x, y, z) with x-latitude, 

y-Iongitude and z-altitude. The random variable Z assumes a basic structure 

Z (z) : zED ~ Rd over a given spatial region D in Rd. In principle, Z could be 
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determined from any location Zi, i = 1, ... , n within D, and the collection of realized 

values; Z(Zl),' .. ,Z(zn) or Z(Zl), ... ,Z(ZR) at locations {z}, ... ,zn} relate to an 

unobserved spatial random field: 

(2.1) 

Important distinctions of spatial data types relate to whether D, is continuous, 

fixed, or random (Cressie, 1993). For D, a fixed, continuous region, with Z varying 

continuously over D, the spatial random process 2.1 is a geostatistical process. If 

D, is a fixed, regular lattice, the random process is a lattice process; whereas for 

D, a random set, the process is a spatial points process. A distinction between the 

three types of spatial data is not clear-cut. Geostatistics data can be transformed 

to lattice data by merging data over large finite regions. By conceptually changing 

the index set D, from discrete to continuous, one can move from lattice data to 

geostatistical data. Aggregating point pattern over large regions results into lattice 

data. 

In this research, we will deal with the geostatistical process. For spatial point 

process, interested readers should refer to the following texts; Ripley (1987a); Stoyan 

et al. (1987); Venables and Ripley (1994); Ver Hoef and eressie (1993) for theoretical 

contributions, and Cressie (1993); Diggle et al. (1998); Moller (2003); Moller and 

Waagepetersen (2003) for introduction to applications of spatial point processes. 

2.1.2 Properties of a Spatial Random Process 

The spatial random field is characterized by the joint spatial distribution of the 

vector Z(Zl), . .. , Z(zn) of realized values at locations {Zl,' .. , zn}. However, due 

to limited number of realizations, the joint spatial distribution can not be uniquely 

defined, except on the assumption of stationarity. 

2.1.2.1 Second-order Stationarity 

A spatial random process is said to be strictly stationary if the joint spatial 

distribution of (Z(zt}, . .. ,Z(zn» is the same as that of (Z(ZI + h), . .. ,Z(zn + h» 
for any n spatial locations {Zl,' .. ,Zn ED} and any distance vector h, provided 

all Zl, ... , Zn, Zl + h, ... , Zn + h are within the spatial domain D. Then, the mean 
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is constant across the region D, 

E(Z(z)) - m(z) = m 

E(Z(z+h)) - m(z+h)=m (2.2) 

and the covariance between spatial random variables Z(z) and Z(z + h) separated 

by a distance vector h is 

C(z, z + h) - E[Z(z) - m(z)][Z(z + h) - m(z + h)] 

- E[Z(z)Z(z + h)] - m(z)m(z + h) 

- E[Z(z)Z(z + h)] - m2 

- C(h). 

using 2.2 

(2.3) 

The covariance is only a function of the separation vector h. Further, if the 

mean 2.2 and the covariance 2.3 of a spatial process exists, and fully characterizes 

the spatial process, then the process is said to be second-order stationary or 

weakly stationary. It is therefore not uncommon that the terms second-order 

stationarity and covariance are used interchangeably in some of the geostatistics 

literature. 

Often, h represents both the distance and direction between locations z and 

z + h. Directional aspect means for example that the process may be different in 

the north-south direction compared to east-west direction. If C(h) depends on both 

the distance and direction, the spatial process is said to be anisotropic, otherwise 

it is isotropic. We will use h to denote h except where it is otherwise or explicitly 

stated. 

The covariance function is symmetrical i.e., C(h) = C(-h), and generally de

creases as h increases, eventually approaching the limit zero for large h i.e. 

lim C(h) = o. 
h-+oo 

(2.4) 

The distance h with limit zero covariance is called the" range" , which we denote by 

R. Normally, R represents the transition from the state in which a spatial correlation 

exists (h $ R) to the state in which there is absence of spatial correlation (h > R). 
Let Z(Zi) represent the regionalized variable at location Zi, i = 1, ... , n, and 

Cov (Z(Zi)' Z(Zj)) = C(Zil Zj) the covariance between the regionalized variables 

at locations Zi, Zj, i, j = 1, ... , n. Since variance is always positive, the spatial 
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covariance satisfies the positive semi-definiteness condition (Cressie, 1993; Stein, 

1999) i.e., 
n n 

LLa,ajC(z"Zj) ~ 0 (2.5) 
i=1 j=1 

for any finite set oflocations z" ... , Zn and arbitrary real coefficients at, aj, i, j = 
1, ... ,n with at least one being different from zero. This follows noting that the left 

R 

hand side of Eq. 2.5 is the variance of E atZ(Zi) (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999; Stein, 
,=1 

1999). 

The classical estimator for covariance is given as 

(2.6) 

wheremisthemeanestimate, n(h) = {(Zi,Zj): Zi-Zj = h+Ah,i,j, ... ,n}, \n(h)\ 

is the cardinality, and Ah is the distance lag tolerance within which to combine the 

pairs Zi, Zj to create lag classes for unequally spaced data. AB a rule of thumb, 

there should be at least 30 distinct pairs at each lag distance to stabilize C (h), 
and it should not be calculated for distances larger than half the maximal distance 

between the points (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978). 

2.1.2.2 Intrinsic Stationarity 

Often, the mean of a spatial random process varies across the region, and the 

variance tends to increase without bound as the area of interest increases. Con

sequently, second order stationarity no longer holds, and the covariance is not de

fined. Therefore, an alternative measure of spatial correlation is necessary for such 

processes. This also means having a wider class of spatial process. In this regard, 

Goovaerts (1997) highlights a class of spatial processes called the "incremental sta

tionary process". They consist of processes whose increments Z (z) - Z (z + h) are 

stationary and the mean is assumed constant for small h. For this class of processes, 

1 
,(h) = 2Var (Z(z) - Z(z + h» (2.7) 

forms a measure of degree of dissimilarity between any two values, and is the al

ternative to covariance function. The measure "/(h) is referred to as the (semi)

variogram. Assuming second-order stationarity of increments, the variogram 2.7 
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f 

reduces to 
1 

'Y(h) = 2E [Z(:z:) - Z(:z: + hW (2.8) 

The incremental stationary process satisfying Eq. 2.8 are referred to as intrinsi

cally stationary processes, and hence the term intrinsic stationarity (Chiles and 

Delfiner, 1999; Goovaerts, 1997). It is not uncommon that the terms intrinsic sta

tionarity and varlogram are used interchangeably. 

Parallel to covariance, the variogram is symmetric, 'Y(h) = 'Y(-h), and generally 

increases with corresponding increase in h. Let C1 denote the a priori variance of 

the spatial random process. In practice, the variogram stops increasing beyond the 

range and becomes more or less stable around a value Cil also called the sill value, 

(2.9) 

A nugget effect is said to occur if 

lim 'Y(h) = Co > 0 
h-O 

(2.10) 

By definition 'Y(O) = O. However, Eq.2.10 implies that 'Y(h) approaches a constant, 

Co, as h tends to zero. The constant Co is the nugget effect (Cressie, 1993; Stein, 

1999). This implies that microscale variation (small nuggets) is causing discontinuity 

at the origin, hence, the spatial process is fundamentally discontinuous. If continuity 

is expected at the origin, Cressie (1993) notes that the only possible reason for 

Co > 0 is measurement error: that is, if measurements were made several times, the 

results would fluctuate around the true value with a measurement error variance 

denoted as CME• However, for a spatial process with only a single set of values, 

the only cause for discontinuity at origin is the existence of a microscale process 

whose variance, say, CMs is the nugget effect. With only one observation at each 

location effects of measurement error and nugget effect are confounded. Nonetheless 

measurement error and nugget effect are different concepts. Most often, kriging 

equations implicitly assume that CME = 0 and deal only with the microscale variance 

as the nugget effect. A high nugget effect is an indication of a highly irregular spatial 

process, whereas small or zero nugget indicates a very regular and smooth spatial 

process (Stein, 1999). By this, if the origin is efficiently modeled, then we cali 

effectively identify the nature of the spatial random process. 

Figure 2.1 (Thiart, 2005, Figure 6.2) shows an example of a variogram. 
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r(h) 

... , 
, , 
lC1 , , , 

+----- ----- ---- ---------- --- ---- --- -~ 
fiUl,g e R : , , 

----,,------------------------------------,,------------
, 

c : 0, nugget , 
y 

lag(h) --+ 

Figur e 2.1 , An Example of a variogram with range, nugget and sill and range . (Thiart, 
2005, Figure 6.2). 

The classical variogram estimator, also called the methods of moment esUmator 

(MOM) is defined as 

(2. 11) 

where nih) = {(J:;,J:j): x, -:1;j = h} i. e., pairs at, lag h apart, and In(h) 1 is the 

cardinality. The L'8timatc UOC8 not require knm',ledgc of the I11CQJl . If t here is an 

unknown trend, the variogralll filters tllC trend (Sclmbeuherger aud Gotway, 2005, 

pp 137). Thi~ is an advantage of ru;e of the variogram over the covariance fundion. 

Theoretically, the d""" of intrinsic random fields includes tlle class of second

order st,at,joDlu), raud'Jll proce:;ses. Under oocoud-order statiollarity, if the nugget 

effect is ~ero: ottO) = 0 or Co = 0 for h = 0, then C(UJ = Var (Z(;e)). In addition 
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using 2.3 e.ml 2.8, we have the rel ationshi p 

"1(11) = G(O) - G(h) (2.12) 

The \11.riogre.m of second-order stationary proC€6S needs to be condition"lly negativc 

semi-defunte (Chiles ~nd Delfine!, lYlI9)' 

" " L L a,ayy(<l'; - <l' j ) .,-; 0 (2.13) 
i _ I ) - , 

" fOl any finite set of points Xi. . X fi and any COlll,-tants ", . ... aft with L: a; = O. 
,=1 

This is a necessary condition for 7(h) to be a ",\lid >JeIlli-variogram in the general 

intrinsica lly stationary case (Cr=ie, 1993). 

The vaJiogram, like the oovariance is iwtropic only if it is e. function of db-tanoo, 

otherwise it is anisotropic. Isotropic processes are oonvenient to deil with since 

t here ar~_ "number of widely e.ccepted paramet ric forms for covari!lIlce G(h) !lIld 

Yario!',ram , (h) (L'hile>; and Delfiner , 1999). Exrunples of isotropic scmi-variogram 

functions: 

Linear: 

"((h ) = ( Co+bh if h >. O 
Co oth"",,,,,, 

(2. 11) 

Go 2: 0 is the nugget effect; b = C,/R. is tI", slope , C, is the sill, and 11 ,he 

range 

i3pllCrical: 

{

CO+CI if h>R 

",(h)= Co+C,(i f, -&m") if O<h"-;R 

o otherwise 

(i I 5) 

The model is valid for d = 1, 2,3, but fail" the conditionally negative semi-

definite condition for higher dimerc>ion". The lincar and spherical models reach 

a finite sill vilue and ale described as transitive. 

Exponential; 

-, (h) = ( Co+C, {1 -~- ~) if h >. 0 
o othel"Wlse 

(2.16) 

Though simpler in functional form to spherical models, it doc" not Iwve a finite 
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range. It is valid for all h, but for 2-dimensional case, the Matern function 

(2.20) is a better choice. 

Gaussian: 

Exponential power model: 

{ 
CO+Cl(1-e-II~W) 

,(h) = 
o 

ifh>O 

otherwise 

ifh>O 

otherwise 

For p = 1, the model is Exponential, and for p = 2 it is Gaussian. 

Power: 
,( h) = { Co + C1 h>' if h > ~ and 0 < A < 2 

o othe~ 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

It is the only non-monotonic function. The model forms 8 general case of 

linear model and does not represent any random process. 

Matern: Defined in terms of correlation 

{ 

1 (~)1IK (~) 2" 11'(11) R 11 R 

p(h) = 

CO+C1 

if h > 0 
(2.20) 

if h = 0 

where v is the smoothness parameter; r(-) a gamma function; and K1I (-) a 

modified Bessel function of order v (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972). The 

Matern class includes the exponential case when v = 1/2, and the Ga.ussian 

as a limiting case when v --+ 00. Being able to strike a balance between these 

two extremes, the Matern class is well suited for modeling isotropic random 

processes. For v = 3/2, Handcock and Stein (1993); Jennifer et al. (2004); 

Stein (1999) gives the convenient closed form for ,(h) and C(h) defined by: 

if h > 0 
(2.21) 

otherwise 

The isotropic models form the core of classical geostatistics and are used in trans

lating anisotropic covariance or variogram models to isotropic models (Goovaerts, 

2-9 
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1997; Webster and Oliver, 2001}. Let 'Yo, ... , 'Yp denote isotropic variogram func

tions and Ao, . .. ,Ap denote transformation matrices for transforming the spatial 

coordinates of the observations to restore isotropy by removing the directional ef

fect. Then, we can transform simple non-homogeneous models e.g., the geometric 

anisotropy model, (same sill and different ranges) to isotropic model given as 

'Y(h) = 'Yo(IIAohll 

and the zonal anisotropy model, (different sill and different ranges) to 

p 

'Y(h) = L 'Yi(IIAihID 
i=O 

2.2 Variogram Estimation 

For large sample (n ~ 30), the classical variogram estimator 2.11 is approxi

mately normal, and it is not robust in the presence of outliers. Suggested robust 

variogram estimators include: Genton (1998a,b) highly robust variogram estimator 

and Cressie and Hawkins (1984) variogram estimator also called madogram by 

Goovaerts (1997). 

Both the MOM estimator 2.11, and the robust estimator fail the conditional 

non-positive-definiteness condition, leading to spatial predictions with negative vari

ances. The most common solution.is to replace the empirical variogram 'Y(h) by the 

isotropic parametric models known to be conditionally positive definite. 

Among the proposed methods for fitting the isotropic models, least squares meth

ods is the most commonly applied method but not without limita~ions. Suppose we 

wish to fit a parametric model 'Y(h; b), parameterized with finite parameter vector b, 

to the estimated variogram 'Y(h). We let 'Ymom denote the vector of MOM estimates 

at given set of lag values h, and 'Yb the vector of model predicted values at same lag 

values of h. Cressie (1993) has outlined three versions of non-linear least-squares 

estimators: 

Ordinary least squares(OLS): Choose b to minimize 

assuming observations are uncorrelated. With correlated data the method is 

biased. 

2-10 
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Generalized Least Squares (GLS): Choose b to minimize 

where V (b) denotes the variance-covariance matrix of "lb. 

Weighted least squares (WLS): Choose b to minimize 

where W(b) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the variances of 

the entries of "lb. 

The weighted least square is a compromise between efficiency (generalized least 

squares) and simplicity (ordinary least squares). The procedure gives more weight 

to observations that have small variance, and down weights observations that have 

large variances. Proposed methods for fitting least squares include Genton (1998b) 

generalized least squared with a known covariance structure and Cressie (1985) 

weighted least squared criterion. Once variogram is optimally fitted, estimates of 

the spatial random field are obtained via kriging. Prior to addressing the problem 

of spatial prediction (or kriging), we revise the link between random functions space 

and a Hilbert spaces, building on Kolmogorov (1933) theory of probability. 

2.3 Kriging Methodology 

2.3.1 Spatial Random Fields and Hilbert Spaces 

A "Hilbert space" is an infinite dimensional vector spaces, the next best thing to 

a Euclidean space-a finite dimensional inner product space. The single most useful 

property of these spaces is that they permit the introduction of complete (and by 

assumption orthonormal) sets of deterministic functions which constitute a basis. 

IT continuous spatial random fields can be defined as continuous areas in a Hilbert 

space, then we can easily apply the projection theorem given in Luenberger (1987); 

Stein (1999), to predict an unknown spatial random field. 

Let n be an open set in JRn (n can be the whole JRn) and V be a finite-dimensional 

vector space. For the space L2(V, n), a set of vector valued functions I = (It,.·· ,In) 

2-11 
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n 
on n such that E In Ifi(z)12 < 00, L2(V, n) is a Hilbert space with inner product 

i=1 

(2.22) 

Alternatively, a space consisting of random variables Z and W with finite quadratic 

mean, E [Z2] < 00, is (almost) a Hilbert space with inner product E[ZW] (Stein, 

1999). The induced norm, IIZII = v'EZ2, and convergence in norm 11·11 is equivalent 

to convergence in quadratic mean of the random variables. Distance between the 

two random variables Z and W is 

tP(Z, W) = E(Z - W)2, 

and equality of the random variables Z = W implies Pr[Z = W] = 1, hence 

liZ - WI12 = E(Z - W)2 = o. 

(2.23) 

The mathematical properties of the inner product E[ZW] are similarto covari

ance properties between random variables whose mean and covariance exists and 

are finite. Stein (1999) gives a special case of random variables with zero mean, 

finite variance, where the inner product 

E[ZW] = { Cov (ZW) 
Var(Z) iif Z = W 

(2.24) 

Let D = n ~ ]R2 be a spatial region of interest, and Z(z) : zED be a spatial 

random field such that E[Z2(Z)] < 00. Then, for each z, Z(z) is an element of the 

Hilbert space just defined. Parametrically, since the spatial random field Z (z) is a 

family of random variables in a two dimensional parameter space z, it can viewed 

as an "area" in the Hilbert space. The area is continuous if 

lim E [Z(z) - Z(Z'))2] = 0, 
Z--+Z' 

z' ED 

Spatial random fields satisfying this condition are said to be continuous in quadratic 

mean. Consequently, continuity in quadratic mean corresponds to continuity in 

Hilbert space. Then, spatial random fields are elements of Hilbert space and pro

jection in Hilbert space parallels spatial prediction. 

Replacing n with D, the spatial region of interest, L2(V, D) parallels the vector 

space of greatest importance. A collection of vector valued random fields Z (z) in 

2-12 
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L2(V, D) for which L E[Z2(Z)]dz < 00 

constitute a linear vector space, with the inner product 

E{Z(z), W(z)} = E [L Z(Z)W(Z)dZ] 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

By letting (Z(z), W(z)} denote the 2D space-domain inner product; the determinis

tic portion of the inner product (2.26) and the expected value portion are explicitly 

indicated. This representation allows certain theoretical manipulations to be per

formed easily. 

One of the most interesting results of the theory of random fields is that the 

normed vector space for the random fields previously defined is separable. Conse

quently, there exist a complete (and, by assumption, orthonormal) set {hi(z)},i = 

{I, ... } of deterministic functions which constitute a basis. Then, a random field in 

the space of random fields can be represented as 

00 

Z(z) = ~ Zihi(Z)'VZ E D (2.27) 
i=1 

where {Zi}, the representation of Z(z), is a sequence of random variables given by 

Zi - (Z(z), hi(z») 

- L Z(z)hi(z)dz 

A special class of random fields, the second-order stationary random fields, with 

finite mean and covariance, form elements of the Hilbert space. This allows us to 

use projection theorem (Luenberger, 1987; Stein, 1999) to approximate any second

order stationary random field. 

2.3.2 Kriging Methodology 

Kriging methodology is a spatial prediction approach. Assuming a stationary 

random field Z (.) with finite first and second order moments on compact set D in 

]Rd, we define the random field model 

Z(Z) = m(z) + e(z) ZED (2.28) 

2-13 
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where m(·) is the mean of Z(·) and e(·) a random field with mean zero. The goal is 

to predict linear functional of Z(·) on D based on observed Z(Zi) E D, i = 1, ... ,n. 

Assuming EZ(z) < 00 and E[Z(Z)]2 < 00, the mean and covariance ofthe random 

field Z (. ), are respectively defined as 

E(Z(z)) - m(z) 

Cov (Z(Zi), Z(Zj)) - E [Z(Zi) - m(zi)] [Z(Zj) - m(zj)] 

_ {EZ(Zi)Z(Zj) if E[Z(Zi)] = 0 

E[Z(z)2] = Var(Z(z)) if Zi = Zj = Z 

For example, for d = 2, the spatial random field ZO represents a family of random 

variables in a two dimensional parameter space Z E IR2, and it corresponds to an 

area in Hilbert space, and hence the use of projection theorem to approximate the 

spatial random field. 

Statistically, if Z(zo) (for Zo E IR2) is a random variable and Z(Zl), ... ,Z(zn) is 
a finite set of observed random variables, then, for Ci E IR, i= 1, ... ,n, its projection, 

Z(zo) = C1Z(Zl) + ... + enZ(Zn) , is a unique linear combination closest to Z(zo) 

in the II . II-norm such that 

is minimal. The projection is characterized by the requirement that the residual 

E CjZ(Zj)-Z(zo) is uncorrelated with all the Z(Zj) i.e., (Z(zo)-E CjZ(Zj), Z(Zj)) = 

O. This is the least squares solution to the common known regression problem (or 

kriging predictor in geostatistics). 

Formally, let, 

Z*(Zo) 

mo 

Ai 

Cij = Cov (Z;, Zj) 

CiD = Cov (Zi' Zo) 
Coo = Var (Z(zo)) 

estimator of Z(zo) 
Mean of Z(Zi) 
Mean of Z(zo) 
Weights associated with Z (Zi) 

Covariance between Z(Zi), Z(Zj) 

Covariance between Z (Zi), Z (zo) 

(Co)variance of Z(zo) 

2-14 
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All kriging estimators are variants of the basic linear regression estimator: 

n 

Z·(zo) = L AiZ(Z,) (2.30) 
i=1 

n 
subject to condition that E ~ = 1, except for simple kriging where weights do not 

i=1 
have to sum to one. To estimate (2.30), we seek to minimize the expected mean 

prediction error (mpe), (2.29), given as 

E(Z*(zo) - Z(ZO»2 = Var (Z·(zo) - Z(zo» + [E(Z*(zo) - Z(ZO))]2 (2.31) 

where the first term is the error variance, u2 , and the last term the squared bias. 

Among the class of linear estimators, the kriging estimator is the Best Linear 

Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) (Cressie, 1993; Stein, 1999). "Best" means that the 

estimator is unbiased and optimal in the sense of minimum mean squared error. 

The unbiased condition requires that 

E(Z·(zo} - Z(zo» = 0, (2.32) 

which eliminates the second term in (2.31). Then optimal condition requires that 

weights Ai are chosen to minimize error variance, u2 defined as 

u2 - Var (Z·(zo) - Z(zo» 

- Var (Z*(zo» - 2Cov (Z*(zo), Z(zo» + Var (Z(zo» (2.33) 

Substituting (2.30), the error variance (2.33) becomes 

0' = Var ( t >.;Z(",,») ~ 2Cov ( t >.;Z(z,), Z( Zo») + Var(Z(zo» 

n n n 

- L L AiAjGij - 2 L A,Gio + Goo (2.34) 
,=1 j=1 ,=1 

under unbiasedness condition 2.32 

Three main forms of kriging are defined based on the form of the mean struc

ture (Goovaerts, 1997): 

Simple Kriging(SK) : the mean of the process is known and constant over the 

whole study area. 

2-15 
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Ordinary Kr.iging(OK): the mean of the process is unknown but constant 

within a local neighborhood. 

Kriging with a trend (or drift) : the unknown mean is not constant even within 

a local neighborhood. Examples include Universal kriging(UK) and a more 

general approach, the Intrinsic Random Function of Order k (IRF-k) (Chiles 

and Delfiner, 1999). Briefly, under UK, mean is modeled as a linear combi

nation of functions, !k(Z) of the spatial coordinates Z = (Xll X2) in a 2D: 
K 

J.'(z) = E f3k!k(Z), with f3k the unknown coefficients. Usually the first func-
k=O 

tion, !o(z) = 1 to guarantee the inclusion of the constant-mean case in the 

spatial model. The other functions are monomials of low degree in the coor

dinates of z. 

The Intrinsic Random Function of Order k (IRF-k) accommodates varying 

nature of the trend. The term k represents the order of polynomial trends

k = 0 means constant drift, and the IRF-k is equivalent to ordinary kriging; 

if k = 1, we have linear drift; k = 2 yields quadratic drift. The IRF-k models 

are defined by having increments of a sufficiently high order for stationarity 

to be reached, thus overcomes the problem of non-stationarity affecting the 

variogram estimation~ 

Cokriging is a multivariate extension of kriging (Goovaerts, 1997, p.203-248). 

Different forms of cokriging depend on whether the secondary regionalized variable 

is known everywhere and if it varies smoothly across the study area. If both cases are 

satisfied, then there is no loss of information if we. retain in the cokriging system only 

the secondary datum collocated with the location z being estimated (Goovaerts, 

1998). In deed, the collocated value tends to screen the influence of further away 

secondary variables introducing negative weights for secondary variables. 

Cokriging and IRF -k approaches are not addressed is this thesis. We extending 

ordinary kriging to modeling spatial random intervals based on the corresponding 

random bivariate variable. Extension of kriging with trend is given only for illus

tration purposes. 

Ordinary Kriging (OK) 

In ordinary kriging, stationarity is assumed within a local neighborhood n(h). 

Here n(h) refers to the number of points within a given distance (h) or area of the 
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location Zo being estimated. For local constant mean m{z) = m, and conditional 

to the unbiasedness condition (2.32), the OK estimator is given as 

n(h) 

Z~(zo) = L A;Z(z;) (2.35) 
;=1 

The unbiasedness condition 2.32 reduces to 

(2.36} 

Implying that weights sum to one. The optimization problem is then solved using 

a method of Lagrange multipliers by defining 

(2.37) 

where 1/1 is a Lagrange multiplier. A positive Lagrange multiplier means that the 

samples are not efficiently spread around the estimated point. For example, it 

might be the case of clustering, then we are using points behind other points which 

introduce a screening effect. A negative Lagrange multiplier leads to smaller variance 

and implicitly means that the samples are well spread out relative to how close they 

are to the estimator. Thus, a large negative Lagrange multiplier implies that the 

samples are spread out evenly and close to the prediction location. 

Substituting 2.34 for til in 2.37 we get 

n(h) n(h) n(h) 

L(Ai, i=l, ... ,n{h)j1/1) = LLA;AjCij-2LA;CiO+COO 
;=1 j=1 ;=1 

(

n(h) ) 

+21/1 ~Ai-1 (2.38) 

and the error variance is minimized by setting to zero each of the n + 1 partial first 

2-17 
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derivatives: 

6L n(h) - 2: AjCij - CiO + 1/1 = 0 
j=1 

n(h) 

- 2:Ai- 1 =0 
i=1 

i = 1, ... , n(h) 

resulting to the ordinary kriging system of linear equations 

n(h) 

L AjCij + 1/1 - Cm i=1, ... ,n(h) 
j=1 

n(h) 

LAj - 1 
j=1 

and an ordinary kriging variance 

Let 

n(h) 

U~A:(Z·(zo)) = Coo - L AiCiO -1/1 
i=1 

"rij = Coo - Cij variogram between Zi and Zj 

"riO = Coo - CiO variogram between Zi and Zo 

"roo variogram: of Zo 

(2.39) 

In terms of variogram the ordinary kriging system (Cressie, 1993),2.39 reduces to 

n(h) 

L Aj"rij - 1/1 - "riO i = 1,··· ,n(h) 
j=1 

n(h) 

LAj - 1, (2.40) 
j=1 

which in matrix notation is written as 

r.x = '"'(, (2.41) 
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where 

'Yll ''/In(h) 1 Al 'YIO 

r= ..\= , "1= 
'Yn(h)l 'Yn(h)n(h) 1 An(h) 'Yn(h)O 

1 1 0 -,p 1 
pxp pxl pxl 

where p = n{h) + 1. The OK variance is 

(2.42) 

Since only "1 changes in (2.41) for different Zo, r only has to be calculated once for 

each observation in the neighborhood window, it is easy to predict the process for 

several locations once the variogram has been estimated. 

Important points : 

• the kriging system and kriging variance depend only on the covariance function 

and on spatial lay-out of the sampled support and not the actual data values. 

• the semi-variogram, "1, performs statistical distance weighting of the data 

points in the support, while r-1 rescales the weights in "1 to add to one 

and also, the semi-variogram, r-1 allows for possible redundancies in the sup

port, Le., it attempts to compensate for any possible clustering of the support 

points. This combination is the key power of kriging. 

More details about kriging techniques are found in a series of geostatistics books: 

Isaaks and Srivastava (1989) for basic introduction; Chiles and Delfiner (1999), 

Goovaerts (1997), Stein (1999), and Cressie (1993) for detailed developments and 

discussions. 

We also note that kriging is by construction designed to handle single or real

valued measurements, hence if the data is plagued with imprecision (fuzziness), the 

method breaks down. To address this problem, we introduce the spatial random 

closed interval approach, and extend the ordinary kriging to handle spatial random 

intervals. 
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2.4 The Spatial Closed Random Interval Approach 

2.4.1 Closed Random Intervals 

Assume that we are representing uncertainty about a system in the world through 

reference to a universe of discourse, denoted bye, with 29 = {A : A ~ e} the 

set of all objects on which uncertainty can be valued. e may be finite, count

able/uncountable, and can take different forms either real values, sets or intervals. 

We recall the definition of a random variable. 

Definition 2.4.1 Given a probability space (n, Bo, Pr), a real-valued function 

X : n --+ e is a random variable if X is Pr-measurable, i.e., 'VO E e, X-l(O) = 
{w En: X(w) E O} E Bo. In this case, e consist of real values. The random 

variable X induces probabilities, P(= Pr * X-1)(O) to each 0 E 8. Similarly, 

Definition 2.4.2 Given the probability space (0, Bo,Pr), the set-valued function 

X : n --+ 29 \ 0 is a random set.if X is Pr-measurable, such that 'VA ~ 29 \ 

0, X-I (A) E Bo. In this case, e consist of set values. The random set X associates 

a probability 

P(= Pr * X-1)(A) to each A S;; 29 \ 0. 

Let the universe of discourse e be the real space, i.e. e = 1R. Instead of working 

with arbitrary sets of JR, we limit ourselves to set of closed intervals a = [a', aU] E 

lIJR, a', aU E JR, and define 

as the Borel field of closed intervals defined on 1R. Then, 

Definition 2.4.3 Given the probability space (n, Bo, Pr), a closed random in

terval, denoted as (, is an interval-valued function ( : n --+ ~, with the property 

that if a E ~, then, (-I(a) = {w En: (w) E BR} E Bo. It follows that, 

P(= Pr * ,-l)(a) is the probability associated with each closed random interval. 

In general, given random variables X, Y : n --+ JR such that X ~ Y, let ( = 

[X(w), Y(w)] and (I = (X(w), Y(w)) respectively defines closed and open random 

intervals, the following statements are equivalent: 

(a) (is strongly measurable 

(b) X, Y are measurable 

( c) (1 is strongly measurable 
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and ( c) :::} ( a) (Miranda et al., 2005). 

Respectively, derived random variables Z = (X + Y)/2 and W = (Y - X)/2 

represents the interval center (denoted as "mid") and interval radius (denoted as 

"rad" or "spr"). The "mid" is a real-valued random variable, while the "rad" is 

always a positive random variable (Korner, 1995). Since any number a E R can be 

represented as the degenerate interval la, a], closed random intervals form extension 

of r~ numbers. 

Under closed random interval theory, available infonnation of the outcome is 

represented by the probability measure space (0,80, Pr) and a random interval, " 

such that for all B E 80, what is observed is random interval ,(B) within which the 

true value lies (Stainslaw, 1990). The observed random interval is a general form 

of knowledge that describes two essential features of the knowledge about the value 

of a parameter. First, an interval expresses the imprecision of the knowledge about 

parameter value, and second, the randomness captures the uncertainty about this 

value. 

From definition 2.4.3, it is clear that each closed random interval induces a prot>. 

ability measure P on the space (R, Btl, P), which leads to a class 'P of all the possible 

probability measures for each random interval. Congar (2000) indicates that this 

class of probability measures completely summarizes the situation of uncertainty, 

and contains all the possible probability measure governing the situation of uncer

tainty represented by the closed random interval. Dempster (1968) represent this 

class of probability measures by a system of upper and lower probability measures 

or respectively the belief (Bel) and plausibility (PI) functions (Stainslaw, 1990). 

2.4.2 Closed Intervals as Elements of Two Dimensional Space 

Applying the x-y coordinates system concept, a closed random interval can be 

viewed as a two-dimensional random vector with lower-upper(l-u) or center-radius 

(c-r) coordinates random variables defined on a common probability space. Hence, 

for closed intervals assume 1 - u or c - r coordinates systems. 

Let ~+ = R+ U 00 = [0,00], denote the set of extended real positive numbers 

with R+ the set of real positive numbers. The set of closed random intervals defined 

on ~+ given as I = {[a, b] : a, b E R+, a ;:::: b} can be represented as points 

T = {(a, b) : a, b E ~+, a ~ b}, with [a, b] = 0 for a;:::: b. (2.43) 

in an extended two dimensional space,T, (Figure 2.2). 
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y from x 

Figure 2.2. Unique display of a. closed interval [a, b) ~ !R+ as a. point k = (a, b) also given 
in terms of center(c)-radius(r) (c, r» (Smets, 2005). 

The radius r = (b - a)/2 (Figure 2.2) is the distance from the point k = (a, b) to 
its perpendicular projection, the center c = (b + a)/2, on the diagonal domain ~+. 

Thus, the center forms the best approximation of the closed interval k = [a, b], with 

the radius·as a measure of imprecision/uncertainty. The closed interval k = [a, b] is 

then represented as a pair (c, r) in the set 

v = {( c, r) : c, r E ~+, r ~ O} (2.44) 

The relationship between the pair (l, u) in the set T and the pair c, r in the set V is 
given as 

( 
r ) = (0.5 -0.5) (b) 
r 0.5 0.5 a 

(2.45) 

Non-empty elements of I are in one-to-one correspondence with those of T and V. 
In particular, using V representation, it is possible to explore the distribution of 

uncertainty around the interval central value (center) and weight the influence of 

extreme interval factors according to their relative importance to center. 

Characterization of the interval using center-radius (c-r) coordinate variables is 
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valid. It has been underlined in the literature (for instance, Kulpa (2001» that the 

center-radius representation has advantages in various applications and theoretical 

considerations. 

• first, the (e, r) representation allows developed interval-based models to take 

into account a central aspect of the random intervals (the center), as well as 

their imprecision (radius). In principle, the true value is ck>se to the center 

and the radius is the imprecision of the true value. 

• second, applying the concept of distribution of order statistics on random in

tervals, the center has the closest distribution to the interval data distribution 

(Nader et al., 2004). Therefore, the center contains more information relative 

to other interval features. Besides, the degree of dependence between consec

utive interval feature values is maximum and symmetrical about the median. 

Therefore large interval radius (measure of imprecision) means decreased d&

pendence among interval feature values. 

• third, correlation conclusions for interval-based models, using (e, r) interval 

representation, leads to same correlational conclusions to those based on sep

arate Itr " -regression and "e" -regression, {Gil et aI., 2001, 2002}. On the 

contrary, conclusions of interval-based model applying (l, u) representation are 

not coherent with those based on separate" I" - regression and "u" - regression. 

2.4.3 The Spatial Closed Random Interval Approach 

Naturally, spatial data can constitute interval~valued observations, where o~ 

served regionalized variable consist of sample of values indicating a given level of 

uncertainty. Moore (1979) emphasizes that "uncertainty" in initial data would be 

a more accurate description for many applications than "error" in initial data. The 

uncertainty is also a indication of lack of full knowledge of phenomena under study. 

Uncertainty in spatial data can be coded in form of inequalities constraints, with 

actual data Z{z) at location z lying between lower (Z{z)') and upper (Z{z)U) limit 

values such that Z(Z)1 :5 Z(z) :5 Z(z)u. Joumel (1986) refers to such data as "soft 

data" with given prior probabilities and implements a soft kriging approach based 

on indicator simulation. In contrast single valued data is referred to as "hard data" . 

Chiles and DeHiner (1999) notes that, the information carried by inequality depends 

on the tightness of the bounds, the wider the bounds the higher the uncertainty. 
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The data plus the uncertainty can then be associated with the concept of closed 

random intervals, (Congar, 2000; Dempster, 1968). The spatial random interval, 

Z(z), is treated as spatial random vector: (Z(Z)I, Z(z)u) or (Z(z)C, Z(zY). This 

implies that Z(z) is a spatial bivariate random variable taking values in the two di

mensional plane (Figure 2.2). For the purpose ofthis study, spatial data is classified 

as: 

Precise d~ta: if the spatial measurements are real-valued (called hard data in goo

statistical literature). This implies that Z(Z)' = Z(z)U = Z(z). Then, avail

able information can be modeled by a unique (additive) probability measure 

as defined in probability and statistics theory. It is also important to note 

that any uncertainty in this case usually refers to future data; those that have 

been observed have a exact or precise value. 

Imprecise or uncertain : if the spatial measurement are not precise, meaning 

they cannot be represented by a single value, but by a set or an interval of 

values. Besides random error, data is plagued with additional uncertainty due 

to vague information or lack of knowledge, introducing a qualitative aspect to 

spatial data. We will refer to the such data as imprecise (or fuzzy) spatial data 

or imprecise(fuzzy) regionalized variables characterized by uncertainty which 

comprises of both randomness and lack of knowledge (vagueness). 

An example of interval data is the concentration of S02 pollutant reported as 

possible range of values, mineral reserves given as ranging within a given set 

of values. Such data can be presented by spatial random intervals/vectors, de

fined as (Z(Z)I, Z(z)u) or (Z(z)C, Z(zY). The width of the intervals of values 

defines the degree of uncertainty (accuracy) and may change from one sample 

to another. Xavier (2003), Dubrule and Kostov (1986), Kostovand Dubrule 

(1986) and Journel (1986) refers to interval data as inequality constraints (soft 

data). 

Sometimes, the target variable may not be observable, but some connected 

variables are directly measurable. Using physical laws, observed measurements 

could be converted into a set of possible values, coded as intervals, for the 

variable of interest. 

For the sake of clarity, for this study, the terms" fuzziness" , "uncertainty" and 

"imprecision" will be used interchangeably and the meaning should be derived 

from the context. 
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Similar to precise data modeling with a unique (additive) probability 

measure, the challenge is to define a unique additive measure, within 

distributional framework, to model the imprecise (or fuzzy) spatial data 

represented as spatial random intervals/vectors. 

We also emphasize that the study considers e1TOr fuzziness in mea

surements. E1TOrs in observed locations (coordinates) is beyond the scope 

of this study 

2.5 Discussion 

In this chapter we have reviewed the basics of spatial random process. Fur

ther, utilizing the sound theoretical framework of closed random intervals, we repre

sent random intervals as bivariate random vectors characterized by either lower(l)

upper(u) or center(c)-radius(r) coordinate variables. Specifically, based on c-r c0-

ordinates, a closed interval is transformed to its optimal approximation (center ( c» 

plus a variable measure of interval uncertainty the radius(r). 'fieating intervals as 

bivariate vectors we are able to apply linear algorithms in modeling random interval 

related data. In particular, we propose parametric (kriging) and non-parametric 

(kernel interval regression) approaches to model spatial random intervals. 

In addition, the closed random interval theory is linked to the theory of inter

val analysis (see Moore (1979) for details). This provides us with the necessary 

operations and properties with respect to intervals, called interval arithmetic (Ap

pendix B). 
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CHAPTER 3 

PARAMETRlC MODELING OF SPATIAL RANDOM INTERVALS 

Scope 

We devote this chapter to theoretical aspects of parametric modeling of spatial ran

dom interval process of second order. Beginning with concepts of a complete interval 

space, characteristics of random intervals and hence the properties of spatial random 

interval process together with the corresponding kriging methodology are outlined. 

Based on a well outlined constraints, we arrive at two approaches of random inter

val kriging: Composite kriging and component-wise kriging. The chapters also gives 

credit to work done by Diamond (1988); Dubrule and Kostov (1986); Kostov and 

Dubrule (1986). Application and comparative results are given in chapter 7. 
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3.1 Characteristics of Random Intervals 

Let K:(R) denoted the collection of all non-empty closed intervals on It, K:e(R) 

denoted the ooDection of all non-empty compact intervals on R, and K:cx (R) the 

collection of all non-empty convex compact intervals on R. ~ociated with the 

space K:c(R.) is a natural non-negative symmetrieal function, d: K:c(R.) x K:c(R) --. 
R((O, 00». The function d represents a distance metric and is complete if and only 

if (iff), given any non-empty compact intervals 0, b, c E K:c(R), the folloWing condi

tions 

i) d(o, b) ~ d(o, c) + d(c, b) (the triangle inequality) 

ii) d(o, 0) = 0 (3.1) 

iii) d(a, b) = d(b, a) = 0 iff a = b 

hold (Ash, 1972; Robert, 2000). The most natural distance d refers to the Hausdorff 

metric defined in Eq. 3.12. The space K:cx(R.) ofnon-empty compact convex intervals 

on R has a semi-linear structure induced by vector (or Minikowiski) addition and 

scalar multiplication 

a+b={a+b:aEa,bEb}, ,xa={,xa:aEa, ,xER} {3.2} 

However, K:cx(R) is not a vector space. To define the properties of its elements we 

need to translate it into a vector structure with well defined algemaic and metric 

structure. This is possible using support function embedding discussed in §3.1.1 

3.1.1 Support Function and Steiner Point of Convex Intervals 

Let d denote the dimension of a Euclidean space, Rd. The set K:cx(Rd) denotes the 

collection of all non-empty compact convex sets on Rd. Any closed convex random 

set A E K:cx(Rd) can be uniquely defined by a support function mapping (Korner, 

1995; Vitale, 1988), 

SA(V) = sup {a, v}; (3.3) 
GEA 

where Sd-l is the (d -1) dimensional unit sphere, v is a unit vector in Rd, and {a, v} 

is the scalar inner product in Rd. The support function of convex set measures the 

extent of the convex set in the direction of the unit vector v (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1. The support functions 8A(V), 8B(V) of two convex bodies Aj B 

The support function preserves the semi-linear structure in Eq. 3.2 

SaA+{JB = aSA + {3SB for a, {3 ~ o. (3.4) 

and metric structure: d(A, B) = d(SA, SB). Thus, linear operations with convex 

random sets corresponds to point-wise operations on the support functions which 

are easier to compute. Further, a random convex set (or a random interval) by 

a single element (value), usually the Steiner point (Korner, 1995; Meyer, 1970). 

Justified as follows: 

Let r denote the radius of a hall, Bd (0, r), centered at the origin, in ad-dimensional 

space Rd. For a constant 
"rJ/2 

(3.5) 

we denote by 

the volume and the surface area of the d-dimensional ball, Bd (0, r), respectively. 

For unit ball, i.e. r = 1, Vol (Bd{o, l)) = Cd and Area (Bd(O, r)) = dCd. 
The constant Cd increases up to d = 5 and then decreases toward zero (Table 

3.1). Hence, no matter how large the radius, r, increasing the dimension, d, will 

ultimately produce a sphere of arbitrarily small measure. Therefore, representation 
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Table 3.1. Constant CtJ representing the unit volume of a d-dimensional sphere. 

Dimension (d) Constant 4. Value 
0 1 
1 2 = 2.00000 
2 1r = 3.14159 
3 !1r = 4.11879 ...... 
4 ~ = 4.93480 ..... 2" 
5 811'2 = 5.26379 .... :r 6 6" = 5.16771 .... 
7 Unr3 = 4.72477 .... lps 
8 11" = 4.05871.. .. 24 4 

9 3211" = 3.29850 .... 945 

2k 11"" -+0 with k = d/2 6:' 

of any convex body will depend more on the surface (boundary values, vertices) of 

the convex body rather than the interior values. Hence a function of the boundary 

values gives the single optimal value representation of the convex body. An example 

of such a value is the Steiner point: 

Definition 3.1.1 The "Steiner point", St (A), of a convex set A is 

(3 .. 6) 

with w the nonnalized measure on elements of S"-I. The Steiner point corresponds 

to a Lipschitz-continuo'US mappin9, St : (K:(R"), dH ) -+ (R", II . II) such that 

liSt (A) - St (B)II ~ c dH(A, B), (3.7) 

where dH is the Hausdorff metric, (Eq. 3.12), and c is the Lipschitz constant, (Hel

mut et al., 1994, 1997). The constant c is a modification of 3.5 9iven as 

2r(d/2 + 1) 
c = 1r1/2r(d/2 + 1/2) 

(3.8) 

The metric dH can be replaced by normed metries such as 82 , (Eq. 3.16) or the 

weighted metric dc, (Eq. 3.17). Since dG(a, b) ~ 82(a, b) ~ 8H (a, b), the normed 

metries give better representation of similarity between intervals, by transferring the 

properties of an ~ space to the interval space. 
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Steiner point preserves the convex arithmetic (Butnariu et al., 2004). Darinka 

(1998) and Maxwell (2003) confirms the Steiner point as the special generalized 

selector (or reference point) as given by Congar (2000) and Vitale (1988) for a convex 

body. Vetterlein and Navara (2006) refers to the Steiner point as a defuzzification 

method. 

Remark 3.1.1 In general, let r be a positive real valued random variable with 

E[r2) <00 and m be a random vector in JRd (not necessarily independent from r) 
with Ellmll~ < 00. Let b(m, r) denote a ball centered at point m, with radius r . . 
Then A with 

A = b(m,r) = m+ (r x b(o, 1)) (3.9) 

is a random convex set with m the Steiner point. 

Example 3.1.1 Let d = 1, then K:cx(JR), is the set of convex random intervals. Let 

b = [lJ, bU
), be an element of K:cx(R) with support function 

S (v) ~ {lJ if v = -1 
b bU ifv=1 

(3.10) 

Let w be a normalized uniform measures on Sd-I, (w (Sd-l) = 1/2). Using 3.6 and 

3.10, we have St (b) = (b' + bU
) /2, such that St (b) E b (Helmut et al., 1994). 

Respectively, let be = St (b) and br = (bU 
- lJ)/2 denote the center and radius. 

Applying 3.9, 

This partitions the interval into a part that represents the single value and a part 

that represents the ambiguity around the single value. A parallel representation of 

convex intervals is given by Smets (2005) and Kulpa (2001). 

It follows that, using the support function concept, we can embed the interval 

space K:cx(JR) into the function space L2(Sd-l), for d = 1, and results in the function 

(Hilbert) space La (Sd-l ) are transferred into the space of non-empty compact convex 

intervals, K:cx(R). Then, each convex compact interval is identified with a special 

Hilbert spac~valued random variable (the random support function). Since the 

independence of random support functions, (Nather, 2000), is well defined, it is 

not necessary to develop a special concept of independence for non-empty compact 

convex intervals. 
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Concepts for expectation and variance of compact convex intervals are then 

derived from the corresponding well defined notions for Hilbert space-valued random 

variables. The completeness and separability properties of the Hilbert space ensures 

that it is either isomorphic to d-dimensional Euclidean space, Rd, for some finite d 

or to the ~ space. 

In §3.1.2 we provide a review interval metrics and propose a weighted interval 

metric that will be used in this dissertation. 

3.1.2 Metrics Between Closed Random Intervals 

The Hausdorff metric 

Let a, b be non-empty compact intervals in ~(lR) for d = 1 

dH(a, b} = max {SUPinf la - bl,sup inf la - bl} 
Clea beb beb Cleo 

(3.12) 

The closed and bounded property in K:c(R}, insures that dH(a, b) = 0 implies a = b. 

The space (K:c(IR), dH} is a complete separable metric space. Separable means that 

K:cCR} contains a countable dense interval V, such that, the closure of V is K:c(:IR}, 
while complete meanS that ~(R) contains dB-convergent intervals: there exist a 

real interval 00 E X::c(R} such that every sequence of intervals {an} converges to Go 

i.e., 

lim dH(an, ao} = 0 for sequences of intervals (Gn}~=l E A:c(R). 
n(h) 

For point intervals, dH(a, b} reduces to usual distance d([a, aI, [b, bJ} = vIa - b!2 for 

real numbers; 

Let a, b be non-empty compact convex intervals in K:cx(R} for d = 1. Using 

support function, the non-empty compact intervals are mapped into the Hilbert 

space with corresponding norm given as 

(3.13) 

where w is the normalized (d - 1) -dimensional Lebesgue measure on elements of 

unit sphere Sd-l, (w(Sd-l) = 1}. 
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The interval metric in Kcx(1R) is equivalent to the Hilbert distance between sup

port functions, and is given as 

(3.14) 

Since d = 1, Sd-l = {-I, I}, and the integral becomes summation over Sd-l, and 

the distance 3.14 becomes 

1I€{-1,1} 

With a uniform weight measure, w{v) = w{-v) = 0.5, and applying 3.10, 

(3.15) 

Let aC = (all. + al )/2 and ar = (all. - al )/2 denote the center and radius coordinates, 

accordingly, all. = aC + ar and al = aC 
- ar and 3.15 reduces to 

(3.16) 

which is similar to Korner (1995) metric. 

The ~2 metric is less sensitive to any transformations of the non-empty compact 

intervals compared to the Hausdorff metric, and the space (Kcx(JR), ~2) is complete 

and separable (Diamond and Kloeden, 1990, 1994). 

The dw-metric 

This is a generalization of the Hausdorff metric. Let a, b be non-empty compact 

convex intervals in Kcx(1R),the dw-metric defined as 

dw(a,b) = 

where W(A), \;fA E [0,1], is a normalized symmetrical weight measure or a probabil

ity measure on the measurable space, ([0,1], B[O,l)), with B[o,l) the Borel u-field on 
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[0, I}. The weights W('\) indicate the contribution of interval features to the interval 

distance. 

By fixing W(O) = W(l) = 0.5 for ,\ = {O, I}, and W('\) = 0 for all ,\ E 

(0,1), the dw-metric reduces to 52 metric (Diamond, 1988; D'Urso and Gastaldi, 

2000). Lubiano (1999) refers to the W -metric as the S-mean squared dispersion. 

Bertoluzza and Cariolaro (1997) gave a special case of dw-meiric for ,\ = W(O) = 

W(0.5) = W(I). 

Proposed Metric- The General Weighted de- interval metric 

Reviewed metrics, are similar and assigns equal weight to squared Euclidean 

distances between the interval features. In reality, we would expect the Steiner center 

to contain more information while the spread is an indication of interval imprecision 

or ambiguity. There is a need to define some measure of relative importance to 

each value within an interval. This allows us to weight each interval feature by its 

mutual information within the interval, which will have an influence on the defined 

distance measure. This new metric reflects the near and overlap degree between two 

intervals; it is a simplified inclusion of all the (co ) variances. 

Theorem 3.1.1 The general interval metric is defined as 

(3.17) 

where a, b are non-empty compact convex interoals in X:cx(Jl) with a = (aC
, ar ) and 

b = (bC
, br ) using 2.4.; a and f3 are the parameters of a Beta probability density, 

g('\) = r(a + (3) ,\0-1(1- ,\)fj-l 
. r(a)r(f3) 

(3.18) 

Proof. Let ~(a, b) denote the metric (3.16), and ,\ E (0,1). Further, let 

([0,1],8([0,1]), G) denote a probability space, with G a normalized weight on the 

measurable space, ([0,1]' B[O,I) , where BIO,I) is the Borel u-field on [0,1]. We define 

a weighted interval metric as 

da(a, b) = 11 ['\~(a, b) + (1 - '\)(ac - bC)2]dG('\). 

Thus dG(a,b) is a weighted distance metric. The weights ,\ E (0,1), reflects the 

contribution of the 52-metric and of the squared Euclidean difference between in-
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terval midpoint to the distance. Instead of fixing the weights, we let ~ be distrib

uted continuously within (0,1) based on a continuous probability density function. 

Because of its flexibility, the Beta probability density function; a continuous and 

bounded probability density function within (0, 1) and parameterized by parame

ters (Ot, (3 > 1) is ideally suited for the moice of ~. 

Applying 3.18, dG(~) = g(~)d~, and substituting 3.16 for d2
, 

4;(a, b) 

= 

• 
Theorem 3.1.2 The generalized metric. db between any intervals is a complete 

metric in the interval space ICcx (lR). 

Proof. For metric db( a, b) to be a complete metric, it has to satisfy the metric 

properties defined in 3.1. It is ~asy to verify property (ii) and (iii). For the triangle 

inequality property (i) let a, b, e EICcx(lR), 

d~(a, b) ~. d~(a, e) + d~(e, b) (3.19) 

For the triangular property of Euclidean distance for interval center and for interval 

radius, we can assert that: 

Then, it follows that: 

( aC _ ec)2 + ~(ar _ er)2) 
Ot+{3 

+ (eC 
- bC )2 + Ot: (3(er 

- br )2), 
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implying that 

tPa(a, b) ~ tPa(a, e) + tPa(e, b). (3.20) 

When applied to point intervals, db(a, b) reduces to usual distance d([a, aI, [b, bJ) = 

la - bl for real numbers. 

Since, the space (Kcx(R), dG(-» is a complete and separable metric space, it 

makes sense to talk of independently distributed random intervals/vectors, (Klement 

et al., 1986). • 

Comparing the metrics 

Let 

al = [aL a~] = [1,2]' 

a2 = [a~, ai] = [0,2], 

then 

while 

and 

c 3 
al = 2'. 
c4 = 1, 

1 
ar --1 - 2 

a; = 1 

a+f3 

bl = [bL b~] = [0, 3], 

~ = (b~, bi} = [1, 3}, 

8~(al' bl ) - (a~ - bD2 + (a~ - bI)2 

- 1 

b~ =~, 
14 = 2, 

- max {sup inf la - bl, inf sup la - bl} 
aEal bEbl aEal bEbl 

- max {(ar - bD, (a~ - b!)} 
- max {(2, -2)} = 2 

Clearly, for any a and f3, a:fj approaches one, thus 
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This is also true distance between a2 and b2, The weighted metric the de metric 

is a better option as it allows us to penalize extreme interval features, giving more 

weight to interval features close to the center, Using the weighted metric defined 

in Eq, 3,17, the properties (expectation and (co)variance) of closed convex interval 

are explored next, 

3.1.3 Expectation and Variance of Random Intervals 

Let d denote a metric in a any given metric space denoted as (M, d). Under 

Frechets principle, expectation EX of a random variable X taking values in (M, d) 

is the solution to the following problem 

E~(X, EX) = inf E~(X,p) 
pEM . 

(3.22) 

where E~(X,p) is the usual expectation of the real-valued variable ~(X,p). The 

Frechets variance of X defined as 

Var X = E~(X, EX) (3.23) 

is a generalization of the known fact that for a real-valued variable X the expectation 

EX minimizes EIX - p12, and Var X = EIX - EXI2. Frechets variance, parallels 

Stein (1999) variance of random elements in a Hilbert space. A parallel emphasis 

can be found in Lyashenko (1983). 

Since the Frechet expectation is a nonlinear operator, it makes it difficult to 

calculate and an obstacle in obtaining the variances. An expectation with better 

linear properties is the Aumann (1965) expectation (3.24). Based on a general 

L2 metric, the Aumann-expectation parallels Frechets-expectation (Komer, 1995; 

Komer and Nather, 2001; Nather, 2000), which leads to: 

Definition 3.1.2 Let (0, E, Pr) be a probability space, an interval-valued function 

a: 0 -+ K:cx(lR) is a interval-valued random variable. The Aumann (1965) expecta

tion of a is given as 

E[a] = {Ea': a'(w) E a(w) a.s.(Pr), and a' is integrable} (3.24) 

where Ea' is· the usual expectation of random vectors a' E lR such that a' ~ a 

almost·surely (a.s) in probability. a' is called a selection of a. For example, Congar 

(2000) defines a' = (ai, aU) which is the largest selection of a. If a is K:cx(lR)-valued 
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and if E[a] < 00, then E[a] E K:cx{1R). 

Alternatively, taking expectation of Eq. 3.11 for interval variable a, 

In vector notation, either 0 = (a', aU) or a = (ac:ar ). Then, the Aumann expecta

tion can be written as 

(3.25) 

Further, Vitale (1988) has given Aumann' expectation as Boucher expectation of 

the corresponding support function i.e. 8Ea{v) = E5a(1). 

Contrary to Frechet's expectation, Aumman's expectation is linear with respect 

to minikowiski addition E9 i.e., for b an interval-valued random variable 

Remark 3.1.2 The Aumman expectation and associated variance can boUl. be es

timated in a similar way as in classical sense. KOrner (1995); K &mer and N ather 

(2001); Neither (2000) justified Aumann-expectation as a Freche~-expectation with 

respect to the general L2-distance metric, 62 • Besides, for quantifying error and 

variance associated with random interval a, the expected volue of a is the Frechets 

expectation of a with respect to 62, but not 6H (Lubiano, 1999). Therefore, (co)

variance of random intervals can be defined using the 62-metric or a generalized 62 

metric, for example the dG metric. 

Let E denote Aumman's expectation. Assume a general ~-metric d, and an 

interval-valued random variable a, if E[a] < 00, and Ellall~ < 00, then the Frechet's 

variance of a, is 

Var a = EcP{a, Ea) (3.26) 

In principle, the variance of random intervals can be deduced from a more general 

point of view using the notion of variance for random support functions in a Hilbert 

space. Let, p = 1 denote the dimension, the variance of random interval a if it exists 

is given as 

Var (a) - EcP (a, Ea) = Ed2 (8a {v), 8E(a) (v») 

- !sP-l E (8a (v) - 8E(a)(v»2 wdv 

3-12 
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where v is the unit vector taking values in unit sphere gp-l = {-I, I}, and w is 

Lebesgue measure on unit sphere space (gp-t, BSP-l ,w). Since Sp-l = {-I, I} the 

integration reduces to summation and variance 3.27 becomes 

Var (a) = L E (Sa(v) - SE(a) (V))2 wdv 
tlE{ -l,l} 

(3.28) 

Using standard arguments from random sets theory by Stoyan and Molchanov 

(1997), SEa(V) = ESa(v), and 3.28 reduces to 

Var(a) = L E(Sa(v) - ESa(v))2wdv (3.29) 
tlE{-I,I} 

L VarSa(v)wdv (3.30) 
tlE{ -l,l} 

which presents the connection between the Var (a) and the classical defined Var Sa (v). 

We use for both the same notation since a random number is a special random in

terval. Given two random intervals a, b, the corresponding scalar product in the 

Hilbert (L2(SP-I)) space is given as 

(a, b) = L Sa{v)Sb(v)wdv (3.31) 
tlE{-I,I} 

Expanding 3.29, and using 3.31, we can rewrite the variance as 

Var(a) = L E[Sa(v)Sa(v) - 2Sa{v)ESa(v) + ESa(v)ESa(v)]wdv 
tlE{ -l,l} 

- L ESa(v)Sa{v)wdv - L ESa(v)ESa(v)wdv 
tlE{ -l,l} tlE{ -l,l} 

- E L Sa(v)Sa(v)wdv - L ESa(v)ESa(v)wdv 
tlE{ -l,l} tlE{ -l,l} 

- E(a, a) ...... (Ea, Ea) (3.32) 

Note that 

Var (a) = Cov (a, a) = E (a - Ea)(a - Ea)) = E(a - Ea)2 = Ed2(a, Ea)(3.33) 

is basically the expectation of the squared distance between a and its mean Ea. 
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Extending 3.29 to the case of two random intervals a and b, the covariance becomes 

Cov(a,b) - L E [(Sa{v) - ESa{v» (Sb(v} - ESb(v»] wdv (3.34) 
lIE{-l,l} 

L (ESa(v)Sb(v) - ESa(v)ESb{v» wdv 
VE{-l,l} 

- E ( L Sa{V}Sb{V)WdV) - L ESa(v)ESb(v)wdv 
lIE{ -l,l} lIE{ -l,l} 

- E{a, b) - (Ea, Eb) using 3.32 (3.35) 

The correlation coefficient denoted by p( a, b), is defined as 

(a b) _ C()V (a, b) 
p , - vlVar (a)Var {b} 

(3.36) 

Example 3.1.2 Explicitly, given random intervals ai{w) = [a!{w) , ai(w)] such that 

aL ai are integrable random variables with aH w) :5 ai{ w) for all w E 0, i = 1, 2. 

Aumann expectation, Ea;(w) = [EaL Eai]. Assuming the ~ interval metric, and 

given that sP-1 = {-I, I} where -1 and 1 respectively denote the interval lower 

and upper values, 

Var(ai) - E [(a!{w) - E{a!»2 + (ai{w) - E(ai»2] = Var(aD + Var(ai) 

using 3.29 

Coy (all 42) - E [(a~(w) - E(a~» (a~(w) - E(a~» 

+ (a~(w) - E{ai» (a;(w) - E(a;)}] 

- Cov (aL a~) + Cov (ai, a;) 

Cov (aL~) + Cov (a~, a;) 
p{a}, 42) = 

( JVar {aD + Var (a!) . JVar (a~) + Var (a;») 

using 3.34 

In general, for any two random intervals a, b, and using Eq. 3.25, Eo = 
(EaC

, Ear) or Eb = (EbC
, Ebr). Using the general weighted interval metric dc, 
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if Ec1b(a, {O}) = Ellall3a < 00, then, the variance of a 

Var (a) - EJb(a, Ea) 

_ E [lac _ Eac]2 + _a_far _ Ear]2] 
a+/3 

_ E[aC _ Eac]2 + _a_E[ar _ Ear]2 
a+f3 

a 
- Var (aC

) + a + /3 Var (ar
) 

(using theorem 3.1.1) 

(3.37) 

This is an extension of the Komer (1995) definition. Similarly, using the dG metric 

and Eq. 3.37, the covariance between a = (aC
, ar ) and b = (bC

, br ) is 

Cov (a, b) - E [(aC 
- E(aC

)) (bC 
- E(bC

)) + a: f3 (ar - E(ar)) (br - E(br))] 

- E [(aC 
- E(aC

)) (bC 
- E(bC

))] + ~/3 [(ar - E(ar)) (br - E(br))] 
a+ 

a 
- Cov (aC, bC) + a + f3 Cov (ar

, br
) (3.38) 

As a generalized L2-metric, the de metric induces additive variance, Var de (al $ 

a2) = Var dc (al) $ Var dc (a2), for independent random intervals, contrary to the 

non-normed generalized Hausdorff metric dw. Therefore, variance of sum of inde

pendent random intervals is similar to variance of real-valued random variable. We 

note that, while the variance is real-valued the expectation is interval-valued. 

Remark 3.1.3 Having de6.ned random interval variables of second order, i.e. ran

dom intervals with e$ting expectation and variance, we proceed to define the 

spatial interval random function characterized by regionalized random intervals of 

second order, taking values in (K:cx(lR), dG)' The space K:cx(:lR) is isomorphic to two

dimensional half plane (~+), with ·either the interval endpoint coordinate system 

or the midpoint-radius coordinate system. Though, the most straightforward coor

dinate system is the interval endpoints, it has certain drawbacks (Gil et al., 2001, 

2002; Kulpa, 2001) as discussed in §2.4.2. This makes it awkward for practical uses. 

For our case we will use intervals represented via center-radius coordinate system. 

Next applying the above concepts to spatial imprecise data we define a spatial 

random interval process and proceed to define corresponding kriging approaches. 
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3.2 Spatial Interval Random Function 

3.2.1 Properties 

The spati8.l random interval function is characterized by second order regional

ized random intervals Z(Zi) = (Z(Zi)', Z(Zi)"), (i = 1, ... , n) observed at locations 

Zi over the spatial region D ~ R". Based on the center-radius coordinates Z(Zi) = 
(ZC(Zi), Z"(Zi»), and using 2.45, we can revert to Z(Zi) = (Z'(Zi), Z"(Zi»)' 

The second order spatial random interval function is given 88 

Z(Z) = m(z) + e(z) (3.39) 

with Z (z) = (ZC( z), Z,. (z ») the regionalized random interval, 

m(z) = (mc(z), m,.(z») the mean, and e(z) = (eC(z),e"(z») the zero mean 

random function that captures the erratic fluctuations of the proc~. A particular 

concern is the dependence or independence between zc and Z,., or Zl and Z". Note, 

due to the concept of support function embedding of intervals to a positive cone 

and hence the independence of support function Niither (2000), we proceed by not 

making assumption about the pairwise dependence or independence between ZC and 

Z,., or Z' and Z". 
Let h or h denote the spatial distance between two locations. Both h or h will be 

used interchangeably. Parallel to real-valued spatial process, the isotropic interval 

covariance is a function of spatial distance h and is given as 

C(h) - E[Z(z)Z(z + h)} - E[Z(z)JE[Z(z + h}} 

- E[Z(z)Z(z + h)J - m(z)m(z + h) (3.40) 

If the mean function is a constant, i.e. m(z) = m(z + h) = m, as is the case with 

simple and ordinary kriging (with local neighborhood), interval covariance reduces 

to 

C(h) = E[Z(z)Z(z + h») - m 2 with m 2 = (m~,m~) (3.41) 

Separately, the center and radius covariances are 

CC(h) = E[ZC(z + h), ZC(z)] - m~ 

C'"(h) = E[Z"(z + h), Z,.(z)] - m~, 

3-16 
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respectively. For h = 0, interval covariance 3.41 becomes 

and 

C(O) = E[Z(z)Z(z)] - m 2 

CC(O) = E[ZC(z), ZC(z)] - m~ 

Cr(O) = E[zr(z), zr(z)] - m~ 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

Application of de norm, helps in obtaining a tractable form of interval covariance. 

Let kcr,p = a/(a + f3)i using the general de metric, the variance of regionalized 

random interval Z(z) with expectation E[Z(z)] = m is defined as 

Var(Z(z»(= C(O» - EtPa[Z(z);m] 

_. E ([ZC(z) - mc]2 + kcr,p[zr(z) - mr]2} 

applying 3.17 

_ E[ZC(z) - mc]2 + kcr,pE[zr(z) - mr]2 

- E [ZC(z)2] - m~ + kcr,p (E [zr(z)2] - m~) 

- CC(O)+ kcr,pcr(O) using 3.44 (3.45) 

The variance is real-valued, the sum of the center and radius covariances. It is 

positive definite since it is a sum of covariances of center and radius. Similarly, 

extending to the case where h I: 0, 

C(h) = CC(h) + kcr,pcr(h) (3.46) 

Hence, the interval covariance 3.41 reduces to the sum of center and radius covari

ances at distance lag h. 

Assuming stationarity, the expected value of the de weighted distance between 

3-17 
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regionalized random intervals Z (z + h) and Z (z) is 

Ed~[Z(z + h), Z(z)] = E[ (ZC(z + h) - ZC(Z»2] 

+ka.,oE[ (Z"(z + h) - Z"(Z»)2] 

Then, 

_ EZC(z + h)2 - 2EZC(z + h}ZC(z) + Ezc(Z)2 

+ka.,o (EZ"(z + h)2 - 2EZ"{z + h)Z"(z) + EZ"(Z)2) 

- [CC(O) + m;] - 2 [CC(h) + m;] + [CC(O) + m~] 
+ka.,o( [C"(O) + m~] - 2 [C"(h) + m~] + [C"(O) + m~]) 

applying 3.42 and 3.44 

- 2 [CC(O) - CC(h) + ka.,o (C"(O) - C"(h» ] (3.47) 

~Ed~[Z(Z + h), Z(z}} - [CC(O) + ka.,oC"(O)}- (CC(h) + ka.,oC"(h)J] 

- C(O) - C(h) using 3.45 and 3.46 (3.48) 

The original definition of classical variogram in chapter 2 Eq. 2.8 can be easily 

extended to random interVal process. Thus, the interval va.riogram can be written 

as 

1 . 
r(h) = 2E(Z(z + h) - Z(z)~, (3.49) 

and equals half the expectation of squared distance between regionalized random 

intervals Z(z) and Z(z + h). Assuming the given distance to be dG, interval 

variogram 3.49 reduces to 

1 
r(h) = 2Ed~(Z(z}, Z(z + h) = C(O) - C(h) (3.50) 

which parallels the well defined relation 2.12 (Go ovaerts , 1997). 
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3.2.2 Variance of Linear Combination of Spatial Random Intervals 

Let Ai denote weights associated with each spatial random interval Z(Xi)' For 

a given set of neighborhood points n(h), 

n(h) 

Z = LAiZ(Xi) (3.51) 
, i=l 

denotes the linear combination of observed spatial random intervals in the neigh

borhood n(h). 'For simplicity of notation let, Zi denote the spatial random interval 

at location Xi i.e. Zi = Z(Xi)' 

Prior to defining the variance of Z, we make the following assumptions about 

the (co )variance of the radius data; the measure of random interval imprecision 

(" ambiguity" or "uncertainty"): 

(i) The radius data has zero correlation structure. 

(ii) The radius data has full correlation structure. 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

Based on the two assumptions, we arrive at two different variances of random inter

val. 

3.2.2.1 The Composite Variance 

Let Zi = (Zf, Zn. Since Z[ > 0, the radius data weights must be positive. 

Cressie (1993) notes that although non-negative weights imply that Z[ > 0, it is a 

constraint that is too heavy-handed unless there are good reasons to use it. Note that 

(

n(h) n(h) ) ( n(h) n(h») 
Z = . r; AiZf, r; AiZ[ can still be valid, i.e. r; AiZf ~ 0 and r; AiZ[ ~ 0 

but still have negative weights. Szidarovszky et al. (1987) suggested a version of 

kriging with only positive weights. While kriging with positive weights ensures that 

predicted values lie within the minimum and maximum values of observed values, 

the associated cost is highly inflated kriging standard errors (Schabenberger and 

Gotway, 2005, pp 232). According to Diamond (1988), if the process exhibits a 

high nugget effect, negative weights are automatically eliminated. If of utmost 

importance to eliminate weights, we propose the use of Deutsch (1996) approach. 
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The expectation, 

n(h) n(h) n(h} 

EZ = L Ai (EZf, EZr) = L Ai (mel m,.) = L Aim. 
i=1 i=l i=1 

Then, 

Var(Z) - E[d~[Z,EZ]] 
n(h) n(h) R(h) R(h) 

- E[d~(LAiZi'LAim)] = E[~(LAi(Zf,Zr) 'L~(me,mr»)] 
;=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 

{ 

n(h) n(h) 

- E (f,;f;AiAj(Zf - me)(Zj - me») 

n(h) n(h) } 

+ka,p( f,; f; AiAj(Z; - m,.)(Z; - m,.») (using 3.17) 

n(h} _(h) n(h} RCA) 

- L L AiAj (E(Zf Zj}- m!) + ka,p{ L L A,Ai (E(Z; Z;J - m~) } 
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=l 

(after expanding and takiDg expectation) 
n(h) n(h) n(h) n(h) 

- L 2: AtAiCij + ka,{j L L AiAjCij (3.54) 
i=1 j=1 i ... l j=1 

Let 

(3.55) 

Based on the first assumption 3.52, Cf; reduces to a diagonal covariance matrix, 

and the variance, 3.54 becomes 

n(h) n(h) 

Var(Z) - LLAiAj[Cij+ka,pCij] 
.=1 j=1 

n(h) R(h) 

- LLAiAjCij using 3.55. (3.56) 
i=1 ;=1 

with weights associated to center variable only. This assumption leads to "Com

posite kriging" approach discussed in §3.3.1. It is the classical BLUP- problem for 

linear regression with the random interval observations related by C ii conditional 
n(h) 

on weights summing to one i.e., E Ai = 1 based on the center values only. An 
i=1 
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r 

additional constraint >'i ~ 1 may be introduced when dealing with a special case 

that requires weights to be non-negative, but not without cost of high prediction 

errors (Schabenberger and Gotway, 2005). 

3.2.2.2 The Component-wise Variance 

Respectively, we let >.~ and >'i denotes the center and radius weights. 

For Zi = (Zf, Zn, Eq. 3.51 reduces to; 

nW nW 
Z = L (>'fZ~, >.rZ[) with a mean EZ = L (>.fme, >.rm,.) , >.r ~ O. (3.57) 

i=l i=l 

Then, applying the second assumption, 3.53, 

n(h) n(h) 

Var(Z) = E[tfo[Z, EZ]] - E[tfo[L: (>'fZf, >.rZ[), L (>.fme, >.rmr ) 1] 
i=l i=l 

n(h) 2 n(h) 2 

- E[ (L>'HZ~ - me») + ka'/3(L >.HZ[ - m,.») ] 
i=l i=l 

(using 3.17) 
n(h) 

- L >'f>'j(E[ZfZj] -- m~) 
i,j=l 

n(h) 

+ka,fj L >.pj( E[Z[ZJ] - m~) 
i,j=l 

n(h) n(h) 

- L >.f>.jCij + ko../3 L >.r>'jCij (3.58) 
i,j=l i,j=l 

The approach leads to "Component-wise kriging" in §3.3.2. The center weights are 
n(h) 

estimated using the center data conditional on E >.~ = 1 while the radius weights 
i=l 

n(h) 
are estimates Using the radius data only conditional on E >'i = 1 and Ai ~ O. 

i=l 

3.3 Interval Ordinary Kriging (OIK) 

Let Z = (Xl! X2? denote the 2-dimensional spatial location and Zi the observed 

regionalized random intervals at locations Zi, (i = 1, ... ,n) over a spatial region 
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D ~ JR2. Extending 3.39, the spatial random interval process is 
! 

Z(z) = m(z) + e(z) 
I 
I 

where Z(z) = (Zc(~),zr(z») is the regionalized random field, 

m(z) = (mc(z), mr(z») is the mean, and e(z) = (eC(z), er(z») is spatial error 
such that Ee(z) = 0 and Cov(e(z,), e(zj» = u2t/JOlz, - Zj"; 8). The parameter 8 

controls the range of spatial association. 

Ordinary kriging assumes a non-stationary random process model where station

arity is limited within each search neighborhood. Prediction involves minimizing the 

error variance of the estimator of spatial random interval process with respect to 

the da-metric. 

Normally, spatial measurements are made on finite volumes, rather than points 

(x, y) in space. The finite volumes, called "sample support" can be a line in ID, 

an area in 2D, or volume in 3D. Let %(z) be the regionalized random interval, a 

realization of spatial random interval field Z. Consider 

30 = ~~,l % (%')dz', z' E D 

as the average of z( z ), over a given finite support D. The&, 80 is a realization of 

interval random field So approximated by 

n(h) 

So = L).,Z, 
,=1 

using the interval random field {Z, : i = 1, ... ,n}. Then, based on minimum 

variance prediction, So ~ So. If Q denotes a set of functions or estimators, then 

So E Q such that 

d~(So, So) = inf {d~(S', So)} 
S'eQ 

is the regression function of the data with respect to the interval norm da. The 

estimator So is the best approximating function (in terms of minimum variance 

prediction) in Q of the data set Zi. For example, in general least square regression 

with dG norm, 

~(So, So) = (80* - 80)2 + kQ,/J (80* - 80)2 using 3.17 
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The same principle applies to ordinary kriging predictor, and it is in-fact a best 

linear unbiased predictor, BLUP (Cressie, 1993). BLUP means that the estimator 

is a linear, unbiased and optimal in the sense of minimum squared error (mse). The 

goal is to obtain weights Ai such that 

(i) E(~)=E(~~Zi) =~~EZi=m 
unbiasedness 

(ii) Var ~ = E£Pa(S~, So) is minimized under a set of constraints 

n(h) 

In ordinary interval kriging, condition (i), equivalent to the constraint :E Ai = 1, 
i=l 

secures the unbiased estimator and we need to minimize (ii), the variance of the 

estimator. Hence, the goal is to minimize 

Ed~(S~, So) - E [(So* - SO)2 + koc,{3(8FJ* - SO)2] 

- ESO*2 - 2ESO* So + ESoa 

+koc ,{3 [E8FJ*2 - 2 ESo* 8FJ + E8FJ2] 

3.3.1 Composite OIK System 

Let Z1 Z' ED, we define 

C1W - '~'211 CC(z - z') dz dz' and 

Cfo - '~'211 CC(Zi - z')dzidz 

and similarly for ODD and C[o' 
Then, using 3.42, terms in 3.59 can be expressed as follows, 

ESoa = CDD + m~ and E8FJ2 = ODD + m~ 
n(h) n(h) 

E(So*, So) = L AiCfD + m~ and E(So*, 8FJ) = L AiC[D + m~ 
i=l i=l 

Also, 

n(h) n(h) n(h) n(h) 

ES0*2 = L L AiAjCij + m~ E8FJ*2 = L L AiAjCij + m~ 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 

3-23 
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For expressions 3.61 and 3.63 to be valid, Ai E R for ESr2, and Ai ? 0 for ESO·2, 

i.e. weights can take on values on the extended rml space: [-00 U R]) U (R U +00]. 

The positive definiteness condition of covariances implies that the weights can be 

uniquely obtained. 

Applying 3.55 

C ij = 

C iD = 
C DD = 

Cij + kex,fJCij 

CfD + kex,fJC[D 

C1>D + kex,fJCDD 

covariance of Zi, Z j 

covariance of Zi, Z D 

covariance of Z D, Z D 

(3.64) 

Substituting 3.61, 3.62 and 3.63 in 3.59, and using 3.64,the means cancel out and 

n(h) n(h) 

Ed~(S~, So) - L AiAjCij - 2 L AiCfD + C[>D 
i,j=1 i=1 

n(h) n(la) 

+kex,fJ [ L AiAjCij - 2 L AiGD + CDD] 
ij=l i=1 

n(h) n(h) 

- L AiAjCij - 2 L AiCW + C DD (3.65) 
i,j=1 i=l 

Note that, the first term of 3.65 equals composite variance given in 3.56. Sim

ilarly, the second can be defined as the composite covariance between Z i and Z D 

for locations % ED, while the third term is the composite variance of Z D for all 

locations z' E D. Then, the variance of the interval random field S~ (3.65), is 

minimized conditional on (i) i.e. weights sum to one. 
n(h) 

Introducing the Lagrange multiplier"p for condition (i), such that L: Ai = 1, we 
i 

have 

n(h) n(h) 

L(Ai' i = 1, ... , n;"p) - L AiAjCij - 2 L AiCiD + C DD 
i,j=1 i=1 

n(h) 

+2("p L Ai - 1) (3.66) 
i=1 
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Minimizing 3.66 with respect to weights and 1/J results to Composite OIK system: 

rewritten as 

dL n(h) 
- 2': AjCij - Cm + 1/J = 0 

dL 

d1/J 

j=l 

n(h) 

- 2':A,-I=O 
i=l 

n(h) 
E AjCij + 1/J = C m 
j=l 

n(h) 
E Ai = 1 
i=l 

i=I, ... ,n(h) 

(3.67) 

i=I, ... ,n(h) 
(3.68) 

The system 3.68 has (n(h) + 1) linear equations with (n(h) + 1) unknowns (A'S, and 

1/J) 
Let C kk denote an n(h) x n(h) matrix consisting of sum of center and scaled 

radius covariances between sample data locations; and C kD denote an n( h) x 1 

vector of sum of midpoint and scaled radius covariances between sample locations 

and prediction data location. Let .x denote vectors of weights; l' = (1, ... , Ihxn(h) 

vector and p = n(h) + 1. In matrix notation, 3.68 becomes 

K = (Ckk 1) . 
l' 0 ' 

pxp 

L = ( .x ) ; k = ( C
kD 

) 

1/J pxl 1 pxl 

(3.69) 

We note that the covariance matrices K and k are positive definite since they 

are sum of positive definite covariances, therefore the optimization problem can be 

solved to obtain the weights. As is the common practice in geostatistics, the interval 

variogram is modeled first. Then, using the relation C(h) = C(O) - r(h) (Isaaks 

and Srivastava, 1989, p.289), the covariancesare generated and substituted back in 

3.69. 
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3.3.2 Component-wise OII< System 

The component-wise kriging is based on separate kriging with center data and 

separate kriging with radius data. Thus, the weights in equation 3.62 change to 

n(h) n(h) 

E(Bg*,Sg) - E(LA~Zf,D)) = LA~E(Z:,D) 
i=1 ;=1 

n(h) 

- LA~CfD+m! 
;=1 

n(h) 

E(~*~) = L A~C[D + m~. 
;=1 

Similarly, the terms in 3.63 change to 

n(h) n(h) n(h) n(h) 

Esg*2 = E(LLAfAjZ;Zj) = LEA~AjE(Zf,Zj) 
;=1 ;=1 ;=1 j=1 

n(h) n(h} 

- LLA~AjGij+m~ 
;=1 j=1 

n(h) n(h} 

E~*2 - LL~AjCij +m~ 
;=1 ;=1 

with the constraint Ai, Aj ~ O. 

(3.70) 

(3.71} 

Substituting 3.61, 3.70 and 3.71 in RHS of 3.59, the means cancel out and we 

have 

n(h) n(h) n(h) 

EdG(8~, 8 0)2 - L L A~AjGij - 2 L A~CfD + GDD 
i=1 ;=1 i=1 

n(h) n(h) n(h) 

+kQ,{J [L L Ar AjCij - 2 L ~ C[D + ODD] (3.72) 
i=1 j=1 ;=1 

Consider the first part of Eq. 3.72: the first term equals the first term in the 

component-wise variance, 3.58, but for the center of mass Zf values. Similarly the 

second term is the covariance of Zf and ZD for all locations z' ED, while the third 

term is the (co)variance of ZC(z') for allioca.tions z' E D. The same applies to the 

second part of 3.72 but using the radius data. 
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Introducing the Lagrange multiplier 1jJ = (1jJc, 1jJT), 

n(h) n(h) n(h) 

L(A~, A~, i = 1, ... , n; 1jJc, 1jJT) - L L A~AjCij - 2 L A~CfD + CbD 
i=1 j=1 i=1 

n(h) n(h) n(h) 

+kQ,~ [ L L A~ AjCij - 2 L A~ C[D + CbD] 
i=1 j=1 i=1 

n(h) n(h) 

+ 21jJc ( L A~ - 1) + 21jJT ( L A~ - 1) 
i=1 i=1 

(3.73) 

Minimizing 3.73, with respect to weights, 1jJc and 1jJT ;::: 0 results to 

dL 
n(h) 

dAI? - L AjCij - CfD + 1jJc = 0 i = 1, ... , n(h) 
I j=1 

dL 
n(h) 

d1jJc - LA~-I=O 
i=1 

dL 
n(h) 

dAr - kQ,~ :E AjCij - kQ,~CrD + 1jJT = 0 i = 1, ... , n(h) 
I j=1 

dL 
n(h) 

d1jJT - LA~-I=O 
i=1 

(3.74) 

rewritten as 
n(h) 
E AC:Cij + 1jJc - CfD 
j=1 1 

n(h) 

i = 1, ... , n(h) 
(3.75) 

E Af = 1 
i=1 

n(h) 

kQ,~ E AjCij + 1jJT = kQ,~CrD 
j=1 

n(h) 

i = 1, ... ,n(h) 
(3.76) 

E Ai = 1 
i=1 

Now, 3.75 has (n(h) + 1) linear equations with (n(h) + 1) unknowns ( AC'S, and 

1jJC) estimated using the center of mass data only, and 3.76 has (n( h) + 1) linear 

equations with (n(h) + 1) unknowns ( AT'S, and 1jJT, with AT ~ 0) using the radius 

data only. 

Respectively, let C~k and Ckk denote the n(h) x n(h) matrices of center of mass 
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and radius covariances between sample data locations; and qD and CkD denote the 

n( h) x 1 vectors of center of mass and radius covariances between sample locations 

and prediction data location. Then, with p = n( h) + 1, components of Eq. 3.75 

becomes 

V'= ( C" .. 1 ) L'= ( ~:) ; v'= (C;w ) o ' l' 'IjJ "xl pxp pxl 

(3.71) 

while 3.76 is 

V'" = ( 0'" .. 1 ) Lr=e:) ; vr = ( c;n ) o ' l' 'IjJ pxl pxp pxl 

(3.78) 

giving two kriging systems 

(3.79) 

Alternatively, combining 3.77 and 3.78 results to an ordinary kriging system denoted 

as 

Explicitly, we have 

CkA: 1 

V= 
I' 0 

Opxp ) . 

V r ' 
pxp 

etA: 1 

l' 0 
2px2p 

VL=11 

L= 

(3.80) 

t1 = ( W;XI ) 
"pXI 

(3.81) 

>..C C kD 
'ljJc 1 

v= >..r CkD 
'ljJr 

2pxl 
1 

2pxl 

(3.82) 

The system of equations, 3.80 is derived by combining two systems of equations 

each with «n(h) + 1» sets of equations. Thus we can denote Eq. 3.80 as systems of 

(2«n(h) + 1») equations. Shary (1997) refers to such, as a system of equations in 

the Euclidean space of double dimension 1R2(n). This double dimension OIK system 

3.80 consists of (2n(h) + 2) linear equations with (2n(h) + 2) unknowns ( .xc's, .xr,s 

'ljJr and 'ljJC). 

Solving separate systems in 3.79 leads to similar results as those based on the 

double dimension OIK system 3.80. 
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3.3.3 Interval Arithmetic OIK System 

To define an interval kriging system with interval-valued equations, we set C kk 

and C kD into degenerate interval matrices, Weights are then obtained by solving 

the interval system of equations. The derived interval kriging system parallel the 

kriging system defined by Diamond (1988). While Diamond solved his system using 

constrained programming, we apply Kaucher extended interval arithmetic described 

in §3.3.4. In principle, Kaucher arithmetic, translates linear interval systems into 

non-interval or point equations in Euclidean space of double dimension ]R2n (Shary, 

1997), and interval solutions are obtained using normal numerical algorithms (Shary, 

1997). 

3.3.4 Linear Algebraic Equations in Kaucher Arithmetic 

Kaucher arithmetic expands the classical interval arithmetic, (Appendix B), to a 

wider algebraic system with better algebraic properties, providing richer manipula

tion techniques, making it easier to seek solution in the new wider algebraic system 

(Shary, 1997, 2002). 

Briefly, the elements of Kaucher arithmetic are pairs of real numbers, not neces

sarily related by condition x' :5 xu, (the proper intervals). It includes the set m, of 

improper interVals given as, [XU, x'], as well as real numbers identified as degenerate 

intervals. The proper, m, and improper lIlR, intervals; the two halves of Kaucher 

interval space change places as a result of dualization mapping: dual : lIlR ...... m 
such that dual (z) = [XU, x']. Kaucher interval space is isomorphic to ]R2 and the 

properties of ]R2~ 

Using Kaucher arithmetic, the solution to a linear interval system, 

where 

Az=b 

A = (llij)nxn' aij = [a~j' aij] , i,j = 1,2,··· ,n 
b = (bI,~,· .. ,bn ), bk = [bL bi:], k ·1,2,···, n 

and 

z = (ZbZ2,··· ,zn), Zk = [x'k,xi:], k = 1,2,··· ,n 

(3.83) 

is reduced to a problem of solving one 'non-interval (point) system of equations 

in the Euclidean space of double dimension ]R2n, (Shary, 1997). Respectively, let 

AU = (aij)nxn and A' = (a~j)nxn denote the upper matrix and the lower matrix of 

the interval matrix A. To solve the system 3.83, let AU and A' respectively denote 
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the upper and lower n x n matrices. Then, we define 2n x 2n real non-singular 

matrices 

D A [ ~ (A"o- At) 0 1 
1 (AU A') 2 - 2nx2n 

and 2n x 1 real vectors 

- A [ b
U 1 b= 

-b' 2nxl 

The algebraic solution to the system 3.83 is obtained by applying classical rules of 

interval arithmetic to dual system (Lakeyev, 1995; Shary, 1997) 

(3.84) 

Extending the approach to interval kriging system, we tr&ll8form the composite 

OIK system 3.69 into an interval system by rewriting K as an interval matrix, and 

similarly the vector Ie as an interval vector. We then define an interval kriging 

system 

Kg=1e (3.85) 

where the interval vector 9 is the algebraic solution to the system 3.85, if substituting 

this vector into the system and executing all interval operations according to rules 

of interval arithmetic results in the system 3.85, (Shary, 2(02). Respectively, let 

Kij and K~j denote upper and lower (n + 1) x (n + 1) kriging matrices, by defining 

the optimal solution to interval kriging system 3.85 reduces to problem of obtaining 

the solution to the dual system 

[~~l x [~~l [ ~~I 1 
(2n+2) x (2n+2) (2n+2) x 1 (2n+2) x (2n+2) (2n+2) x 1 (2n+2) x 1 

For details of Kaucher extended interval arithmetic, see (Lakeyev, 1995; Shary, 1997, 

2002) and Appendix B. 
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3.3.5 Spatial Interval Kriging Without Trend 

3.3.5.1 Composite Kriging 

The spatial random interval estimate Zo at unknown location Zo is obtained 

first by solving, the composite kriging system, 3.69, to generate weights A. Once the 

weights are obtained the estimate is given as 

(3.86) 

The estimate, 3.86, can be transformed b8.ck to Zo = (Z~, Z8) using 2.45. Let 

C8 and Co respectively denote the center and radius nugget values, while Cf and 

Cr respectively denote center and radiUs sill values. Also let Co = C8 + kCo, 
C 1 = Cf + kq and C m = CfD + kCiD' The OIK variance 

n{h) 

u!k = Co + C 1 '- L'xiCm + tP (3.87) 
;=1 

3.3.5.2 Interval Arithmetic Kriging 

Solving the interval kriging system 3.85, generates a vector of interval weights. 

The approach gives similar results to composite system. This is explained by the fact 

that the interval kriging system is obtained by transforming the composite kriging 

system to an interval system, which is implementing using Kaucher extended interval 

arithmetic. 

3.3.5.3 Component-wise Kriging 

We solve the component-wise kriging systems 3.77 and 3.78 to obtain the kriging 

weights. Estimate is similarly given by 3.86, but with a slight variation. Note that 

in this case we solve two separate kriging systems, the center and the radius kriging 
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systems. The estimate is 

such that g > 0 

(3.88) 

Let CC = Co + CI , CC = Co + Cr 

(3.89) 

If there is strong spatial correlation structure on the radius variable, we would 

expect the component-wise kriging system to optimally model the spatial structure 

in the interval radius and therefore improving the overall kriging, leading to better 

estimates. However, the radius model is almost a nugget effects model, implying 

minimal correlation structure of radius measures. Thus, both the component-wise 

and the composite give parallel results with slight variations. 

3.3.6 Spatial Interval Kriging with '!rend 

In this study, we demonstrate spatial interval kriging with trend where the trend 

t(z), is a function coordinates defined as 

2 

£(z) = E,Bkhk(Z); ho(z) = 1 (3.90) 
k=O 

with hk(z) the basis functions of the coordinates, and ,B1e the corresponding coeffi

cients. We also obtain the trend prediction error, denoted by ul(z)' 

We, then fit a variogram to the residuals 

reed zr A() ei = i - t z (3.91) 

Since residuals can take on positive and negative values, we relax the positivity 

constraint for the weights. For each of the defined kriging systems, estimate at 

unknown location Zo is obtained additively as follows: 
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Composite Kriging with Trend 

(3.92) 

and can be translated back to Zo = (Z~, Z8) using 2.45. Let Co = C8 + kC{,esd, 

C 1 = C1 + kqesd and CiD = CiD + kCI2r. Similarly, by additivity property, the 

kriging variance is 

(3.93) 

3.3.6.1 Interval Arithmetic Kriging with Trend 

Similarly, we transform the composite system with trend into an interval system 

and implement it using Kaucher extended interval arithmetic. 

Component-wise Kriging with Trend 

By the additivity property, 

(3.94) 

Similarly, the kriging variance 

n(h) 

U!k - Co + Cf - L ~iCio + p,c 
i=1 

n(h) 

+k( CfJesd + q~ - L ~~CI~ + p,resd) + u1(z) (3.95) 
i=1 

3.4 Discussion 

In this chapter we developed the framework for parametric modeling of spatial 

random intervals. Two new approaches: composite kriging and component-wise 

kriging are defined according to the spatial correlation structure of the data vague

ness or imprecision measured by the radius variable. 
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First, we represented the spatial imprecise(fuzzy} data as spatial random in

tervals and hence defined a spatial random interval process. Applying concepts 

of closed random interval theory, the defined spatial random interval were repre

sented as spatial bivariate variables consisting of either lower-upper or center-radius 

regionalized variables. 

Utilizing the center-radius regionalized variables we defined the two ordinary 

kriging approaches: 

Composite kriging, based on assumption of zero spatial correlation structure of 

the radius regionalized variables. Hence, the main contribution of the corre

lation structure for modeling the spatial random interval process is the center 

variables. The" approach coincides with the classical best linear unbiased es

timate (BLUE) in linear regression, with observations correlated by the com

posite (co}variance (= Center (co}variance plus radius variance). 

Based on the composite covariance, kriging is performed using center data 

conditional on sum of center weights equals 1. The fact that no condition 

is imposed on the radius weights is a disadvantage of the composite kriging; 

the unoontrolled radius weight values leads to large radius values for the esti

mated values, hence wider intervals. Because of this weakness, we refer to the 

estimate as a WEAK COMPOSITE "BLUE". 

Component-wise kriging, based on assumption of a full spatial correlation struc

ture ofthe radius regionalized variables. The approach involve splitting up the 

problem into separate kriging for the center and the radius data. Where, nec

essary, additional constraint of non-negative kriging weights for radius variable 

is imposed. 

Kriging on radius data leads to a linear unbiased estimates for radius spatial 

field. Similarly Kriging on center data leads to a linear unbiased estimates 

for "center spatial field". Combination of these two linear unbiased estimates 

implies a linear unbiased combined estimate of the spatial random interval 

process. We refer to this estimate as the COMPONENT-WISE BLUE. The 

estimate is optimal and reduces to composite BLUE when radius data have no 

significant correlation structure. The" composite BLUE" parallels Diamond 

(1988) approach to kriging. of intervals. 

In ordinary kriging, a common solution to deal with non-stationarity is to apply 

regression technique's so as to obtain stationary random field of residuals before pre

diction (kriging with trend). For illustration purposes, the approach was.extended 
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to interval-valued data, leading to composite interval regression and component-wise 

interval regression. Extension to the general approach, intrinsic random functions 

of order k (IRF-k), was not addressed, rather a kernel based non-parametric spa

tial interval regression approach (Chapter4), that does not impose the stationarity 

assumption. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NON-PARAMETRlC MODELING OF SPATIAL RANDOM INTERVALS 

APPLICATION OF A SPATIALLY-WEIGHTED INTERVAL KERNEL 

Scope 

In this chapter we propose a non-parametric kernel based regression method that 

relaxes the first and second order stationarity assumptions. The approach utilizes 

and allows the spatial random interval data to define the optimal functional form 

of the estimate of the random field. 

A detailed review of non-parametric kernel-based algorithms is given with par

ticular emphasis on concepts that apply to modeling of spatial random interval data. 

Taking advantage of support function embedding of intervals into Hilbert's space, 

we propose a "spatial-interval" working domain space. A spatial adaptive kernel 

and a robust interval uncertainty kernel are defined for the new domain. The spa

tial kernel creates the local spatial structure that ensures that only samples sharing 

similar intensity and gradient information are gathered for local approximation. The 

robust uncertainty kernel minimizes the influence of outliers caused by occasional 

miss-registration. On a scale of zero to one, the robust kernel measures the reliability 

of measurements at neighborhood locations. A zero measure indicates completely 

untrustworthy data and a one measure represent trustworthy data. Local estimates 

at selected locations are obtained as a data convolution of the two kernels. 
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4.1 Nonparametric Estimation: Applications to Interval-valued Spatial 

Process 

Normally, problems in pattern recognition involve obtaining the probability den

sity function describing an observed random quantity. In general, the forms of the 

underlying density functions are not known. While cl8BSical parametric densities are 

mostly unimodal, practical pattern recognition problems involve multi-modal densi

ties. Further, high-dimensional densities cannot often be simply represented as the 

product of one-dimensional density functions. While mixture methods (McLachlan 

and Peel, 2000), partially alleviate this problem, they are still restricted to para

metric modeling. For example; mixture methods, require that the designer have 

extensive knowledge of the problem. Implicitly, one needs to know the form of the 

models and the model parameters. 

An alternative method to parametric approach is the nonparametric approach 

to density estimation. An attractive feature of nonparametric procedures is that 

they can be used with arbitrary distributions, without the 8BSumption that the 

forms of the underlying densities are known. Nonparametric density estimation 

has experienced a wide explosion of interest over the last 20 years. Texts include 

Bowman and Azzalini (1997); Loader (1999); Schimek (2000); Wand and Jones 

(1995). 

Among the nonparametric methods is the histogram (Bowman and Azzalini, 

1997). Data is grouped into intervals (bins), and each interval is represented with 

its midpoint. Density function is defined by counting the frequency of data that falls 

into each bin. The major drawback with histograms is the lack of convergence to 

the right density function if the data set is small (Comaniciu et al., 2000; Elgammal 

et al., 2000). Another drawback with histograms, in general, is that they are not 

suitable for higher dimensional features. 

A particular nonparametric technique that estimates the underlying density and 

is quite general is the kernel density estimation (KDE) technique (Scott, 1992; Sil

verman, 1986). Briefly, consider an independent identically distributed random 

sample Xi, i = 1, ... , n, from one-dimensional space, i.e. (Xi E lR), with an unknown 

continuous probability density function /, the kernel density estimator, 

(4.1) 

where b is the scale or smoothing parameter, Kb(·) is a symmetric kernel function, 
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defined in §4.2.2. As a scaled kernel i.e. Kb(x - Xi) = (l/b)K ((x - xi)/b) and the 

density reduces to 

(4.2) 

A good discussion of kernel estimation techniques can be found in Scott (1992) and 

Wand and Jones (1995). 

Unlike histograms, even with a small number of samples, KDE leads to a smooth, 

continuous and differentiable density estimate. Kernel density estimators asymptot

ically converge to any density function with enough samples (Bowman and Azzalini, 

1997; Scott, 1992). This property makes the technique quite general for estimating 

the density of any distribution. In reality, other nonpara.metric density estimation 

methods, e.g., histograms and mixture methods (McLachlan and Peel, 20(0), can 

be shown to be asymptotically kernel methods (Duda et al., 2001). For higher 

dimensions, (Rd, d > 1), products of one-dimensional kernel functions (see §4.4) 

are used. All these benefits make KDE very appealing to modeling interval-valued 

distributions. 

Though, KDE has been applied to the field of pattern recognition, little has been 

dqn~ ,~,~~\ ,d~ity.~ti~~l()n.f!.I¥i.~~.fot set-.v.q.lued.d8ta.~d.even.mllca 

less for set-valued spatial data. To our knowledge, a short talk by Friel (1999), 

on set-valued regression based on set metries is the only referenre. We extend 

Friel's approach, applying KDE techniques to the problem of modeling the set

valued spatial distribution and utilizes a, weighted metric between spatial random 

~nte~. A ~iQ.)..~~"qf:~J.~~~~7.yaJUed.8patial PI~ ,is.givell.~ .an..examp~ .. 

4.2 Definition of Kernel and its Profile Function 

Modifying Mark and Tomasi (2005) definition:-

Definition 4.2.1 A profile k, is a piecewise continuous, monotonically non-increasing 

function from a non-negative real to a non-negative real; k : [0, 00) ~ [0,00), suck 
00 

that the definite integral J k(q)dq < 00. 
o 

Definition 4.2.2 Let X denote a d-dimensional real Euclidean space; a subset of 

ltd. A kernel K is a function from a vector z E X to a non-negative real, i. e. 
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K : X -+ lR with the following properties:-

K(z) - K(-z), such that K(-z), K(z) ~ 0 (4.3) 

Ix K(z)dz - 1 (4.4) 

Ix zK(z)dz - 0 (4.5) 

Ix Z2 K(z)dz - C1~ > 0 (4.6) 

The even symmetry (4.3), allows us to define the kernel profile k(z), from 

(4.7) 

such that Ck,d is the normalization constant determined from 4.4, and II . 112 is the 

L2 norm of a point z from the origin. 

The importance of the profile is revealed in the case of multivariate kernel den

sityestimation (§4.4), spatial interval density estimation (§4.6) and spatial interval 

regression in §4.8. 

Also we note that, kernels cannot be differentiated, rather profiles are differ

entiated leading to new kernels referred to as shadow kernels (Cheng, 1995). For 

example if the derivative of k(·) exists, then, g(.) = -le'O can be used as a profile to 

define a new kernel G(zYsuch that G(z) = c'k,d9(11zll~) with normalization constant 

c'k,d' G (.) is the shadow kernel of kernel K ( .). This property becomes very useful 

when deriving thekemel interval estimates using gradient decent minimization in 

§4.8. 

4.3 Kernel Density Estimation 

Kernel density estimation is a smoothing method that generalizes individual 

point locations or events, Zi, i = 1, ... , n, to an entire area and. provides density 

estimates (probability density), f(z), at any location within the study region R. 
From a visual point of view (Figure 4.1) it can be thought of a three-dimensional 

sliding kernel function k i that 'visits' every location z 

Distances to each observed events Zi that lies within a specified distance bi, 

referred to as the bandwidth or smoothing parameter, are measured and contribute 

to the density estimate at z according to how close they are to z, (Gatrell et al., 
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f'igll'" 4 .1. Kernel density estilJlation of a spatial point proc"",,. Ad"pled from B"il",· 
and Gatrdl (HI'J5) 

1996). The kernel density "8timat~ produces a mor~ smoot h ""timate of f ("'), t.he 

Rum of kemels centered at each obs€rvation. 

Sillce, the kernel contriootes to th" den"ity est.imat.ion of point ... wit.hin thu.t Sillne 

local ueighburhood, we ar~ ahl~ to tak<? into Ilccount t.hc IDeal corrcbtious, where 

points dose in a k~rn"l arc given "maller baudwidths, hcn~e high correlation. fhe 

problem of data spRrni t.y ciln be dfuct.ivdy handled by ooapting the k€rnel band,,~dth 

(b;) aocording to th .. extent. of 10<'tJ.!. IIcighburhood as seen in Figure 4.1. 

For "implicit.y of notat ion. let b al80 denot~ th~ adaptive bandwidth b;. The 

e()mmonly lJSeU kernel function" , (Benedetti, )977; Silvermlln, Hl86) arc li"t.cd in 

Table 4.1 and displayed in FiguTe 4.2 . 

Table 4.1. Examples of commonly u""d u"i~=ia~ ken,d rnndions. 

GIlll.,;sian K(t) _~ exp( _~) 
Epall€Cbnikov [(( i ) = ~ (1 - 1') 
Bisqullrc (Quartic) K(t) = :~ (1- (2)2 

Trkube K( t) = ~(1- /2) ' 

t (x x;}jb 

-:>o< i < oo 

It I ::; 1 

It I ::; 1 
It I < 1 

The G all ssi",] kernel extends to iniillity ill ~ll dircctions, ~nd t.herefore is eval

ullt.ed for each point in the J"('giOll (Leitner and Stauicr·StciIlllO,;h er. 20(1). It is 

simple and a poplll ~r dlOi~ .. for kerneL~ ,,~th infinite support, (Scott , 1992). Ou the 
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contrary, the ~YIllIn",t.ric Bet'" ""rnels (Epanoehnikov, Bjsquar~ . TJ j ~ub ~) , d",fi n<'<1 by 

a drcumsnibed radius b. whi~h i, flloo lh~ bMld"'idlh, applies tv a limited OJ' finit e 

area around e8.('h event. 

, 

0.6 -

0.4 -

, , 
I 

"" I "' 

,..;,...--..::" 
/,,' ~ .. , 

/:. '.\, , . ' , , , " \' , 
" . \ 

1 " " \ I,:; \\\ 
, 'I \ '. \ 

I':: ""\ 
, 'I \ " \ 

D.4 - 1 ; ', .\ "\ 

/ :'''' Epa_hllltO\',"" \ 
D.2 J I.;: . Bisqu .... \. \ 

I ':'.' \\ \ I ' ,- ~ Trieu"" 
" ~l' '~,"\ , .,' " 0,' 

Figure 4,2. A graph of commonly used univariMe kernel [UIlCl..iO"" , Left !>fliph is the 
C"ussbn kernel and right graph i, (he symm~tric BM" ["Illily Iet.,-n,.)" on finit~ support 
[~ 1 , 1]. 

This en"liTu; t.hat only data, loeal t.o th'" point at which /(x) is estimated, is used 

m the fit. The Epancehnikov kcrud i, optimal "-, it minimiz(".i the mean "qua:refl 

error (mse) (Srott, 1992), A truncated Gaussian kernel could also he u""d , Often. 

the Gaussian kernel i, userl for its oontinuity. differentiniJility, and locality pl'Opcrtic.-;, 

In nddition, choosing the Gaussian "-" a kernel function is different from fitting Ihe 

di,tribution to a Gaus,inn model (normal rlistributiou) or to a mixture of Gaussian 

models (McLachlml and Ped, 2000) , H",re. th", Gaussian is only u",d as a fu nction to 

weight the data point". Unlike pnl'anK'tric fit,t.ing of a min""e of Gaus"iaJl.", kernel 

df'nsity est imation io a more general nppronch that rl"""" not ,,-'<Sume any specific 

shapf' lor the rlensity fuuction, 

4.4 l\-fuitivdI"i"te Kernel Density Estimation 

U 1, X nenotf' 1\ ,...."tor in a d~d imensiOilal region .Rd , Multivnriate extcnsor", of 

uniV1niate kerIl€I [(,(x ) to .Rd '" obvimlJ', A mnlt i,'I\riate ken",l is d('finoo iu (wo 

Prorlud. kund' [(P(x) = J(d x,)" , K,(xJ) 

Radinlly ~'y1ll111etric ken",l: J(R(XJ = o.,d[(,(llx ll), x;C: 0, 

H 
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where II· II is an appropriate norm in JRd and ak,d = 1/ fRd KI(llzll)dz is a nor

malization constant, ensuring that KR(z) integrates to one (Comaniciu and Meer, 

2002). Zheng et al. (2004) refers to ak,d as the density edge correction term where 

fRd KI(llzll)dz is the unit volume of a d-dimensional sphere. Hence, using Zheng 

et aI. (2004) definition and Table 3.1 in chapter 3, ale,l = cII = 1/2 for 1D space, 

ak,2 = C2"1 = 1/1r for 2D space and ak,3 = cal = 3/41r for 3D space. 

We will deal with a special class of multivariate radially kernels in Table 4.2, 

based on the L2 norm II . 11 2
, and previously defined in Eq. 4.7 as 

The strictly positive normalization constant Ck,d ensures that K (z) integrates to 

one. We let K denote both the product and radial kernels, and without confusion, 

respective meaning should arise from the context. 

Table 4.2. Examples of multivariate radial symmetrical kernel functions (derived using 
Bowman and Azzalini, 1997). 

Gaussian 

Epanechnikov 
Bisquare (Quartic) 

Tricube 

K(t) = (2w~d/:l exp ( _ lItt) 
K(t) = ~(d + 2) (1 - IIt1l2) 

K(t) = ~(d + 2)(d + 4)(1 -lItIl2)2 
K(t) = ~Jd + 2)(d + 4)(d + 6)(1 - IIt1l2)3 

Cd is unit volume of a d- dimensional sphere 

Let ZI," ., Zn denote a vector of data points where z, lie in ad-dimensional 

study region: R C JRd. The multivariate density /(z), at a point z is estimated as 

follows (Burt and Barber, 1996): 

(4.9) 

where K(·) is a multivariate kernel function (see examples in Table 4.2) with b the 

common bandwidth in all dimensions d. Rather than have a constant bandwidth b 

for all dimensions, we could have different bandwidth bl , ... ,bd for each d dimen

sions. For simplicity, we will assume a constant bandwidth in all dimensions i.e. 

b = bi = ... = bd . 

Using the multivariate kernel in Eq. 4.7, the corresponding multivariate density 
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estimator (4.9) can be rewritten as 

(4.10) 

normalized by the constant Ck,d' For the Gaussian multivariate kernel, Ck,d -

1/(27r)d/2, (see Table 4.2), and the density estimate 4.10 reduces to 

A 1 . 1 1 Xi - X 
n (II 112) /(x) = ;:; ~ (211'b2)d/2 exp -2 b (4.11) 

Example 4.4.1 Consider a 2-dimensional spatial random process characterized by 

the pairs {Xi, Zi}i=l' with Zi a real-valued measurement at each Xi ERe ]R2. The 

Gaussian bivariate spatial density estimate, j(x), at a location X, is given as 

(4.12) 

and with Epanechnikov bivariate radial kernel, 

A 1 ~ 2 ( II X· - X 1/2) /(x) = n 7' 11'b2 1- ' b (4.13) 

while for Bisquare bivariate radial kernel, 

(4.14) 

4.4.1 Selection of Kernel Bandwidth b 

The choice of kernel function is of secondary importance to selection of band

width parameter (Silverman, 1986). Zheng et al. (2004) and Scott (1992) indicates 

that the shape of the kernel does not significantly affect the estimate mean square 

error (mse). By varying the bandwidth, different kernels can be made equivalent in 

terms of mean square error. 

The effect of increasing the bandwidth b is to stretch the region around X within 

which observed events influence the density estimate at x. For large b, /(x) will 

appear flat and local features will be obscured. If b is small, then / (x) tends to a 

collection of spikes centered on X (Bowman and Azzalini, 1997). 
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Much has been written on choice of the bandwidth parameters. For example, in 

d-dimension, 

respectively denotes Silverman (1986) and Scott (1992) bandwidths with Uj the 

variance of the jell dimension. In ArcGIS software approach to kernel estimation, 

the bandwidth is given by min (x, y)/30- the minimum dimension of the extent of 

spatial point pattern divided by 30. 

Nonetheless, these methods do not take into account the spatial distribution of 

the points. In addition the arbitrary nature of coefficients (e.g. the value 30 in 

ArcGIS) has no statistical interpretation. 

Alternative automatic bandwidth selection methods include cross-validation, 

generalized cross-validation, minimum AIC, and direct plug-in methods. Excel

lent overviews of these various methods are given by Bowman and Azzalini (1997); 

Gatrell et al. (1996); Loader (1999); Wand and Jones (1995). The cross-validation 

method, exploits the adequacy of fit of the model under consideration. An exam

ple is the Least Square Cross Validation (CV) (Loader, 1999). At each observation 

point i, we estimate the phenomena, Zi , using all the available observations exc:ept 

the observation at point i. A cross validated sum of squares of errors is then formed 

between the estimate Zi and the true value Z. as shown in Eq. 4.16. 

n [. t K,,(z - Zj) x Zj ] Z 

CV = L '~.1=ln - Zi 
;=1 E K,,(z - Zj) 

i~j=l 

(4.16) 

where K,,(z - Zj) is the kernel function, either the Bisquare or the Epanechnikov 

kernels. 

A global optimal bandwidth is the one that corresponds to the lowest CV score. 

A global bandwidth will cover a variable number of observations depending on the 

location of the estimate. A variable (local) bandwidth may be chosen to cover a 

certain number of observations. Given k nearby observations, the local bandwidth 

at point i extend to the kth Nearest Neighbor (KNN) of point i, (Silverman, 1986). 

The optimal KNN is then the one that minimizes the CV score in Eq. 4.16. 

The resulting estimator is called the adaptive kernel estimate where the band

width is dependent on: a) the process spatial variation; and b) the observations 

density around the point of estimate. The method also adds flexibility to ker-
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nel estimation by allowing the user to vary k depending on the desired degree of 

smoothing. And unlike Kriging, the underlying stochastic process is not assumed to 

be stationary. The approach has been used by among others Zhuang et al. (2002) 

and Choi and Hall (1998). 

Recently developed method utilizing the concept of KNN approach and not cov

ered in this work is the work on Geographically Weighted Regression (Fotheringham 

et al., 2002). 

4.5 Limits of Kernel Based Methods 

Kernel. methods exploits the linear structure of vector spaces, however, the in

terval space, Kcx(1R) is not a vector space and is also bounded. This limits the 

application of KDE. A solution is to transform or isometrically embed the interval 

space to an unbounded vector space, the Hilbert space. Embedding Kcx(1R) into a 

Hilbert space implies that results and properties in the L2 space can be transferred 

to K:cx(1R) space. Indirectly, using the kernel trick (see definition 4.5.1 in §4.5.1) we 

are able to define an appropriate kernel for interval space, making it possible to per

form kernel density estimation and regression for interval-valued data. Since interval 

space is low in dimensionality, efficient computation of kernel density estimation for 

interval-valued spatial probability density functions can be achieved. 

4.5.1 Kernel Methods for Nonlinear Input Spaces 

Most algorithms for data analysis (e.g. least squares regression, multivariate 

regression) are based on the assumption that the data can be represented as vectors 

in a finite dimensional vector space. These methods make extensive use of the linear 

structure. 

However, in real life, data is often collected from varied input spaces e.g. interval 

space for interval-valued data, and color space or image space for image data. These 

input spaces are not vector spaces and could also be bounded, which limits the 

application of non parametric KDE method. We are faced with the following question 

"How do we exploit the linear algorithms for analysis in nonlinear spaces?" Using 

kernels, we can derive nonlinear versions of the linear algorithms. 

The approach can be described as follows: Let F denote a nonlinear input space, 

and rt a vector space (the Hilbert space). Given a linear algorithm (an algorithm 

that works in rt), one first maps the data in nonlinear input space to a Hilbert space 

using a nonlinear mapping 4J(.) : F -+ rt, and then run the algorithm on the vector 
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representation cp( z) of the data. In other words, we perform nonlinear analysis of 

the data using a linear method. 

The purpose of the map cp(.) is to translate nonlinear structures of the data into 

linear ones in 'H, preserving the natural basic structure in input space. But then, 

"Which is the right map cp(.) to achieve this?" and " Can we use it to define a kernel 

in the input space 1" We will look at maps or embeddings that correspond to kernels 

in input spaces. 

Note that, if while executing algorithms in Hilbert space 'H, only inner products 

between data vectors are considered, i.e. data appears only in expressions like 

(cp(z), cp(~») = cp(zf cp(~), we can make use of the fact that for certain specific 

maps, cp(.), this inner product can be computed directly from z and z' without 

explicitly computing cp(z) and cp(~). This is referred to as the kernel trick (see 

definition 4.5.1). 

Definition 4.5.1 Kernel "trick"{Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 20(J4, p. 60) Let 
kl denote any symmetrical kernel function on input space :F, such that the kernel 

matrix with elements k1(Zi, z;) is positive definite for all Zi E :F, i = 1, ... ,n; then, 

there exists a Hilbert space 'H . and a nonlinear mapping cp : :F --+ 11. such that for 

CP(Zi) , cp(Zj) E 1£, 

Since kernels correspond to inner products in some spaces, they can be considered as 

measures of similarities between data points for any input space. We demonstrate 

this for a general case in §4.5.2 with an example of an interval input space. 

4.5.2 General Input Space Kernels 

Let :F denote an input space, and kl denote a kernel in :F corresponding to 

map CPO into a Hilbert space, 1£. Then, for z, % E:F, cp(z), cp(%) E 1£, such that 

k1(z, %) = (cp(z), cp(%»). The Hilbert norm defined as 

(4.17) 

coincides with Scholkopf et al. (2004) definition. The associated Hilbert distance is 

IIcp(z) - cp(%)W - (cp(z), cp(z») - 2(cp(z) , cp(%») + (cp(%), cp(%») 

- k1(z, z) - 2k1(z, %) + k1(%, %) using 4.17 (4.18) 
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Both Hilbert norm and distance are functions of kernels and hence are also kernels. 

By making kl (3:,z), the subject, we can rewrite 4.18 as 

kl (3:, z) - (kl (3:,3:) + kl (z, z) - 114>(3:) - 4>(z)112
) /2 

- (114)(3:)112 + 114>(z)1I2 -114>(3:) - 4>(z)11 2
) /2 (4.19) 

From 4.19, the kernel as a measure of similarity between objects is given by the 

opposite of the squared distance 114>(3:) - 4>(z)1I 2 between their images in the Hilbert 

space, plus the norms. Often, norms in Hilbert space equals one (Shawe-Taylor and 

Cristianini, 2004), which reduces 4.19 to 

(4.20) 

Example 4.5.1 Let K:cx (1R) denote an interval input space, and kl a kernel in the 

K:cx(1R) corresponding to support junction mapping SO (see chapter 3, Eq. 3.10) 

into the Hilbert space 'H. Respectively, for intervals a and b in K:cx(lR), we have 

support junctions Sa and Sb in 'H. Extending the kernel trick to interval space, the 

interval kernel becomes 

(4.21) 

with interval norm 

(4.22) 

Applying 4.18, the interval distance is 

(4.23) 

and thus 

(4.24) 

Kernels can also be derived from existing kernels. The easiest way to derive a 

kernel is to normalize an existing kernel (Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004, p.60). 

Let 3:, z be elements of space X, and kl (3:, z) a kernel in X corresponding to a map 

4>(3:) into 'H, such that kl (3:,z) = (4)(3:),4>(z)). Similarly, the normalized kernel 

k(3:,z), corresponds to the map 
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such that 
k(z z) = / 4>(z) 4>(Z») = k1(z, Z) 

, \ 1 1·4>(z) II ' 114>(z)1I -Ik1(z, z)k1(z, Z) 
(4.25) 

Let c denote a constant in R+, other valid kernels include: 

k(z, z) = ck1(z, z) and k(z, z) = exp(kl{Z, z» (4.26) 

The simplest kernel is a linear kernel which we denote as k2(z, z) = (z, z), implying . 

that z = 4>(z). Given a constant c = 1/q2, we define an exponential kernel 

We also know that, 

Thus, normalizing the exponential kernel, we have 

(4.27) 

which is the Gaussian kernel given by Shaw&Taylor and Cristianini (2004, p.77) and 

Vapnik (2000). The Gaussian bandwidth parameter (q2) specifies how quickly the 

kernel vanishes as points move further away from each other. For simplicity, we use 

kG(z, z) to denote the Gaussian kernel, i.e. 

kG(z, z) = exp (_liZ - z112) 
2q2 

(4.28) 

with q2 the Gaussian bandwidth. 

4.5.3 Interval-valued Kernel 

For interval input space, applying the concept of support function mapping, the 

distance between intervals is equivalent to the Hilbert (L2 ) distance. This distance 

has already been calculated in chapter 3, Eq. 3.16, and we recall it here. Given 
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intervals a, bE Kcx(lR), the interval distance is 

(4.29) 

In chapter 3, Eq. 3.17, we defined a general weighted interval metric, given as 

(4.30) 

Extending 4.28 to interval space, the Gaussian kernel for interval-valued data is 

( Iia - b112) 
kG(a, b) = exp - 2(12 (4.31) 

where Iia - bl12 is either 4.30 or 4.29; and (12 is the Gaussian kernel bandwidth· 

determining the extent of interval dependence or correlation. Parameter (12 controls 

the flexibility of the kernel. While small (12 risks over fitting or existence of bounds 

/ irregular estimate, large values gradually reduces the kernel to a constant or flat 

function (oversmoothing). This is because large values of the bandwidth reduce the 

locality of the kernel and consequently overfitting. 

Other non-Gaussian profiles for interval-valued data include 

Epanechnikov: 1 _ (dG(;, b)) 2 (4.32) 

where dG( a, b)· ~ b is the interval distance between intervals and b is the bandwidth 

determined using KNN approach. 

4.6 Spatial Interval Kernel Density Estimation 

The spatial-interval domain space is generated by concatenating two indepen

dent domains: the 'spatial domain" due to the spatial coordinates, and the "interval 

domain" due to interval coordinates. Hence, the spatial-interval domain space as

sumes a coordinate system of dimension d = s + q, with q representing the interval 

dimension and s representing the spatial dimension. For the interval domain, q = 2 

representing the lower-upper or the center-radius coordinate variables. For ID spa

tial domain s = 1, for 2D s = 2 and for 3D s = 3. While we work in a 2D space 

extensions to 3D is straight forward. Given a 2D spatial domain z = (x, y) and 

an interval domain Z{z) = (Z'(z), ZU(z)) , we define the joint space denoted as 

p = {z, Z(z)} with dimension d = 2 + 2:...- 4. 
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Due to the different nature of the two domains, proper normalization is needed 

prior to analysis or estimation (Comaniciu and Meer, 20(2). We will achieve this 

through the use of normalized kernels in the respective domains. 

Let b" and bq respectively denote the spatial and interval domain bandwidth 

parameters. For kernel density estimation in the joint spatial-interval space, we 

use product kernel that consists of a spatial radially bivariate kernel k-; b" which 

corresponds to a regular 2-dimensional non-negative kernel function bounded by 

bandwidth b", and an interval radially kernel kll; bq which corresponds non-negative 

kernel function bounded by bandwidth bq . The multivariate kernel for the joint 

spatial-interval space is a product of the two given 88 

K .. ,," (p = {o:, Z(o:)}) = (b' )~bt)2k' (II: II}' (II z~o:) 11') (4.33) 

where z and Z(z) are respectively the spatial and interval parts; and C is the 

normalization constant. Then, the interval kernel density estimate is defined as 

j(p = {o:, Z(o:)}) = n(b.~(bt)2 t. k' (II'"' ~ 0: 10 k' (II Z(z,) ~ Z(o:) 10 
(4.34) 

If using, adaptive bandwidth selection, the density estimator reduces to 

. j(p = {o:, Z(z)}) = ~ t. (bl)~b:J2k' (II 0:, ;. 0: 10 k' (II Z( :0,) ~ Z(z) 11') 
(4.35) 

where b: and b1 are the spatial and interval adaptive bandwidths respectively. For 

kernel regression, the normalization constant introduced to both numerator and 

denominator will cancel out. 

Before defining the spatial interval kernel regressions, we review the basics of 

spatial kernel regression for real-valued data. 

4.7 Spatial Rea1-valued Kernel Regression 

Spatial real-valued kernel regression assumes existence of a smooth bivariate 

mean function m(zi) relating response vector Zi to location predictor Zi E D, i = 

1, ... , n, such that 

(4.36) 
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with E[e(zi)) = 0 and Cov(e(zi), e(z;)) = q
2t/>O!Zi -z;lI; 6) a non-negative covari

ance function. The parameter 6 controls the range of spatial association. . Kern II 

(2001) has detailed the relationship between kernel functions and the covariance (or 

the correlogram) functions, identifying a one-to-one relationship between kernel and 

covariance functions for isotropic spatial processes. 

Therefore, for stationary isotropic spatial processes, application of kernel ap

proach is analogous to modeling q,(.) with a global isotropic covariance model pa

rameterized with a global parameter fJ, while the smooth mean function m(zi) is 

modeled with an unknown global constant (i.e., m(Zi) = m) in case of simple krig

ing, or unknown local constant in case of ordinary kriging. 

For non-stationary process, we apply the kernel approach. Under the kernel ap

proach, the local mean structure models both the trend and spatial structure; while 

any micro-scale covariance (called nugget effect in kriging) is part of the independent 

distributed errors. The mean function m(zi) varies with location, with E[e(zi)) = 0 

and 

(4.37) 

In principle, we can say that, local kernel smoothing is equivalent to non-stationary 

covariance function modeling. 

To obtain the underlying function m(z), we proceed as follows: let D ~ ]R2 

denote a two dimensional spatial region of interest; and H 2x2 the two dimensional 

diagonal bandwidth matrix defining the extent of spatial dependence in· the x and 

y direction. Assume that m(z; H,p) is the spatial regression estimate at location 

z, with p the degree of the local polynomial. For p ~ 1, Rupper and Wand (1994) 

gives a good example. 

Let p = 0, and for simplicity of notation we let m(z; H,p = 0) = m(z). The 

estimate 

(4.38) 

is the weighted average of Z(Zi) such that Zi lies in a region around location Z 

defined by the kernel function K. With unevenly spaced data the estimate leads to 

poor results. We solve the problem using an alternative estimate, m(z), a solution 

to weighted least squares problem 

n 

argmin L K(Zi - Z; H) (Z(Zi) - fJx )2 
9", i=1 

(4.39) 
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where 9:& is an assumed local regression fit of a constant of the unknown function, 

m(z), and K is a smoother kernel function, e.g. the Gaussian kernel. The optimal 

local regression fit m(z) that minimizes 4.39, is given as 

n 

E K(Zi - Z; H)Z(Zi) 
m(z)=~~~l-n------------

EK(z.-z;H) 
.=1 

(4.40) 

which is the famous Nadaraya-Watson (NW) kernel estimator (Silverman, 1986:). 

The estimate modifies 4.38 so that it is a true weighted average where the weights 

for each Z (z.) will sum to one. 

The bounded symmetric Beta family kernels (Epanechnikov, Bisquare, Tricube) 

are preferred since they ensure that only data, local to the point at which m( z) 

is estimated, is used in the fit. This means that Gaussian kernel is less desirable, 

because although it is light in the tails, it is not zero, meaning in principle that the 

contribution of every point to the fit must be computed. 

The approach used in 4.39 suggest similar estimators for multi-valued data, with 

expression (Z(Zi) - 9s )2 replaced with an appropriate metric in the input data 

space. Example is the kernel regression estimator for interval-valued data in (§4.8). 

4.8 Spatial Interval Kernel Regression 

Let the pairs {z., Z'}~=l' denote the interval-valued measurement Z. at each 

location z. E D C R2. The spatial kernel regression function 4.36 reduces to a 

spatial interval kernel regression function: 

(4.41) 

with m(zi) the nonparametric interval regression function at location z., and e.(zi) 
the independent distributed (iid) random interval errors. The nonparametric inter

val regression function m(z.) models both the trend and the spatial correlation; 

while any micro-scale variation is part of the iid errors such that Ee.(z.) = (0,0] 

with 

{ 
[0'21,0'21] i = j 

Cov(e(zi)' e(zj)) = [] .. (4.42) 
0,0 z =f J 

The goal is to estimate the nonparametric interval regression function m(z.) con

ditional on the available interval data Z(Zi)' The basic approach is to assume that 
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the variance and mean of the interval random field Z exists and are constant. Then, 

a good estimate of the process at any given location Zi is the average of all samples 
n 

given by m = n-1 E Zi. A common characteristics of the estimator, m, is that it 
i=l 

minimizes the mean prediction error (mpe) 

n 

E(m) = L)m - Zi)2 
i=1 

The mpe, however, is not localized for similarity in the interval structure, all data 

values have equal importance relative to estimate. It leads to very smooth estimates 

which are not robust to outliers. We need to define a more robust error norm to 

take into account outliers, errors and any form of discontinues in the process. Let, 

mi = Zi denote the estimate at location Zi. Rather than minimize the mpe, we 

minimize a robust uncertainty function, 4>('), given as 

n n 

E(mi) = L L tP(II~ - Z;112) (4.43) 
i=1 ;=1 

Alternatively, we can minimize 

n n 

E(~) = L L IImi - Z;1I24>(llmi - Z;1I2) (4.44) 
i=1 ;=1 

with residual error IImi - Z;1I2 weighted by the robust uncertainty function, 4>(')' 
Each Z; is assigned a certainty measure 4>0 for its reliability in the prediction. 

Estimate, mi at a given location Zi is obtained by solving the objective functions 

n n 

ar~n L L 4>(llmi - Z;1I2) 
m, i=1 ;=1 

(4.45) 

or 

n n 

ar~n L l: II~ - z;W4>(llmi - Z;112) 
m. i=1 ;=1 

( 4.46) 

using gradient descent method. The method requires initial estimate of mi and it 

can be solved by an iterative weighted least squares minimization. Choice of initial 

estimate is critical; although the weighted median is generally a robust choice as an 

initial estimate, the meaIi is also often used. 
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Let m~ denote the initial estimate at location Zij the gradient decent minimiza

tion of Eq. 4.45 is 

A Ie BE 
- m· -1/-, am~ 

• 
n 

- m~ - 1/ :L l/J' (IIm~ - ZjIl2)2(m~ - Zj) 
j=1 

n n 

(4.47) 

- (1 - 21/ :L l/J' (llm~ - ZjW) )m~ + 21/ L: l/J' (IIm~ - ZjW)Zj 
j=1 ;=1 

with 1/ the step size chosen so· that we do not take too big or too small of a step. 

Too big of a step will overshoot the function minimum, and too small of a step 

will result in a long convergence time. 1/ defines the convergence criteria for solving 

(4.47). Based on, the first term of 4.47, an optimal value of 1/ is set to, 

1 
(4.48) 1/ = ~n~-----

2 E 4>'OI~ - Zj1l2) 
j=1 

If the derivative of l/Jm~ - Zj1l2) exists for ~ E (0,00), then, g(.) = -l/J'O is 

a symmetrical positive definite function belonging to a class of radial symmetrieal 

kernels (Cheng, 1995). g(.) forms the profile of the shadow kernel to the kernel with 

the profile l/J(.). Applying (4.48), (4.47) becomes 

(4.49) 

The estimate m~+1 is the interval valued Nadaraya-Watson estimator at location 

Zi, with 9 an interval kernel function. Possible choices of interval kernel functions 

are defined in §4.9, Table 4.3. 

The weight function g(.) minimizes the influence of outliers caused by occasional 

miss-registration .. The kernel function adapts to local interval structures. This leads 

to more samples of the same modality being gathered for the analysis. Essentially, 

the function assigns low weights to potential outliers effectively excluding them 

from the analysis. For example, for a Gaussian kernel, the bandwidth parameter 0"2 

defines acceptable range of the residual error IIm~ - Zjll. Samples with residual 

error less that 0"2 get a certainty close to one, whereas those with residual error 
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larger that 20-2 gets extremely low certainty. 

Similarly, solution to 4.46, is modified Nadaraya-Watson estimate given as 

n 
~ g(llm~ - Zj112) [1 + IIm~ - Zj1l2] Zj 

mk+l = j=~ (4.50) 

~ g(llm~ - Zj1l2) [1 + IIm~ - Zj1l2] 
j=1 

Estimates 4.49 and 4.50 are relatively the same, but the last one gives slightly narrow 

bounds. The estimate, m~+1, can be regarded as the unconditional estimate of Zi, 
and easily obtained using the idea of mean shift procedure, which has been studied 

for the unconditional mode estimation (Comaniciu and Meer, 2002; Comaniciu et al., 

2000, 2001). To solve 4.50 we use the algorithm in Appendix C.1 implemented in 

C++. 
However, the method ignores the fact that natural spatial data is often comprised 

of directional structures, and that the derived random fields can be integrated along 

these structures to improve their estimation. It is also a fact that observations 

within a local spatial neighborhood are approximately similar, (Tobler's First Law 

of geography (Tobler (1970». Hence, rather than having both i and its neighborhood 

points j running from 1 to n, we define the local neighborhood j of i to run from 1 to 

n(i). This will allows us to exploit the local spatial structure leading to an optimal 

conditional estimate. 

The conditional estimate is obtained by localizing the robust uncertainty function 

to the local spatial structure using an additional weight function wO such that 

n n(i) 

E(m) = L: L w(lIzi - zjW)t/J(II~ - Zj112) (4.51) 
i=1 j 

with n( i) is the local spatial neighborhood of Zi, and w(·) is some weight function, 

usually a kernel function, not depending on Zj. The weight function w(·) forms the 

spatial kernel that models the local spatial structure between sample observations 

(Anselinet al., 2004; Brunsdon et al., 1998b; Cressie, 1993). If w(·) = 1 we obtain 

the unconditional estimate in Eq. 4.49. 

An alternative spatial localized robust uncertainty function is defined as 

n n(i} 

E(m) = L L Ilmi - ZjWw(lIzi - zjW)t/J(llmi - Zj112) (4.52) 
i=1 j 
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The residual error II~ - Z j 112 is weighted by a product of two kernels, the un

certainty kernel, q,('), and spatial kernel, w{·). Both systems 4.51 and 4.52 defines 

a local spatial weighted robust loss function. The first kernel tf1 is the traditional 

spatial weighted regression kernel with KNN (n( i)) bandwidth, defining the local 

spatial structure. Within the defined spatial window, a second kernel, q" the robust 

uncertainty kernel based on the interval distance between the neighbors and pre

diction point values is defined. Neighbors with greater geographical distance from 
prediction point are assigned smaller weight; and at a given geographical distance 

neighbors with similar sizes to the initial estimate at prediction point are assigned 

large weights. 

The estimate is obtained by solving the objective functions 

n n(i) 

argmin L L 1O(lIzi - zjIl2)q,(IImi - Zj1l2) (4.53) 
m, i=1 j 

or 

n n(i) 

argmin L L II~ - Z;U2wOlz; - zjlf)q,OImi - ZjH~ (4.54) 
m, i=1 j 

using gradient descent method. An initial estimate of m. is required. Besides 

using the weighted median and the mean, close sample (in geographical dista.nce) 
are sometimes used instead. The latter is applicable when minute details are of 

interest. Let m~, denote the initial estimate, then 

i=1 ;=1 

n(i) 

- (1 - 2v L 1O(lIzi - ZjIl2)q,' (llm~ - Z;1I2) )m~ 
;=1 

n(i) 

+2v L 1O(lIzi - z;!l2)q,' {lIm~ - Zj1l2)Zj 
j=1 

(4.55) 

with V, the step size chosen optimally to avoid too big or too small of a step to 
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convergence. The optimal 1/ based on data is given as 

(4.56) 

Let 9 (.) = -cp' (.) is a kernel belonging to a class of radial symmetric kernels (Cheng, 

1995). Using the 9 and Eq. 4.56, reduces 4.55 to a spatially weighted interval 

estimator, parallel to the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator given as 

(4.57) 

with w a radial symmetrical spatial kernel, and 9 a radial symmetrical interval 

kernel. 

Similarly, applying gradient descent minimization to 4.54, the corresponding 

estimate is given as 

The estimates 4.57 and 4.58 are relatively the same, but the second gives slightly 

narrow bounds. Solution to 4.57 is obtained iteratively using the algorithm in Ap

pendix C.2, and implemented in C++. 

The estimate 4.57 parallels Mrazek et al. (2004) "sigma-filter" in digital image 

smoothing, and is one step approximation to conditional mode estimator given by 

Einbeck and 'lUtz (2004). Atkinson (2004) has also explored similar approach for 

image classification in remote sensing. Application of 4.57 for spatial interval mod

eling allows us to identify regions of high intensity or hot spots while effectively 

smoothing out the process. 

4.9 Model Selection: Kernels 

Let dZ = Jllzi - zjll2 denote the geographical distance between prediction 

point (i) and neighborhood locations (j), and hi the spatial bandwidth correspond-
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ing to the ith nearest neighbor in the spatial domain. Similarly, let 

<if; = v'lImi - Zill2 denote the distance between intervals at prediction point (i) 

and intervals neighborhood points (j), and bi the interval bandwidth correspond

ing to the lh nearest neighbor in the interval domain. For the Gaussian kernel,. 

let Us and UG denotes the spatial domain and interval domain bandwidth parame

ters. Then, applicable radial symmetric kernels for the spatial and interval weights 

include Gaussian, Epanechnikov and Bisquare radial kernels (Table 4.3). 

Table 4.3. Spatial and interval kernels profiles applicable for non-parametric spatial
interval kernel regression. 

Kernel 

Gaussian 

Bisquare 

Epanechnikov 

dZ = HZi - zill2 

u~-spatial bandwidth 

Spatial kernel, 1»(') 

~ = II~ - Zill2 

~-the interval bandwidth 

Interval kernel, g(.) 

Except for the Gaussian kernel that extends to infinity in all directions, the rest 

have a circumscribed radius, which ~ also the bandwidth, and is determined using k 

nearest neighbors. Intuitively, this leads to adaptive kernels, with large bandwidths 

in sub regions with scarce data and small bandwidth in regions of high intensity. 

The Gaussian spatial smoothing scale, Us, is the geographical distance beyond 

which there is no spatial association relative to the prediction point. The scale 

Us plays a decisive role in the quality of smoothing. It is directly related to the 

local variability of the data: the more variable the data is the smaller it should be. 

Therefore, the scale must be large enough to cover sufficient samples for a stable 

local analysis. Unless the sample density is high everywhere in the region, a normal 

choice of spatial weight function is a Gaussian kernel function with a scale equivalent 

of variance. The Gaussian function introduces minimal smoothing while its support 

is still large to cover enough samples. 

The Gaussian interval smoothing scale, UG is the interval bandwidth defined 

within the spatial neighborhood. The scale UG determines the degree of certainty 

of values within the spatial neighborhood. Values separated by UG are given zero 

certainty and are regarded as untrustworthy data. Both Us and UG may be defined 

using the variance of the samples in the respective domains. 
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4.10 Discussion 

In this chapter we have developed a framework for non-parametric modeling 

of spatial random intervals. Unlike random interval kriging (Chapter 3), the un

derlying stochastic process is not assumed to be stationary. The approach utilizes 

a spatial-interval kernel, a product of spatial adaptive radial kernel and a robust 

interval radial kernel. The spatial kernel ensures that only samples sharing simi

lar intensity and gradient information are gathered for local approximation. The 

robust interval kernel minimizes the influence of outliers or extreme values that sig

nificantly differ from the local neighborhood values. The choice of initial estimate 

at the prediction location adds flexibility to the approach. Use of close sample (in 

geographical distance) applies when minute details are of interest. Otherwise, the 

average or weighted median of neighborhood values is used ... This approach adapts '. well depending on the nature of the application. 

With obtained interval predicted values at unknown location, the approach of

fers a decision maker a possible bounded range of values from which to base their 

decision. 
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Scope 

CHAPTER 5 

BI-VARIABLE COPULA-BASED GEOSTATISTICS 
APPLICATION TO SPATIAL RANDOM INTERVAL DATA 

In this chapter, we propose an approach that utilizes joint distribution function to 

model interval uncertainty (imprecision) in spatial random interval data. Specifi

cally, we extend the bivariate copula approach to model the joint distribution using 

its copula and its marginals. The copula models the dependence between random 

variables without influencing information on the marginals, and hence is invariant 

under any monotonic transformation of the associated marginals. Therefore, fre

quently used data transformations (e.g. natural logarithms) do not influence the 

copulas. This makes copula(s) attractive models for the dependence structure in 

random functions characterized by multi-point properties. We investigate the theo

retical and practical application of bivariate copula and extend it to the modeling 

of spatial random intervals. Integrating copula logic, geostatistics ~;we:d& 

rive corresponding marginal and copula prediction maps which &re-es ..... oftheP 

equivalent spatial distribution functions. In this new direction, the copula method

ology forms a significant new technique to handle the co-movement of the random 

interval features in a given spatial regions. With copula map we can identify the 

frequency and persistence of high or lows values of the observed fuzzy phenomena 

across space. Risk areas are easily identified. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Random intervals form the most basic representation of fuzzy (imprecise) data. 

In chapter 2, we showed random intervals to be random bivariate variables. The 

fact that vector presentation of intervals is in nature a bivariate random variable 

analysis, suggests for application of bivariate joint probability distribution of a pair 

of random variables as a model of the random interval data. Within spatial context, 

random interval data is also dependent across space. Therefore, the challenge is how 

to effectively handle the joint distribution plus the spatial arrangements. 

The bivariate probability distribution of a pair of random variables contains the 

full information on the structure of bivariate random variable. For example, the full 

information on the random interval Z = (L, U) can be modeled by the joint distrib

ution FLU(I, u) of the lower (L) and upper (U) variables. Observe that each of the 

lower and upper variables is fully described by its cumulative distribution function 

Fdl) = P(L ~ 1) and Fu(u) = P(U ~ u) (the so-called marginals). However, and 

this is important to note, the marginals give us no information about the joint be

havior. If the variables L and U are independent, the joint distribution function 

is simply the product of the marginals, P(L ~ 1; U $ u) = Fdl) x Fu(u). Hence, 

to obtain a full description of random variables L and U together, we use the two 

ingredients: the marginals and the type of interrelation, in this case independence. 

The question is: Can this kind of separation betWeen marginals and dependence 

also be realized in a more general framework? The right concept for this is the bi

variate copulas, which are joint distribution functions with uniform marginals of the 

bivariate random variable. Copulas describe the dependence structure between ran

dom variables without the information on the marginal distributions. Hence, they 

can be seen as the essential representation of dependence between random variables 

over the range of quartiles. Intuitively then, copulas allows to express whether the 

corresponding dependence is different for different quartiles of the variable. For ex

ample, high values may exhibit strong dependence and low values weak dependence. 

Unlike cOrrelation-based inference, the copula extracts the way in which variables 

co-move, regardless of the scale with which the variables are measured. 

Copulas have been widely applied in the financial sector (Embrechts et al., 2002; 

Hu, 2004; Mikosch, 2003). Schmitz (2003a,b) have explored the relationship be

tween copulas and stochastic processes. A relationship between copulas and markov 

process is given by Darsow et al. (1992). Application of copulas in the spatial context 

is a recent concept (Bardossy, 2006; De Michele and Salvadori, 2003), and is only 
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applied in the case of scalar __ .,egionalized variables where correlation structure 

is estimated using a copula function rather "...e variogram. This emphasizes 

need for new models of spatial dependence str~tUre. 

In this chapter, we integrate copula logic, geostatistics and GIS for spatial predic

tion on regionalized random intervals. The copula logic splits the joint distribution 

into its copula and its marginal distribution functioDS. Based OIl thresholds that 

correspond to values observed in the sample, each spatial random interval is as

signed a copula value (or grade) based on derived empirical copula and marginal 

values (grades), derived from corresponding marginal values. Generated marginal 

and copula vectors are then treated as random functions. Thus variographic analy

sis and ordinary kriging is applicable resulting in prediction maps of the equivalent 

spatial distribution functions. 

The copula map indicates the frequency and persistence of ltu'ge or small values of 

phenomena across the spatial domain. The marginal maps independently show the 

spatial pattern of the lower and upper vector values. Unique estimates at unknown 

location are obtained by combining the copula and the marginal maps. 

This chapter is structured as fol1ows:- The bivariate copula is introduced in §5.2. 

Section 5.3 address the methods of fitting copulas to observed data. Section 5.4 

details the integration of copula logic and geostatistics for spatial prediction on 

regionalized random intervals. Spatially distributed copula and margina,lmeasunli 

(referred to 88 sample spatial copula and marginal grades) are defined in §5.4.1. 

In §5.4.2 we define the copula and marginal variogram models and the copula and 

marginal kriging. 

5.2 Bivariate Copula Basic Concepts 

Let (X, Y) denote a bivariate random variable with random variables X and 

Y defined on a common probability space (0, A, P) where 0 is a non-empty set, 

A a u-field consisting of some subsets of 0, and P a probability measure on A. 
The cumulative distribution functions (the marginals) of X and Y are defined as 

Fx(x) = Pr (X ~ x), x E lR, and Fy(y) = Pr(Y ~ y), y E lR resp_~< Their·~. 

joint distribution function is defined as Fxy(x, y) = Pr[X ~ x, Y ~ y]. ~, 
to each possible pair of real numbers (x, y) we can associate three distributional 

measures: - Fx(x), Fy(y) and Fxy(x, y), which all lie in the unit interval n =(0,1]. 

Therefore we can observe that each pair of real numbers (x, y) will lead to a point 

(Fx(x), Fy(y» in the unit plane n2. 
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Now, a function C : ][2 -+ ][ given as 

C(Fx(x), Fy(y)) = Fxy(x, y) (5.1) 

is called a two-dimensional copula. In other words, a two-dimensional copula implies 

a couple of two univariate distributions. General concept of copulas and develop

ments can be found in Cherubini et at (2005); Joe (1997) and Nelsen (1999). For 

the properties of the two-dimensional copula, we first review some definitions given 

by Nelsen (1999). 

Definition 5.2.1 [H-VOLUME] Let SI and 82 be nonempty subsets of lR, and let 

H be a function such that the domain of H = 81 X 82• We denote by Dom(H) 

the domain of H, while Ran{H) denotes its range. Thus Dom(H) = 81 x 82' Let 

B = [Xl! X2] X [Yb Y2] be a rectangle all of whose vertices are in Dom{H). The 

H-Volume of B is given by: 

Definition 5.2.2 [TWO-INCREASING] A two-variate real-valued function H is two

increasing if VH(B) ~ 0 for all rectangles B whose vertices lie in Dom(H). 

Definition 5.2.3 (GROUNDED) Suppose al = min {SI} and a2 = min {82}. We 

say that a function H:81 x 82 -4 lR is grounded if H(x, (t2) = H(al! y) = 0 for all 

(x, y) in 8 1 x 82• 

Properties of a two-dimensional copula 

Summary properties of the two-dim.ensionalcopula defined in Eq. 5.1 are: 

1. . Dom(C) = ][2; 

2. C is grounded and two-increasing; 

3. For every win 8 1 and every v in 82; C{w, 1) = w and C(l, v) = v The values 

w and v form the marginal values for specifying the cumulative distribution 

functions respectively. 

Remark 5~2.1 Note that 0 ~ C(w, v) ~ 1 for every (w, v) in Dom(C). Therefore, 

Ran(C) c ][. 
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Theorem 5.2.1 (FRECHET HOEFFDING BOUNDS) Let C be a bivariate copula. 

Then for 'lr/w, v E I, 

Q(w,v) = max{w + v -1,0) $ C(w, v) $ min(w, z) = M(w, v) 

The bivariate JrmctWm Q and M are called lower and upper Frechet Hoeffding 

bounds. 

Proof. Let (w, v) be an arbitrary point in Dom{ C}. Recall that 

C(w, v) $ C(w, 1) = w 

and 

C(w, v) $ C(I, v) = v. 

Hence 

C(w, v) $ min(w, v). 

FUrthermore, Vc([w, 1] x [v, 1]) ~ ° implies C(w, v) ~ w + v-I since 

Vc([w, l] x [v,l]) - C(I, 1) - C(1, v) - C(w, 1) + C(w, v) 

- 1- v - w + C(w, v) => C(w, v) ~ v + w - 1 > ° 
by definition of copula 

Therefore C( w, v) ~ max (w + v-I, 0). Hence we observe that copula functions 

have both upper and lower bounds. • 

The importance of copulas to mathematical statistics is described in 

Sklar's Theorem (Sklar, 1959): Given random variables X and Y with joint dis

trilrution function Fxy and marginals Fx and Fy , respectively, there exists a copula 

C such that, for all x, y E i, 

Fxy(x, y) = C(Fx(x), Fy(y» 

If the marginal distrilrution8 are continuous, then the copula C is unilJW¥'"V~ 

C is uniquely determined on Ran(Fx) x Ran(Fy ). Conversely ifC is a copula and 

Fx and Fy are marginal distribution junctions, then the function Fxy is a joint 

distribution function with marginals Fx and Fy. 

A detailed proof of Sklar' Theorem is found in Nelsen (1999). While the copula 

can be regarded as the pure expression of the dependence without the influence of 
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the marginal distributions, it is itself a bivariate distribution with uniform marginals 

on I. The bivariate distribution of random variables is completely determined by its 

copula and its marginal distributions. For independent random variables, we have 

the product copula given as C(w, v) = WV, while for dependent random variables 

the copula becomes C(W1 v) = min (w, v). 

Remark 5.2.2 Several applications involve the shape of the graph of the copula 

i.e., of the surface z = C(w, v). The surface can be viewed as the joint distribution 

function i.e. z = Fxy(x, y) in which the x and y axes have been relabeled in units 

of w = Fx(x) and v = Fy(y) 

Copulas, similarly to distributions functions, admit the notion of density (Bardossy, 

2006; Cherubini et al., 2005; Kaarik, 2006). By derivation, the copula density c(w, v) 
for the copula C(w, v) is given as 

c(w, v) -
fPC(w, v) 

8w8v 

In terms of probability density functions (Cherubini et al., 2005, p. 66), 

fxy(x,y) -
fPC(Fx(x),Fy(y))fPC(w, v) 8Fx(x) 8Fy(y) -8x8y 8w8v 8x 8y 

- c(w, v)fx(x)fy(y) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

with c the copula density and f the univariate probability density functions. This is 

an impoF;tant result, because it states that under appropriate conditions, the joint 

density can be written as a product of the marginal densities and the copula density. 

If for example the random variables X and Y are independent, then c( w, v) = 1 and 

fxy(x,y) = fx(x)fy(y) 

which is a familiar formula for independent variables. 

The generalized inverse concept given by Nelsen, 1999, p.19 provides a method 

of reconstructing a copula from the margin's and the joint distribution. Let Fil and 

FyI be quasi-inverses of Fx and Fy respectively. Then for any (w, v) in Dom(C), 

(5.4) 
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Example 5.2.1 Assume a Gumbel's logistic bivariate distribution 

1 
Fxy (X, Y) = 1 () () +exp -x +exp -y 

with marginals 

Fx(x) -
1 1 

-1-+-exp-( --x-'-) and Fy (y) = 1 + exp ( -y) 

Applying 5.4, tlie bivariate copula is 

where 

Hence 

_ In~ and Fyl(v) = In_v_ 
1-w I-v 

C (w, v) - F(Fi1(w), FyI (v)) 
1 

-
1 + exp (-In l~to) + exp (-In l~tJ) 

1 
- 1 + i-to + !::.!. 

to tJ 

wv 
w+v-wv 

(5.5) 

Example 5.2.2 Gaussian copula (Nelsen, 1999): Let Np denote a standard bivari

ate normal distribution with Pearson's correlation coefficient p. Also let 4) denote 

the standard (univariate) normal distribution junction with mean zero and unit vari

ance. Then the Gaussian copula is given by 

C (w, v; p) = Np (4)-1 (w) ,4)-1 (v)) 

where w, v E [0, 1]. 
In terms of Sklar's theorem, for any two marginal distribution functions Fx and 

Fy , the distribution defined as 

Fxy(x, y) = C(Fx(x), FX (1I); p) = Np (4)-1 (w), 4)-1 (v)) 
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is a bivariate distribution function whose marginals are Fx and Fy respectively, and 

the copula that connects Fxy to Fx and Fy is the Gaussian copula. Hence, Sklar's 

theorem allows one to construct bivariate distributions with non-normal marginal 

distributions and the Gaussian copula. 

5.3 Fitting bivariate copulas to data 

In this section we illustrate some of the methods in which parameters of copulas 

can be estimated. We are focusing on single-parameterized copulas (Joe, 1997, 

p.60). Firstly we illustrate the method of Maximum Likelihood estimation using 

Canonical Maximum Likelihood. Secondly a semi-parametric ~pproach in which 

the marginal distributions functions are determined empirically and a parametric 

family of a copula is chosen. 

5.3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

Application of Canonical Maximum Likelihood is favorable since we do not need 

to assume any parametric families of marginal distributions and hence are free from 

any misspecification error. 

Let X be a random variable and {Xl, X2,'" ,xn } be a random sample of size 

n drawn from X. The estimate to the true marginal distribution of the random 

variable X is 
Fx(x) = #{Xt $ x}, 

n 

where #{ Xt $ x} refers to the number of observations satisfying the condition 

Xt $ x for t = 1,2" .. ,n. Similarly, let Y be a random variable and {Yl, Y2,' .. ,Yn} 

be random sample of size n drawn from Y. The estimate of the true marginal 

distribution of the random variable Y is 

The likelihood function is defined as 

n 

L(6) = II c(Wt, Vt; 6), 
t=l 

where Wt = Fx(x), Vt = Fy(y), c(Wt, Vt; 6) is the density of the copula model, with 
6 the copula parameter (Joe, 1997). 
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Note here that: 

( .11) _ [fJ2C(W, Vj 0)] 
C W"~ Vt, (] - 8wav 

(we,ve) 

The alternative to maximum likelihood estimation, is to employ the Kernel Density 

&timation method (Silverman, 1986), reviewed in chapter 4. In §5.3.2 we provide 

the kernel distribution estimator and an estimator of the kernel-based copula as 

applied in this work. 

5.3.2 Kernel Distribution Estimator 

Let X be a random variable in one-dimensional space and {Xl, X2,'" ,xn } be a 

random sample of size n drawn from X. The kernel density estimate takes the form 

j{Xjb) = 2.. tK (X-Xi) 
nb i=l b 

where b represents the bandwidth parameter, and K represent a univariate kernel 

function (see examples in table 4.1). For bandwidth selection methods, see §4.4.1. 

The empirical kernel distribution estimator of the true marginal distribution of the 

random variable X is 

Fx{x;b) = l:j{X;b)dX 

Similarly, we can define the empirical distribution estimator of the true marginal 

distribution of the random variable Y. 

Let Z = (X, Y) be a bivariate random variable and {(Xl, Yl), (X2' Y2),' .. ,(xn, Yn)} 
be a random sample of size n drawn from Z. The kernel density estimate of Z takes 

the form 
A 1 n 

f (x,y;b) = b2 LK (x ~ Xj,Y - Yi; b) 
n i=l 

(5.6) 

where b is the bandwidth parameter, and K is a multivariate kernel function (see 

examples in table 4.2). We define the empirical bivariate kernel joint distribution 

estimator as 

Fxy (x, Y; b) = I: l~ j (x, Y; b) dydx (5.7) 

Empirical kernel marginal distribution estimators can also be obtained from the 

joint density. For example, for random variable X, the kernel marginal distribution 
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estimator is defined as 

Fx (x; b) = [~[: j(x,y;b)dydx (5.8) 

and similarly for Y. 

Example 5.3.1 Let Z = (Z', ZU) denote the random interval (or the bivariate 

random variable) with {(zL zf), (~, ~),,,. ,(z~, z:n the random sample of size n 

drawn from Z = (Z', ZU). The kernel joint density estimate is 

1 n 

fA (z' zU. b) = -."" K (z' - z~ ZU - z~· b) "filL...J I' " n i=l 

(5.9) 

The kernel joint distribution estimator becomes 

(5.10) 

and the kernel marginal distribution estimator for Zl is 

(5.11) 

while for zu is given as 

(5.12) 

The empirical kernel copula is obtained by estimating values based on the cdf at n 

distinct points in R2, and is given by 

(5.13) 

where F;/ and Fi: are quasi-inverses of FZI and Fz ... 

The advantage of kernel estimation· of the copula implies that we do not have to 

choose a copula from a large family of copulas. 

The semi-parametric method utilizes a parametric family of a copula. Although, 

we must be careful in choosing a copula. by considering the characteristics of the data 

such as tail dependence, asymmetry of the data, and non-normality, we can find the 

best choice of the copula by using well-known Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) 
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or Bayesian information criteria (BIC) (Akaike, 1974; Schwarz, 1978). Since we are 

dealing with singlErparameter copulas only, we have that: 

AIC = -21(8) + 2 

and 

BIC = -21(8) + In (n) 

where 1(8) is the log of the likelihood function. The best choice of the copula is ODe 

with lowest Ale or BIC value. Cherubini et al. (2005) and Joe (1997) have provided 

different range of copulas that can be applied. 

5.4 Copula modeling of Spatial Random Intervals 

For any given spatial locations :1:. = (Xi, Yi), i = 1, ... ,n, in D ~ R,2 , 

Z = (Z', ZU) = ((Zf(:l:1), Zr(:l:l») , (Z~(:Z:2)' Zf(:l:2») , ... , (Z~(:I:,,), Z:(2:,,» ) is 

a random vector of regionalized bivariate random variables. Separately, Z' = 
{Z' (:l:i)}f represents the random vector of lower regionalized random variables while 

ZU = {ZU (:I:.)}f is the random vector of upper regionalized random variables. The 

bivariate rand~m variable (Z' , ZU) assumes vector values { (z!, z;)}f = (Z' (:l:i) , z· (:1:.»):, 
i.e. 

(5.14) 

We denote by FZI (z') = p(ZI < zl) and Fzu (ZU) = P(ZU ~ ZU) the theoretical uni

variate cumulative distribution functions of the lower and upper values respectively. 

FZIZ" (Z',Z') = p(ZI ~ z',Zu ~ ZU) denotes the joint cumulative distribution func

tion. 

Copula approach splits the joint distribution, F ZI Z" (z', z') into its copula, 

C (Fz' (Z') ,Fz" (zu» and its marginals FZI (z') and Fz" (ZU). The copula and the 

marginals are smooth differentiable distribution functions monotonically increasing 

from 0 to 1, and can be estimated from the data. 

5.4.1 Spatially Distributed Copula and Marginal Grad88"'!<i· 

In classical geostatistics, indicator kriging is based on a preliminary coding of 

each observation z(:I:.) into a vector of indicators (Eq. 5.15), defined for a set of K 
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thresholds Zk discretisizing the range of variation of the attribute: 

(5.15) 

As . a generalization to indicator function, the copula approach utilizes the joint 

distribution(copula) and the marginals for coding each observation Z(Zi) = (zL zi) 

into three measures (5.16), 

FZI(zD C (0,1) 

Fzu(zi) C (0,1) 

C (Wi, Vi) C (0,1), with Wi = FZI(zD and Vi = Fzu(zi) 

(5.16) 

for all thresholds corresponding to values observed in the sample. Hence, the copula 

kriging approach can be regarded as indicator kriging of the marginal and joint 

(copula) probabilities when all data are retained in the kriging system. 

Definition 5.4.1 For a given bivariate mndom variable (Z', zu) with copula func

tion C (w, v) and the marginal distributions F Zl and F zu for Zl and ZU respectively, 

if (Z', zu) = (z!, zi) at location Zi = (Xi, Yi), then C (Wi, Vi) is called the copula 

gmde for bivariate mndom variable (Z', zu) at location Zj, and similarly F Zl (zD 

and Fzu (zi) the marginal distribution gmdes at location Zi respectively. 

The collection of spatially distributed copula gmdes, denoted as 

{c (Wi, Vi)' Zi E D C R2 , i = 1,2", . ,n} (5.17) 

is called sampled copula gmdes over region D and corresponds to a copula mndom 

field. Accordingly, the collections 

{Fzl (zD, Zi E Dc R2 , i = 1,2,,,, ,n} (5.18) 

and 

{Fzu (zi) , Zi E Dc R2 , i = 1,2,,,, ,n} (5.19) 

are called the sampled lower and upper marginal distribution gmdes over region D. 

Respectively, they correspond to the lower and upper marginal mndom fields. 

The spatial copula and marginal mndom fields may also be respectively referred 

to as COPULA GRADE MARKED POINT PROCESS and MARGINAL GRADE MARKED 
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POINT PROCESS. The "points" are the random vector spatial locations and the 

"marks" an copula and the marginal grades. 

Since the copula distribution of a bivariate random variable contains the full 

information on the dependence structure of the bivariate random variable, it is 

reasonable ~o say that the copula grades reveal the information of bivariate random 

variable's spatial distribution, i.e., {(Z', zu) ,3:i E D}. 
Just similar to the general treatment in spatial data analysis, the available in

formation on (Z', zu) is the sampled copula grades over region D, 80 that we can 

perform the kriging on the sampled copula grades over region D and therefore obtain 

the copula grade predictor 5.20 at any unsampled location, ~ E D. 

n(h) 

C(wo,vo) = LAiC(Wi,Vi) , 
i=1 

n(h) 

LAi=1 
i=1 

(5.20) 

n( h) is the neighborhood sample and Ai are the weights accounting for data con

figuration, the proximity of data to unsampled location Zo, as well as the spatial 

pattern modeled by a semivariogram model. 

For the unique determination of the estimate for (4, zg) at location 0:0 ED, 
the copula grade map alone is not adequate although it is supposed to reveal the 

full distributional information on bivariate random variate (Z', zu) . The reason 

underlying is that, the copula kriging map ignores the marginal information (Wi, Vi) 
but keeps the coordinate information (xo, Yo). Therefore, we need the additional 

information modeled by the lower and upper marginal grade predictors respectively 

defined as 

n(h) n(h) 
A I 

LAiFZ'(Z!), LAi=1 (5.21) FZI(zo) -
i=1 i=1 
n(h) n(h) 

Fzu(zO) - L AiFZu(Zr), LAi= 1 (5.22) 
i=1 i=1 

Then estimate at location 3:0 is interpreted using the triplet (wo, Vo, , C( wo,vo») 

where Wo = Fzu(zg) and Vo = Fzu(Z:). Despite, the copula kriging grade map 

still reveals the spatial distribution of the bivariate distribution of bivariate random 

variable (Zl, zu). 
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5.4.2 Copula and Marginal Grade Kriging 

The basic stationarity assumptions for the copula and marginal grade kriging 

are similar to those of ordinary kriging (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999; Goovaerts, 1997). 

Parallel to the experimental semivariogram for ordinary and/or indicator kriging, 

we define the experimental copula grade semivariogram, 1'C(w,v) (h) as follows: 

1 n(h) 

1'C(w,v) (h) = 2In(h)1 ~ [(C{W(Zi + h), V(Zi + h)) - C(W(Zi), V(Zi)))2] (5.23) 

where h is the distance separation vector between spatial locations Zi and Zi + h; 

C(W(Zi), V(Zi)) and C(W{Zi+h), V{Zi + h)) the sample copula grades at locations Zi 

and Zi + h derived using the empirical copula; and n( h) = {( Zi, Zi + h), i = 1, ... , n}, 
the set of data pairs separated by distanCe veCtor h, with In(h)1 the cardinality. 

Similarly, based on marginal grade values associated with the lower and upper 

marginal random functions, Eq.s 5 .. 24 and 5.25 respectively denotes the lower and 

upper experimental marginal grade semivariograms. 

1 n(h) 

1'Fzu(zf) (h) =2n(h) t; [(Fzu(Zi + h).,... Fzu(Z;))2] (5.25) 

As an ordinary kriging system on copula grades, the copula grade kriging system 

is defined as 

n(h) 
E A;iC(w,v) (Zi -'- z;) -'If; = iC(w,v) (zo "'-z;) i = 1, ... ,n(h) 
;=1 

n(h) 
E A; = 1 
; 

(5.26) 

where 'If; is the Lagrange multiplier. Solution to the system 5.26 leads to the weights 

for the copula predictor in 5.20. 

Similarly, solution to lower marginal kriging system (5.27) 

n(h) 
E A;iFz, (Zi - z;) -'If; = iFzl (zo .,... Zj) i = 1, ... ~ n(h) 
;=1 

n(h) 
E A; = 1 
; 
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results to weights for the lower marginal grade predictor (5.21), while solution to 

upper marginal kriging system (5.28) 

"'A) 
l: Aj'YFzv (Zi - Zj) -1/J = 'YFIt .. (:1:0 - Zi) i = 1, ... , n(h) 
j=1 (5.28) 

provides weights for upper marginal grade predictors in Eq. 5.22. 

5.5 Discussion 

In this chapter we have combined bivariate kernel copula and geostatistics for 

variable modeling of spatially distributed random intervals. Copulas possess desir

able features which make them very useful for dependence analysis. We show how 

to use copulas to model random vector dependence structure prior to performing 

spatial prediction. 

In the copula approach, the joint distribution of random intervals is replaced by 

its copula and its marginal distributions. Each spatial random interval is character

ized using three distributional measures: the copula, lower and upper distributional 

measures (referred to as grades). Copula grades model the interval dependence 

structure without any disturbing effect coming form the marginal distributions. This 

provides better insight into the laws governing the random interval and consequently 

the spatial behavior of the spatial random interval process. 

With defined copula and marginal grades at each spatial location, it is easier 

to perform kriging and generate the appropriate maps, which are estimates of the 

equivalent spatial distribution functions. The copula map indicates the frequency 

and persistence of the minimum and maximum values across space. The marginal 

maps independently show the predicted marginal grades of minimumawi maximum. 

As a summary, the bi-variable copula-based geostatistics is seen as an alternative 

of indicator kriging (IK). It is equivalent to indicator kriging of the marginal and 

joint probability when all data are retained in the kriging system.~;In'ad:ditimP.t(l'"' 

the advantage of jointly handling of data, the copula approach requires l~parame

terization as compared to IK. IK requires as many variograms as there are chosen 

threshold levels and often leads to order relation problems. The copula approach 

requires only the copula and marginal variograms, on average well behaved, brings 

no order relation problems, and transforms prediction with spatial random interval 
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into an easy task. 

Because it is based on the distribution of the random interval data, the copula 

approach has additional advantages over alternative approaches i.e. interval kriging 

and interval kernel regression based on observed random interval data. The derived 

copula and analytical marginal models are forward-looking. They are capable of 

incorporating a wide range of future .eventualities that simply are not captured 

using observed. data. They do not require a large amount of data in order to be 

estimated accurately, and furthermore are instantly capable of reflecting a change 

in the observed phenomena. A sudden shift in observed phenomena and/or other 

related factors could be immediately captured in observed data and the implied 

bivariate distribution (copula + marginal distributions). 

While there are dangers to over-inference from derived distribution, they can be 

applied to virtually any spatial phenomena and still provide several advantages over 

the methods based solely on spatial data e.g. interval kriging. 

Defined copula-based kriging takes care of the interval uncertainty through the 

copula and facilitates a scalar variable kriging spatially distributed random interval 

data. The predicted copula grade map alone is not able to provide the realized value 

at locations because. the copula is only a model of the interval dependence structure. 

We need the. additional information modeled by the marginal distributions. This 

means that additional kriging on marginal distributional. grades is necessary. In 

the next chapter, we develop a framework that utilizes a scalar fuzzy variable with 

a distribution function that models both randomness and imprecision in random 

interval data via conversion modeling. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FUZZY CREDIBILITY-BASED GEOSTATISTICS: 

APPLICATION TO SPATIAL RANDOM INTERVAL DATA 

Scope 

This chapter defines an alternative fuzzy modeling approach for spatial random 

interval that is variable-based rather than set-based. Beginning witha-..bi8lU~ .. 

of KaufmaIin 1975 approach, we generate a scalar fuzzy variable equiva1aIat"of"tIt. 

random interval data, with a maximum entropy data-assimilated membership func

tion. Lius Credibility distribution theory (Liu; 2004) for modeling random fuzzy 

phenomena is then applied to membership function to define the distribution of the 

random fuzzy variable with an associated credibility measure. Ordinary kriging is 

then performed on fuzzy variable credibility grades. 
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6.1 Introduction to Fuzzy Variable Modeling of Random Intervals 

Random fuzzy uncertainty is a common problem in spatial models where spatial 

data fuzzy (vague or imprecise) and often exist in form of intervals of values (ran

dom intervals). Accordingly, the optimal approach to model spatial random interval 

processes should be developed in terms of the basic concept of fuzzy mathematics 

(Kaufmann, 1975; Zadeh, 1965, 1978). However, mathematical treatments for un

certain phenomena at subset or event level, except for that in probability theory 

introduces complexity of having to deal with set-based operations and outputs, 

Naturally, dealing with real-valued numbers is much easier than dealing With 

subsets or events. In standard probability theory, random variable and the associ

ated distribution function play important roles of converting set-based arguments 

into variable-based arguments. Converting set-based arguments into variable-based 

arguments results in great conveniences in applications. As a mathematical opera

tion, we would prefer to deal with real-valued numbers. We refer to such a modeling 

idea as "variable modeling". Thus, if we can have a variable oriented approach for 

every uncertainty case, then the modeling efforts will be greatly simplified. 

Unfortunately, except for random uncertainty theory or probability theory, the 

mathematical treatments on other type of uncertain phenomena, say, fuzzy events, 

random interval-events, or random fuzzy events, lacked such consciousness of un

certainty variable modeling until the general uncertainty theoretical framework pro

posed by Liu (2004). 

For example, the fuzzy mathematics initiated by Zadeh (1965, 1978) facilitated 

a foundation for dealing with vague phenomena, which was based on a member

ship function and possibility measure of fuzzy events. The possibility measure was 

designed to play the role of probability measure in probability theory. However, 

it failed to because, possibility measure does not possess self-duality property as 

that in probability theory. Kaufmann (1975) also proposed the concept of fuzzy 

variable with the intention to create a counterpart in probability theory. However, 

Kaufmannsfuzzy variable is just another. name for a fuzzy subset and the mathe

matical operations are set based, difficult to handle. Existing fuzzy geostatistical 

approaches (Bandemer and Gebhardt, 2000; B8idossy et al., 1988, 1990b; Burrough 

and McDonnell, 1998; Kacewiez, 1994), are based on fuzzy set operations and utilize 

fuzzy variograms generating fuzzy kriged values and fuzzy kriging variances, rather 

than real-valued predictions and error. 

The axiomatic foundation proposed by Liu (2004), named as (standard) cred-
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ibility theory (i.e.(V,A)-credibility measure theory), provides a sound framework 

for scalar fuzzy variable modeling of fuzzy set, random fuzzy set, or fuzzy random 

set phenomena. The credibility measure possesses se1f-duality property and is able 

to play a similar role to that of a probability measure in probability theory. Thus, 

parallel to probability theory, where a random variable is modeled with a probability 

distribution function plus a probability measure, LillS Credibility theory models a 

random fuzzy set, or fuzzy random phenomena with a credibility distribution func

tion plus a credibility measure. A review of credibility measure theory is given in 

sections §6.3. For a detailed review of classical and non-classical credibility theories 

readers should consult Guo and Li (2006). 

We build on Liu (2004) credibility measure theory and adapt it to kriging with 

spatial random interval data. First, we note that random interval data constitute 

both random and fuzzy uncertainty. Applying an empirical kernel-based approach, 

the random interval is first converted to a fuzzy set with maximum entropy. Then, 

derived fuzzy set is represented as a scalar fuzzy variable under credibility mea

sure theory. Associated with the scalar fuzzy variable is a maximum entropy data

assimilated membership function and its counterpart the data-assimilated credibil

ity function, non-decreasing function from 0 to 1. This conversion simultaneously 

models both random and fuzzy uncertainty inherent in random intervals. The cred

ibility distribution generalizes the principle of membership function, wideJ¥ used in 

describing fuzzy phenomena. 

In summary, the chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.2 established the 

relationship between the theory of random interval sets and fuzzy set variables. 

Section 6.3 looks at the credibility measure theory for its role in defining scalar 

fuzzy variable for modeling on fuzzy set systems. In §6.4 we integrate concepts de

veloped in §6.2 and §6.3 and define a maximum entropy data-assimilated credibility 

distribution model of the derived scalar fuzzy variable, based on its counterpart the 

maximum entropy data-assimilated membership function. Based on the credibility 

distribution, we generate credibility grades for the fuzzy variable. Hence, we reduce 

function on which ordinary kriging is performed. In §6.5 ordinary kriging on spa

tial credibility grades is proposed. An algorithm outlining the steps in credibility 

ordinary kriging is given in Appendix C.5. 
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6.2 Theory of Random Interval set and Fuzzy Variable set 

In this section, we seek to give a clear relationship between the random interval 

set and fuzzy variable set. First, with notational changes to suite our application, 

we review a random interval set theory as proposed by Heilpem (1990). 

Let 1R be the set of all real numbers. A random interval of the universal space of 

closed intervals, IDR is a measurable mapping from the probability space (0,2°, P) 

to the power set 21R of IDR. Let Z be a random interval taking value in IDR, i.e., 

Z(w) = [Z'(w), ZU(w)] ,w E 0, Zl(w) ~ ZU(w) (6.1) 

A typical treatment is to convert the closed interval Z into a point in the two

dimensional space (Chapter 2, Equation 2.43) recalled here as 

Each of the random intervals is treated as a (bivariate) random variable taking 

values on T. 
Let X and Y denote continuous random variables such that X ~ Y. Then, 

f(x, y} denotes the bivariate density function such that: 

L: 100 

f(x, y)dydx = 1 (6.2) 

For a random interval Z = (Z', zu), where Zl and ZU are continuous random 

variables such that Zl ~ ZU, the bivariate density f(zl, ZU) satisfies 

(6.3) 

Second, let us define a fuzzy variable set. 

Definition 6.2.1 Let W denote set of all possible elements (or the universe of 

discourse) and w be a generic element ofW. A fuzzy variable set A in W is defined 

as a set of ordered pairs 

{w; JLA(w)lw E W}, 

where JLA(w) : W -+ [0,1} is called the membership function for fuzzy variable set. 

The membership function maps each element of W to a membership grade between 

o and 1. The membership grades indicates the extent to which each w belongs to A. 
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Definition 6.2.2 A fuzzy number is a kind oj fuzzy variable set oj the real number 

i.e. A ~ R. In general a fuzzy number A with membership function given as 

l(w) iJa $ W < b 

JLA(w) = 
1 iJb$w$e 

(6.4) 
r(w) iJe < w $ d 

0 otherwise 

where 1(·) is monotone-increasing from zero to one and rO is monotone-decreasing 

function is called a "normal fuzzy number", and has a maximum value 1 on interval 

[b, e]. 

Now, let <p(Z) denote the fuzzy variable generated by the random interval Z, 
then its membership function is expressed by: 

(6.5) 

The fuzzy variable can assume different fuzzy numbers, and the degree of difficulty 

of predicting the specified value that the fuzzy variable will take is referred to as 

the fuzzy entropy (a measure of uncertainty) (Liu,. 2004). 

A normal fuzzy variable can be associated with a random inteNal~ hued on the 

condition defined in Eq.6.2; the density function, J(x, y) of the r8lldom interval Z 

associated with a normal fuzzy variable will takes positive values for points in the 

rectangle D = [a, b] x [e, d] only. The associated joint distribution function with the 

largest entropy is given by Heilpem (1990, pg. 216): 

l(x) for y = b 

Fx,y(x,y) = 
1 - r(y) for x = e 

l(x)(1 - r(y)) for (x, y) E IntD 
(6.6) 

o otherwise 

where IntD denotes the interior of rectangular region D. 

Therefore, the link between random interval set and fuzzy variable _'i8lilDMh~ 

ematically unavoidable and intrinsic. To utilize fuzzy variable Inodeling for random 

interval field, for its role in variable modeling on fuzzy set systems, we review Liu 

(2006) credibility measure theory in §6.3. 
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6.3 A Review of (V, . )-Credibility Measure Theory 

The (V" )-Credibility measure theory is built on the axiomatic credibility mea

sure theory as well as probability theory (Guo and Li, 2006; Liu, 2006). We briefly 

review the Credibility measure theory here because of its role in variable modeling 

on fuzzy systems. 

Definition 6.3.1 Let 9 denote a nonempty set, with corresponding power set 

8(9) = 29. We refer to the elements B c 9, such that B E 8(9) as events. In 

addition, let Cr(B) denote a number assigned to event B such that 0 $ Cr(B) $ 1. 

The number Cr(B) indicates the credibility that the event B occurs. Cr(B) satisfies 

the following axioms Liu (2006): 

Axiom 1. Cr(9) = 1 

Axiom 2. Cr(·) is non-decreasing, i.e. Cr(B) < Cr(C) for B ~ C. 

Axiom 3. Cr(·) is self-dual, i.e. Cr(B) + Cr(BC) = 1 for B E 8(9). 

Axiom 4. Cr{UiB;} 1\ 0.5 = sup [Cr{B;}] for any {Bi} with Cr(Bi) $ 0.5 

Axiom 5. Assume that a given set of functions CrkO : 29" -+ [0,1] satisfy 

Axioms 1.4, and 9 = 9 1 x 9 2 X ••• x 9 q , then, for each (8b 82 , ... ,8q) E 9, 

Any set function Cr : 8(9) -+ [0,1] satisfying Axioms 1-5 is called a (V, ·)-Credibility 

measure. Parallel to probability space in probability theory, the triplet, (9,8(9), Cr) 

is called the (V, . )-credibility measure space. 

Definition 6.3.2 A fuzzy variable, e is a mapping from the credibility space (9, 29 , Cr) 

to a set of real numbers. The membership function aSsociated with fuzzy variable e 
in the. credibility space is given as 

I-'(z) = (2Cr {e = z}) 1\ 1, for z E 1R. (6.8) 

Therefore, given a membership function we can derive the corresponding credibility 

measure and vise-versa. Similar to membership grades, credibility grades indicates 

the likelihood or favorability of a value belonging to a fuzzy variable set or a fuzzy 
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variable assuming a given value. Thus, members of a fuzzy set can be assigned 

either the membership grades or the credibility grades. 

Definition 6.3.3 Let ~ be a fuzzy variable with membership function p,. Then for 

any set B of real numbers (Liu, 20(4) :-

Cr{~ E B} = -2
1 

(supp,(z) + 1- SUpp,(z»). 
zeB zEBC 

(6.9) 

It follows that 

Cr{~ = z} - ~ (p,(z) + 1-:~P,(Y»), 'Vz,y E 1R (6.10) 

Cr{~$z} - -2
1 

(suP P,(Y)+1-SUP P,(Y»), 'Vz,yER (6.11) 
y~z y>z 

Cr{~~z} - -2
1 

(suP P,(y)+1-SUP P,(y»), "Iz,yER (6.12) 
,~z y<z 

If P, is a continuous function, 

Cr {~ = z} = p,(z)/2 (6.13) 

Formally, credibility distribution is defined as : 

Definition 6.3.4 The credibility distribution ~ : R ~ (0, 1] that a fuzzy variable ~ 

takes value less than or equal to a real-number z E R is given as 

q>e(z) - Cr{8: ~(8) $ z} 

- -2
1 

(sup p,(y) + 1 - sup p,(y») 'Vz, y E 1R (6.14) 
y~z y>z 

~e(z) is the credibility that the fuzzy variable ~ takes a value less than.or equal to 

z. 

Example 6.3.1 Let ~ follow normal distribution of mean 1ZI and variance q2 with 

tV being a fuzzy variable with a membership function: 

(z) = { 1 - e-{3z z ~ 0, {3 E It 
P,w 0 otherwise 

(6.15) 

parameterized by (3. Then ~ is a fuzzy variable. This example hints an important 

fact about the relation between random fuzzy variable (event) and fuzzy variable, 
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stated as a theorem 6.3.1, (Liu, 2004): 

Theorem 6.3.1 Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable. If the expectation Ep[~(80)] 

exists for any given 80 E e, then Ep[~(·)] is a fuzzy variable. It is obvious that in 

Example 6.3.1, Ep[~] = tv is the fuzzy variable with membership function defined 

by Equation 6.15. This theorem pave a way toward a data-assimilated fuzzy mem

bership obtained using a set of observations from a random fuzzy variable, denoted 

as {Xl, X2,"" xn }. 

Definition 6.3.5 The expected value of a fuzzy random variable is (Liu and Liu, 

2003): 

E[~] - 1+00 

Cr{8 E eIE[~(8)] ~ r}dr -1: Cr{8 E eIE[~(8)] $ r}dr(6.16) 

(6.17) 

provided at least one of the two integrals are finite. The variance of a fuzzy variable ~ 

is defined as Var [e] = E[e - E[~]]2. We should emphasize again that the expectation 

and variance of a fuzzy variable are real numbers. On the contrary, the expectation 

of random interval variables is also a random interval. Therefore, application of 

Credibility distribution theory reduces random interval sets to scalar fuzzy variable, 

and hence the scalar variable modeling of random interval events. 

Finally, since the probability of a random interval is a set mapping from a power 

set to unit interval: Pw : 2u ~ [0,1], defined on space (U, 2u, Pw ) , while the 

credibility measure for fuzzy subsets is set mapping from a power set to unit interval: 

Cr: 2u ~ [0,1], defined on credibility space (U, 2u, Cr), the link between probability 

measure and credibility measure exists and a measure called probability-credibility 

consistence tneasure is defined for the degree of link. 

In the next section, §6.4, we theoretically derive the membership function and 

the credibility distribution for the induced fuzzy variable. 

6.4 Credibility Distribution for Induced Fuzzy Variable via Kernel Es

timation 

Based on the arguments in §6.2 and §6.3, as long as a set of spatial inequality con

straints or spatial random interval observations of spatial process, {(z!, zf) ,i = 1,2, ... ,n} , 
can be collected, we can estimate the joint d~nsity of spatial interval variable 

(Z', zu). This joint density can be denoted by Pk(Z', ZU). A typical nonparametric 
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approach is kernel density estimation under maximum entropy principle. The con

cept of fuzzy entropy is well-defined in the fuzzy mathematical literature (De Luca 

and Termini, 1972; Rudas and Kaynak, 1998). 

Definition 6.4.1 Let ~ be a continuous fuzzy variable defined on credibility space 

(e, 29 , Cr) then the fuzzy entropy, H [~] is defined as: 

H(~l = I: S (Cr({B: ~(B) = u}»du (6.18) 

where: S(t) = -tlnt - (1- t)ln(1- t), (De Luca and Termini, 1972). 

Let Xl, ... ,Xn denote a sample of possible values assumed by a fuzzy variable. The 

sample fuzzy entropy, J[~] is given by: 

1 n 

J[~) = - LS(Cr({9: ~(9) = xs») 
n i=1 

(6.19) 

The kernel related parameters are thus chosen by maximizing the sample entropy 

J[~), and then the data-assimilated membership function of the generated fuzzy set 

Ij; (Z', Z") is established: 

(6.20) 

The counterpart membership function, the data-assimilated credibility distribution 

for the induced fuzzy variable is given as 

Remark 6.4.1 The data-assimilated credibility distribution may be viewed as the 

marginal increase of a person's strength of belief that 'z is Ij; ([Z', ZUJ) , and is as

sumed to be proportional to the strength of his/her belief that 'z is Ij; ([Z', ZUJ) , and 

to the strength of his/her belief that 'z is not in Ij; ([Z', ZUJ) '. This relaUon8Aipbe
tween the membership function and the credibility distribution justifies the use of 

either. 

As to the probability measure of event P [~(9) E B), we have: 

P [~(9) E B) = fa f PIc(z', zU)dzUdzl (6.22) 
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6.5 Ordinary Credibility Grade kriging 

6.5.1 Credibility Distributional Grades 

Note that for any given location Zi = (Xi, Yi) E D, the fuzzy variable e will take 

a value Zi = Z (Zi) at this location, and thus a value of credibility distribution (Eq. 

6.21), <I>e (Zi) is assigned to location Zi. 

Definition 6.5.1 For a given fuzzy variable e with credibility distribution <I>e, if 

e = Zi at location Zi = (Xi, Yi), then <I>e (Zi) is called the credibility grade for fuzzy 

variable e at location (Xi, Yi). The collection of spatially distributed credibility grades, 

denoted as 

{<I>e (Zi), Zi E D C ]R2, i = 1,2, ... , n} , is called sampled credibility grades over re

gion D. The credibility grades range from 0 to 1 and forms an alternative general

ization to 0/1 indicator codes as used in indicator kriging. 

Since the credibility distribution of a fuzzy variable e contains the full informa

tion on the fuzzy variable, it is logical to say that the credibility grades reveal the 

information of fuzzy variable e spatial distribution, i.e., {e (z) , Zi ED}. Similar to 

the general treatment in spatial data analysis, the available information on e (z) is 

the sampled credibility grades over region D, so that we can perform the kriging 

on the sampled credibility grades over region D and therefore obtain the credibility 

grade at any unsampled location, say, (zo) E D, denoted as <I>e (ZO). 

6.5.2 Credibility Grade Kriging 

The basic stationarity assumptions for the credibility grade kriging are similar 

to those of ordinary kriging cases discussed in chapter 2. Therefore, we extend the 

definition of ordinary semivariogram to credibility grades and define the credibility 

grade semivarlogram 'Y~ (h) as 

(6.23) 

where h is the distance separation vector between spatial locations Z and Z + h with 

<I> (z(x)) and <I> (z(x + h)) the corresponding credibility grades. 

The sample credibility grade semivariogram (6.24) used for credibility grade 

kriging is given as 

(6.24) 
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where n(h} is the total samples within a distance h. 

Applying the experimental semivariogram (6.24), we derive the credibility grade 

kriging system 6.25 as an ordinary kriging on credibility grades defined as 

n(h} 

EAj/~(a;-Zj)+1/1 - I~(ZO-Zi) i=l, ... ,n{h) 
;=1 (6.25) 

1 

where 1/1 is the Lagrange multiplier. Solution to the system 6.25 results to weights 

Ai for the credibility grade predictor defined as 

n(h} n(h} 

~ (z(zo» = L Ai4» (Z(Zi» , L:Ai = 1 (6.26) 
i=l 

with n(h) the Zo neighborhood sample. 

6.6 Discussion 

This chapter has theoretically Iooked at scalar fuzzy variable approach of mod

eling spatial random intervals. A scalar fuzzy variable equivalent of random interval 

data is defined with an associated distribution function, the credibilitydist'fibution 

function and a self-duality measure, the credibility measure. Contrary to fuzzy sets 

variable methods with fuzzy set estimates/ predictions the proposed approach, leads 

to scalar valued estimates. 

Applying a bivariate kernel-based empirical approach, the random interval is first 

converted to a fuzzy set with maximum entropy. Then the fuzzy set is represented as 

a scalar fuzzy variable under credibility measure theory. This conversion simultane

ously models both random and fuzzy uncertainty inherent is random interval data. 

Associated with the scalar fuzzy variable is a maximum entropy data-assimilated 

membership function and its counterpart the data-assimilated credibility function, 

non-decreasing function from 0 to 1. Based on the credibility distribution we g~er

ate fuzzy variable credibility grades. The derived vector of credibility grades defines 

credibility random function on which ordinary kriging is performed. 

The methodology offers several advantages. First, by defining nOlrfJ8MBIetrlc 

kernel based membership function (EQ. 6.20) based on the data, we avoid the prob

lem of having to assume or define a prior functional form of the membership func

tion. This is a move from the often subjective expert opinion approach of defining 

6-11 
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membership functions. 

Second the approach is robust in the presence of small and ill-conditioned sam

ples; and does not require high dimensional integration of marginal probabilities. 

Therefore, it can be easily· implemented in both small as well as very large samples. 

Third, for modeling spatial random fields with imprecise data, we are able to 

move from the basic random interval analysis approach to variable-based modeling 

approach. This is of great convenience and easily integrates with most GIS mapping 

software. 

The approach also offers flexible output in form of real-valued estimates based on 

joint distributions. This makes it a potential tool for spatial analysis of non-scalar 

spatial data given as intervals. 

Further, we note that credibility grades are unique descriptive marks of the 

spatial random interval/vector objects in the study region. Such model can be 

refereed to as a CREDIBILITY GRADE MARKED POINT PROCESS and can be studied 

withill the framework of marked point process. Here, the "points" are the random 

vector spatial locations and 'the "marks" are credibility grade. 

6-12 
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CHAPTER 7 

APPLICATION OF PROPOSED METHODS TO POLLUTION DATA 

Scope 

We devote this chapter to the application of proposed methodologies as outlined in 

this thesis (Chapter 3 - 6) to the Spatial interpolation competition SIC2004 dataset 

(Dubois, 2005) on Gamma dose pollution across Germany_ 
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7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we apply all the proposed methods developed in chapters 2 -6 

to real-life data, the Spatial interpolation competition SIC2004 dataset (Dubois, 

2005) on Ambient gamma dose pollution across Germany. The goal of the project 

is to assess the magnitude and geographical extent of a radioactive contamination 

in the air and on the ground. This implies converting reported local observations , 
of a gamma dose rates into information with spatial continuity, i.e. prediction 

maps which are crucial for decision-makingandjor further modeling. The prediction 

maps provide early warnings about any increase of gamma dose levels above certain 

thresholds, to necessitate any national emergency plan where necessary. 

Generating optimal prediction maps involves application of well trained algo

rithms. The task of training the algorithms is not trivia (Dubois and Shibli, 2003). 

First of all, no uniformly best prediction mapping technique exists because each 

associated model has its advantages and downsides. Second, nearly all prediction 

techniques require number of parameters to be set or estimated, as shown in the im

plementation of techniques below. In summary, the chapter is structured as follows: 

Related Objective 
Section Chapter addressed Results 
7.2 Data description 

7.2.1 Training set 
7.3 Criteria.for comparing methods 
7.4 Classical Random Interval Geostatistics 2 

7.4.1 Kriging of Spatial Random Intervals 3 (i) Fig. 7.9 
7.4.2 Spatial Kernel Interval Regression 4 (ii) Fig. 7.13 

7.5 Bi-variable Copula-based Geostatistics 5 (iii, iv) Fig. 7.17 
7.5.1 Preliminary Analysis 
7.5.2 Structural Analysis 
7.5.3 Prediction 

7.6 Fuzzy Credibility-based Geostatistics 6 (iii, v) Fig. 7.21 
7.6.1 Preliminary Analysis 
7.6.2 Structural Analysis 
7.6.3 Prediction 

7.7 Comparison of Bi-variable Copula-based 5, 6 (iv, v) Fig. 7.23 
and Fuzzy Credibility-based Geostatistics 

7.8 Overall assessments of all techniques 
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7.2 Data descript ion 

The SJC2004 dav_t mp"-~lIren"'Ilt. of ambient gllnllIla dose mtes were extraded 

from the Euwppan Radiological Data Exchll.U.gp Platform databa"., (EURDEP, Set' 

http://eurdepPllb.jwit/, De Cort and dp Vri"" (1997) dpyelopoo by the Radioaetiv

ity Environmental II10nilOring (REII I) group to maim Europ<'1l.U. radiological moni

toring data a,"<>ilable to decision-maker8. From thi8 databa,sf' , 10 sets oJ lllf'an dail y 

valli"" were ""Iocted from year 2003, by drawing roughly one day at random from 

f'aeh mOllth for 10 months, Then, l1hillg the 10 sets at each of loc.atioll a random 

interval;8 df'riVf'd "-~ d"""ribed in §7.2.1.1. A fnrther filtering of these dt\la wtlS 

applied to oolect only me,,,,,uremellt~ reported by the German natioual automatic 

monitoring n<'twor);; (110118) of the Federal Offke for RadiatiolJ Prote<:tion (BIS, 

http) Jwww.hkdeJ).This selrttiou ensured that the data were homogeneou8 In 

tf'ITIll'\ of me,,,,,urement trthuiqlle and induded the densest monitoring network in 

Europ<', i_e. the Germau one. IIlme details regarding the data.'lets eaIl be found 

in D11boi, aud Galmarini (2005). From around 2000 monir-oring 8tations in Gpr

many. 1008 stations (relative locations Fignrf' 7.1, r ight.) were ,;el""red by drawing 

a w,;tangular window. These station" Wf're common to eaeh of t.he 10 ""'" and all 

reported valu"" for each day ><elected. 

Figure 7.1- A map of relative locations for the 20) ",mpling loca.tions. for the SIC2004 
u-aining: dataset (left). Right lk"Ulel is rdative lo(;a[jon, of the 808 prooicliou loca.tious 
(crooses) and the 200 dat_t, locations (~;rcl",,)_ Iiorimnt.a.l ax;'; is :.;(the eMting iu 

mel.~n<). Verl.ical axis is y (Ill" uocthillg illllleters) 
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7.2.1 Training sets 

From the ".,k-cted 1008 monitoring ~tation", .. "ingle "ampling ,..,heme of 200 

monitoring location;; (Figure 7.1, left) was selected randomly and extracted. Each 

of the 10 sets at the n = 200 "ampling 1000ations con"i~t~ of: 

10 "an intL'ger value th"" 'llliqucly identifies eacb monitori ng station 

:r ·the easting of the moniloring station in meters 

11 ·the northing of the monitoring station in mdeIll 

Z ·the amhient gamma d<".ffl rate measured in nanoSievert per hour (nSv jh). 

Each of the l ·i - H = 80S prediction locations oonsi"1 of: 

ID · an integer value that ,mi'luely identifies each monitonng station 

x ·lhe casting of the monitoring Htation in meters 

11 ·the 110rthing of the monitoring st",tion in meters 

At the end of the Spatial interpolation comp€tition mC2((14 competition, the oJ:>. 

served valoos ",t the SOS locations WtIC given. TI,ese ohsc.-ved \"dl""", will be u""d to 

calcu late the prediction error for e<J.Ch of the proposed techniques. 

Tabl" 7 .1. ~umDlary statistics for the 10 training d o.l.a.,et, It)!" the 2m erunpling loca'.iOll" 
in Germany. 

Dataset No. !>'un Mean Ivledi"",, Ms.x Sui Skewness kurtOi5is 
1 55.0 97.6 98.0 150.0 19.1 0.03 ·0.52 
2 559 97.4 97.9 15:;.0 19.3 0.08 ·0.45 
3 59.9 98.8 , ~, 1:;7.0 18.5 0.12 ·0.27 
4 56' 93.8 94.8 1:;2.0 16.8 0.20 0.00 , 56.4 92.4 92O 143.0 16.6 0.21 ·0. 16 
0 54.4 89.9 90.4 133.0 15.9 0.11 ·0.47 
7 56. 1 91.7 91.7 140.0 16.2 0.]2 ·0.37 
8 549 92.4 92.5 148.0 16.6 0.15 ·0.05 
9 56.' 966 97.0 149.0 IS.2 0.05 - 0.38 

10 54.9 954 95.7 152.0 17.2 0.12 -0.18 

(',(Imparing the 10 datasets (To.bIe 7. 1. Figure 7.2) at the srunple 200 statiOl"' , 

the variabl~ (gamm", dose mtes) does not vary Illuch in t ime. nased On routine 

monitoring, the '"'!-liable dOffi not ~how Htrong spatio-tempoml fluctu ations for time 

interval" measured, as is ll.5uatly the ease, for c."ample, with ozone k"'els, natural: 

b1tCkground ra<iioacliYity and rainfall fidds. In addition . normal gamma dOlle rat('l; 

vary with local geology and typically mnge from 50 1.<) 120 nSvjh (CTIF et al., 2C1O!3; 
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Figure 7.2. Histograms Cm ", W datasets from ". "" sample locations. All ". 
dataset, ~ m<."'Uy SYIllrrl!)"ri(" ,. obvio\l .• outliers are 1''''",,111.. 

Somervi1l~ and "tcl...1ahon, 20(6). Incr"",,*,, in the rlose rate oc~asionally OCCUr due 

to ",ashout of radon ue<;ay I'rodud~ from the atmo~plwrc or due lo a dangerous 

OOUl'ce tha t is leaking or potentially inv(l]voo in a terrorist ad Or flXpl06ioll. !Ito'" 

details r"l':arding thp data..wts call b" fOlmd in Duooi.~ ami Calmar;n; (20J5). 

7 2. 1,1 Defining regionalized random intervals 

SinG" th~ dRt" do not vaxy significant Jy. onp may choosp to 1IS" only onp of t he 10 

datawts to train the algorithms" H"""vcr, to ensure that all imprecision/fuzziness 

in the data is incorporaled in the analy"is, it would be beiter to train and te:;t the 

algorithm" using lhe whole interval data range (10 dataset values) at e&h location. 

This way, one incorporates all t.he possible valu.., at a given locat ion induding any 

>l"ddpn shift in the obacrvul phrnomma. Gencrutcd ranrlom intcrvals at the 200 

sample sl'atial locutions are called rc-gionalized random intervuls (Figure 7.31». 
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In Figure 7.3, w~ Rummarize8 the analysis step" beginning v.ith the definition 

of the rcgionali7.ed random intervals, training and test.ing tlw algorit.hms followed 

by pn~lidjon and finally the calculation of pl"c'fiietioll error 'ming oh>~rved and 

prooicted vaiU<."!< at the 808 locations 

, 
( 

10 Twning d.tt>Ct1 11 2rtI ,tarion •• <lOCh cons;It;ng of 

"[,",, (" ,,) 7: fo<. 1 2rtI} 
" 

~,.y, • , ,- , 
, 

T 
Deline !cgioo.oIizcd raudom int~rvil. (0' 'egionali,,,d mv.n.te "adorn ,..ri.bh) 

L {!D .. (X, y),(zt .z:) f", j ~ I··· ZOO) Of [ JD,. (". y,). (z;. Z;) fu. j _ 1··· zoo) , 
I Ttli" ond ,<'t .Igoritlu", u,mll cro,,·validation b ... d on the 200 .. mpl<. 

j , , 
, 

d .. ,i",) rondo", in",v.1 B;-""ri.ble oopulo· b.oed l'uzZ)' c!<dibility_b .. <d 
);"0" .... 1>", gco. "'ti"ie. geo"oll,t>;;, 
E.timatc:_ , E";m"<-· liltunotc, 

• ft. j), &c votiogr.un modcl • Fmpillc, l ;Oint d<ru;ty • Empiricil ;Oint d<nu.y 
p.wnc,",,, 

I 
• M.rginil rnodd, • Membership function 

• KNN b""d""d,h, par>IDctcr, • C",Jib;lity dinrib11tion 
' ."yori.1 &c Interv. l Kernel • 1'.-;;'-;;,;",,) ""pub function , , , 

[ A£El~ t""~ed .Ig<:>rithm, to F!cdict"' 1108 unIrnou." Iocotio"" 
j 

I v.~ "b.<IVCd ",,)uc. ot 1108 n.;~tiOO. 10 "iculo'" .l'tedoction eno, 

, (a) 
( 

('J 

I «) 

1 (d) 

1 (e) 

-

Figure 7.S. A ch,.,-t 'howing the ~","eral step. fmm the (a) 10 original tntinin,o; d"I.a.~' 
to (b) defining t he !egirmaJl~ random intenoal" (c) training and tfo.sting aigmithm" u"ing 
c:",,,.,1llid,,t.ion ba.o;ed ou th~ 200 ,anlples (d) applying the trotin"d "]I',<rrithm' to po-edid; 

"I. SU8 loc ... tion,; ".ud (e) ca.lculating prediction err", "'ID,o; th~ oJ:,.,~n~l v"l,,~, "t BOO 
prMictiou ioc"tion" 

To <kfin~ th€ r€gioualized random intcrval/; (Figure T3b) we pr<::lC€€d as follov.1l. 

For e""h of the 2(() Rample loc"tiollS, we define a random intcna.!. 

Z ; = 12; , ZtJ, i = 1.., . ,200 surh t.hat 

zi = rnin([datavalucl- datavahw 101 at spat.ial location(i )) 

Z: = ma,x(ldatavalucl- datavalue 101 at spatiallocation(i)) 

Tbe IOWl'I bound variahle, Z! i" tlle I""''-''It m:ordcd valll€ at. location Ii) across th~ 

""ledcd 10 data values whil~ the upper bound variablc, Z: is th~ largC!1t recordflC! 

value at locatioo (;) ""ross tlw &eb1:eci 10 dat.a value;. Since "", ar~ d~aliug with 

spatial data. we then hav~ spat ial random iutervals or regionalized random intcrvals 

(Figurc 7.3b) The regionalized random interva_)" repl",-",cnt the fU7.7.)' measures of 

the observed phenoml"na. This sc~nario mimics naturally o!:eurring real world data 

7,,6 
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which is often not eX8ct, but exi8ts in form of int.cnod ,-alm .. ,> bound e-:i fly minimum 

and maximum value;. 

Re1;pectively, XC = (Z" ~ :£') / 2 >1Ild Z ' = (ZU - :£1)/2 denotes the interval cc~er 

of mass and interval uncert.ainty (radius). As shown in chapter 2, (,he center i~ the 

optimal single-value approximation of the random int~rval. In addition, applyill!': 

the t-heory of do~ random intErval (!iZ.4.2). the random interval Z = [ZI,Z"] 

is ;~ewed as a bivariate random vector, (Smets, ZOO5), of t.wo coordinates r>1ll00m 

variables i. e" 

z ~ { (Z' . ZU ) wHh Z l ~ :£~ 
(zc ,zr) 3 X" E Z and Z' 2. 0 

10",er(l ) and upper (u) variable; 

center (c) 8ud radiu~ (r) variubk", 

in I-u and c-r coordinate "y"teUll<. Thus spat-ial r8Jldom intervals are basically spa

t ial biv>lria!.e random vectors Or regionali7.oo bivariate random vectors, Appl;r~ng 

€quation FA. 2.45, we ClUl move from l-u to C-r c(}()rdinate; system ,md viC<.~verw. 

Tn Table 7.2 we provide the "ummary statistics for t.he spat-ial bivariate random 

vector variable",- the lower, upper, center and radius . 

TablE 7.2, Summ""y statistic,; for the spatial bivariat" Taudom vec~or variables: lower 
and upper values as w"n "" ~oo cem.er(midpoint) and radi,," ",lu"", Too spat ia] random 
in~~xv"l. willi", ur.ed to train and test the algorithms. 

59.9 
57,2 "" 95,1 

4,9 

101.0 157.0 18.8 
95,2 150.0 17.3 
4,7 2.2 

0.08 
0.09 
2.55 

-0.40 
-0.45 
9.48 

As e,xpected the upper value!.' ooll~ist of larger dme values rdative to lower sample 

values. Analysi8 ba.sed on the two datasets (lower and lJpper) may be slightly 

different- in terms of magnitude, but overall , we expect in"ignificant difference in t.be 

predicted spatial p8,ttern~, 

Figure 7.4, show t-he si7,e distribution of lower (minimum) and upper (maximum) 

values of gamma dose rates at the 200 ~ample monitoring st-ations, 

The center regionalized random variables are the optimal single-value approxi

matioill; of the regionalized random int.erv"ls. Figure 7,5. left, "how>; the size distri

but-ion of center valu~", of tb" data set a t. 200 sample locat ions, and the right shows 

the observed value; at 808 predict-ion loca~ions. 
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Fignr" 7.4 . A map of the si<e dislO"ii>Ulion of 8"mm" ",-"", rate samples a.t the 2()() 

monitoring stations in Germany; fl.) is the 10wer dooe sample ,'ft)ues and h) 1.he "I'p<'I do"" 
sample value.. In bot h , ,mwl ,",,"u.s domina!.., in the north oompared t o a mixture of 

medium lo l~rg~ ,<Jlu ,," in the south east. Not.., 1M "nsampled area "round the middle 
a.nd sHghl.ly left of the ,,,nter of (he map. 

, 
A ....... . ,,"'.,, "" 

• • • • H 
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• • • • <', 
, " , ,. 
o '" on 
o '" " . 
• ,04 • • 
. ~ 
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Figure 7.5 . A miip of \),e size distribution of gamma. dooe rale; for a) center values at the 
200 monitoring sta.lions and h) oOOerv",] vaJu ,," at t h~ 808 prediction loca.t ions in Germ.a.ny. 
1n hoth c_s, small values ()"~'Ur in lh~ north. Simil", tD Figure 7.4, paneJ (a.) show"" 

large """tral region pIns pockets of regions in nonh and oou lh with no data. "!inure of 
lar&" \<J medium values occur in the som h.east direct;un. Ptmd b is t he expected patLerns 
from predicl,ions hllS<ld Oil I.he 20U "amples. 

7.3 Criteria to compare the approaches 

To compare lhe differenl approaches we use sets of criteria grouped according t o 

scope: 
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Global Criteria 

Global criteria are used in order to evaluate the methods ability for yi~lrling 

predictionH as close "" poRSible to th€ observation~. The criteria are b",,,,,J on the 

error distribution, which allow>; diocrilliinatulg the lllethocb On the basis of their 

capacity to predict Gamma dose rates. Let Z, and Z, respectively denote the 

ob,;ernrlll.lld the predicted interval at location (i ), we use the mean error (UE): the 

mean aboolute error (UAE); the root mean square error (RMSE) and the Pean;on" 

correlation cocflkiellt (r) "WllInary statiHtic rCHpectivciy comput.ed ill< 

ME _ 1 " ;;2: (z. - z.) , (7.1 ) 

MAE _ ~ i:: IZ -z·1 ,., (7.2 ) 

RMSE 
I n _ 2 
;;2:(Z-Z,) ~ .. , 

" ;'Ldb(Z,.Z,) 
i_ I 

(7,3) 

, CO" (Z,Z) 
(7.4) 

The llleaIl aboolute error (MAE) i" computed ill< t.he lllean of the al::.;olute lllagnitude 

difference between indi~;dual inten·aJ coordinate;. while the RMSE is the average 

squared distance (e.g. weighted interval lllct.ric, dG) between the observed and 

predicted interval". 

The /I-IE i;; an indicator of bill.'<, and "hould be clo,;e to zero. The RMSE and 

MAE are measures of accuracy of the prediction, ,;hould be approximately the;;arne 

and a.re expected to approach zero. The closest they are to zero, the closer the 

predicted values are to the actual valu,""". If errOr" arc normally distributed, the 

RMSE is thought to be the be"t llleill<UTe. MAE. "iInilar to RMSE, inoorporates the 

bias as well as the variant." of the error di"tribntioll, and is more robust with re"pect 

to extreme values than miSE (Journel, 1994), 

The rorrelation coefficient measure; the relatiom;ilip between the ob:;erved and 

the predicted values. High mrrelatioll uldicate;; better prediction. However, care 

ihould be taken when illlerpretulg the corrclatioll coefficient "iute it of len produces 

an inflated index, To complement for thiH problem. RMSE or the ]l.-lAE i" n"ed. 
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Local C riteria 

Local C rit eria lli ba..c,ed OIl t he pattenlS showll on the prediction maps, together 

,,; t h flSS()Ciat"d prffiiction error map. It helps to visnalize how the methods P<Jrform 

at a local scale. Prcdiet ..d Illaps !live all illd icat.ion of th~ m"thods abili ty to repro

duce the expected pattern illdooing the loca l featutes. The predktion error map" 

indicate t he assol'iated prooict ion errors. 1:sually, high ptediction ~rrors dominate 

in regions with no sample ValUCli. 

7.4 Classical Random Interval Gcostat ist icB (CRIG) methodologies 

7.4.1 Kriging of Spat ial Random Intervals 

7.-1 .1.1 Explanatory Spatial In t erval nata Analys is 

For explanatory analy,;i" of ~patial interval data wr i nvestigat~ for directional 

trends (Figure 7.6) for the lower, upP<Jr , N'lIlter and radius ,..,gionali7.ed variables. 

Figure 7.6. Spatial tT~Jld allalysis for random v<Xtor vmi ablcs: T-Lowc:r, T-Uppcr, T
Center and T-RMius , representing the minimum, maximum, cent".: and radius directiollal 
tr<'llds. Thpre is R no signifklll:lt g"n~rol diow1.i(Jll,u trnnd 

Thffi·e is 110 significaut trend in the data. The in'lignifl(:ant north-south global 

trem! in the radius merely indicates t.lw increa.'Je in uncertaint.y associated with 

7-10 
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large values relative t.o the n--"i· of the data. Although not alway" the c"-'C, there is 

likelihood t h1\l, large obt;crvod valu,-'S have 111>;0 high level of uncertainty/imprecision 

relat.ivc to t he n-"i of the dat.a . 

7.4.1.2 Structural Analys is (VarioJ!;raphy) 

Structural analysis is often an iterative prore.'<S aimed at identifying the optimal 

model of spatial stn1cture. For st ructural analysis we will 11se the cente.--rudius 

representation of the regionalized ranrlum vectors. This way we are able to 'Pll.[

tiully' reduce interval modeling to v3Iiahle modciing using the Genter dutu and a 

m<=Ure of uncertainty given by the rudius data. The ceuter Il.Ild radius dat.a direc

tional vario~;rillns indicated little e\~d"nce of anisotropy. SO unalysis ""IS hru;cd on 

OIlIIli-dirLdionRI vuriognulJs, In Figure 7.7 "''' show, the center and radiuH isotropic 

spherical modcli; h"",ed on lag size of 20.000 md"r" Although illl 3Ihitrary nilllJ

her. 20,OOCIm produet--d vanogram thut clearly shO\",s increasing semi-v3Iiance with 

increasing separation distance. 

T ,10 

32.25 

'" 
19.3~ 

12,9 

6 4~ 1 

o 

, 
" 
'" 
1 .92 

, .• 
M 4 , 

1 1S6'"5~"'2370m..13618"N cwel_ 

OJ o.e 08 1.2 1.5 1,8 2.1 2.4 

Dmlooc" '~'10' 

Figure 7.7. Fittro isotropic sphcrico.! model for Center valnes (left panel) with 
nugg~t=53 , 724; sill=195,2; range=Z37070 m~t""., Right PWlel "hOWll t he radius spher
ico.! model with nngget=L3518; sill=L1GG; ran&,,=137070 met"". , T he models "lowly 
increases from the origin, an indicate of a smooth IJTOC<lS5. 

Rudius datil. has" rdatively higher nugget effect of 1.3618, compu<ed tD its sill 

vulue (1.16B). This is au indication of quit e low correlation structure of the radius 

dat.a, t he meR"ure of interval uncertainty. So much of Vi\.l"iance contributed by radius 

dat.a is either due to m ew;uremen( error variance (H" ~ micro--scale structure varifl.Ilce. 

Still. the radius doL'S contrihute to spatial structure rn; iadicatod hy the small ,ill 

value, Simply, the r adiu, model Cau be regarded as nugget effect model, 

Kliging on int.ervab ut ilizeb t he interval variogrRm (Eq. 3.50) which equuls half 

the expectation of ,;quared distfl.llce hetWOOl! regionulimd rUlldom intervuls. The 
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applied distance corresponds to the weighted interval metric (Eq. 3.17): 

However, to apply the interval metric, we need to estimate the Q and f3 parameters 

which are associated with a beta probability density function as given in Eq. 3.18. 

In §7.4.1.3 we show how the parameters were estimated. 

7.4.1.3 Estimation of Q and f3 based on Training Random Interval Data 

Since spatial random intervals can be approximated with a single value (the cen

ter), the distance between random intervals is proportional to the distance between 

their center values (see Eq. 3.7). Thus utilizing the absolute distance between the 

center values, we can optimize on the Q and f3 parameters. We use the absolute 

distance measure to avoid the influence of possible extreme values. The optimal Q 

and f3 parameters, were given by the average of 10 sample parameters estimates of 

beta and alpha in Table 7.3, Figure 7.8. 

Table 7.3. The estimated beta and alpha distribution parameters together with the 
distribution goodness of fit statistics (Ko1m.ogoroV-smirnov statistic) at critical values 
0.0272 (5%) and 0.0362(1%) significant levels, for each of the 10 samples of distances 
between center values. Note (*) and (**) denote 5% and 1% significance levels. Min and 
max are the minimum and maximum values fitted distributions for each sample. 

Kolmogorov-smirnov 
Sample Alpha Beta Min Max statistic 

1 1.1908 4.4646 -0.0136 93.534 0.0300 * 
2 1.1909 4.5152 -0.0009 93.524 0.0289 * 
3 1.1560 4.0304 -0.0200 88.635 0.0171 ** 
4 1.1677 4.1939 -0.0020 90.575 0.0142 ** 
5 1.2156 4.3599 -0.0169 90.956 0.0208 ** 
6 1.1871 4.9207 -0.0068 100.200 0.0285 * 
7 1.1874 4.0606 -0.0007 90.309 0.0181 ** 
8 1.1194 4.3823 -0.0017 96.118 0.0291 * 
9 1.1488 3.7258 -0.0019 83.373 0.0328 

10 1.2083 3.9652 -0.0156 85.574 0.0232 * 
The 10 sample beta and alpha parameters estimates (Table 7.3) estimated as 

follows:-

i} calculate the absolute distance for all the pairs of regionalized center variables. 
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ngurc 7.8. He fitted beta. probability density (.,;t.imRtcs based Oll t lw "ampl"" of "I>
rolute ru"ances betw,""n T.h~ interval center valu"s. Th~ distributions axe not signifbmT Iy 
different . Thi' i . also indicated by the parameterll (Table 7.3), which a>:e very similar, 

ii) from t he collcd ioll 01' absolute di"ta.llCO<, w(' select a nmdom "ample, ",it,h 

replacemen( , of size" _ 250(1. In total we obtain k = 10 random ><amples 

iii) for eoch of the k = 10 sample" , we fit the Beta probHbili( y dcru;i.ty 

with a{min) and b(max) reHpeciiv",ly the minimum and the maximum distance 

VIl1ucs in each 01' the k samples 

iv) Q and (3 estimates parameters am !,:iven in Table 7 .. 3 togf'th",", "ith summary 
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statistics for each of the 10 samples. The min and max (Table 7.3) values 

represent the minimum and maximum values of fitted distributions for each 

of the 10 samples. Figure 7.8 shows the fitted Beta probability densities. 

v) to obtain optimal beta and alpha parameter estimates, we average the 10 

sample parameters estimates of beta and alpha which leads to O! = 1.1772 and 

f3 = 4.2619, and the interval distance becomes 

(7.5) 

The distance (7.5) is used in deriving the composite variance (Eq. 3.56) and the 

component-wise variance (Eq. 3.58) which are used in defining the corresponding 

kriging systems referenced in §7.4.1.4 below. 

7.4.1.4 Kriging: Composite and Component-wise 

Kriging weights are obtained by solving:-

i) composite kriging system, (Eq. 3.69) 

ii) component-wise kriging systems ( Eq's 3.77 and 3.78) 

Estimates at unknown locations are obtained using, 

i) composite kriging by applying Eq. 3.86, and for the variance applying Eq. 3.87 

ii) component-wise kriging by applying Eq. 3.88, and for the variance applying 

Eq.3.89 

The results for the global criteria (cross-validation) are given in Table 7.4. We 

also compare our results with the 81C2004 most accurate results 'best 81C2004 

results' provided in Dubois, 2005, p.13. Note that the algorithms listed in 81C2004 

competition were based on scalar-valued measures (Dubois, 2005). 

It is clear that between the two new interval kriging methods, we do not see much 

difference in the bias (ME) or the correlation coefficient, r. For the MAE and RM8E 

however, composite method outperforms the component-wise method. This can be 

explained by the high nugget effect (greater than the sill value) for the radius data. 

High radius nugget effect optimally captures the fuzzy uncertainty and implies that 

the two approaches shares approximately the same covariance structure, which is 

better modeled with the composite variance used in composite kriging. This makes 

the composite kriging a better model (for this particular dataset). 
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'Dlble 7.4. Cross-validation prediction errors for Composite kriging and Component
wise Kriging oompared to Best SIC2004 results (Dubois, 2000). Bold ~ues iDdicate the 
optimal results. 

Statistics Composite Component-wise Best S1C2OO4 results 
Z = (Z8,Zl) Z = (Z~,Z&) (Dubois, 2005, p.13) 

Mean Observed (95.00,4.83) (95.00,4.83) 
Mean Predicted (94.87,4.83) (94.87,4.85) 
ME -0.13 -0.11 -0.04 
MAE 9.92 9.99 9 .• 05 
RMSE 11.97 11.98 12.43 
r 0.73 0.73 0.79 

If we compare our results with that of" best" results obtained in SIC2004 compe

tition, our new technique in general does not outperform "conventional" prediction 

methods. In 3 out of the 4 global criteria, it is only composite kriging that have the 

lowest RMSE. In our view, the RMSE simultaneously captured the bias plus the 

variance making both the new kriging systems better for this particular dataset. 

To assess the local uncertainty, Figure 7.9, provides predicted lower and upper 

maps for both composite and component-wise kriging, compared with a map of the 

observed values. 

Overall, both methods lead to similar prediction patterns (Fi~ 7:9a, b for 

Composite kriging and Figure 7.ge, f for Component-wise kriging). C~.e krig

ing tend to have notably positive errors (red areas) while component-wise method 

tend to have errors spread over a wide spectrum (ranging from large negative{blue) 

to large positive( red). This could be due to the use of uncontrolled radius weight 

values in composite kriging §3.4, which leads to large weights being applied to ra

dius values and hence higher variance. Comparing with Figure 7.4, the prediction 

errors are high (red) in the middle and slightly left of the center map (agreeing with 

the area of no sampled values). The interpolated maps show that there are other 

areas of high uncertainty and variability that may be in need of additional sampling 

as shown by the error maps. These regions are characterized by high predicted 

values, situation that could be explained by the sparse large to m~"'H"'eG'~ 

values(Figure 7.4). Therefore, closest neighbor may be dissimilar although with a 

large weight. There is also the screening effect combined with effect of neighbor

hood size. A small neighborhood leads to an unbiased estimate which suffers from 

large variability. Increasing the neighborhood, the estimate becomes smoother, less 

variable and more biased. 
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On a global criteria (RMSE) the two techniques are slightly diHerent with com

posite method having a RMSE of 11.97 and component-wise a RMSE of 11.98. 

Composite kriging assume zero correlation structure of the radius data, so globally 

the error associated with the approach is smaller. In summary, while one methods 

performs better on global criteria the other performs better in local criteria (§7.3 

page 7-1O). For this particular data set the methods should be UIed to complement 

each other. 

Prediction errors, based on center values (Y) of the predicted intervals and the 

observed scalar values (Y) at 808 estimation locations are given in Table 7.5 and 

Figure 7.9d and g. Again the composite kriging outperforms the component-wise 

method on all 4 criteria. 

Table 7.5. Prediction errors for Composite kriging and Component-wise kriging based 
on 808 observed and predicted (center) values. The composite approach performs better 
relative to component-wise approach. 

Statistics Composite 
z= (Z~,Zo) 

Mean Observed (98.01) 
Mean Predicted (95.37,4.87) 
ME -2.641 
MAE 9.44 
RMSE 12.87 
r 0.78 

7.4.2 Spatial Kernel Interval Regression 

7.4.2.1 Preliminary Analysis 

Component-wise 
Z = (Z8,Zg) 

(98.01) 
(95.45,4.87) 

-2.55 
9.59 

13.09 
0.76 

Prior to performing non-parametric spatial interval prediction, w& investigate 

the probability distribution (pdf) of the random interval/vector data. The pdf 

reveals important features characterizing the distribution of gamma dose levels e.g. 

multiple modes. The pdf is estimated using bivariate kernel density estimaiicm, with 

bandwidth parameter, h obtained by the cross-validation (CV) method ~n 

§4.4.1. Except for the radius data, the CV method results to two bandwidths (hI, 

h2) for lower, upper and center data (Figure 7.10). 

Bandwidth parameters (Table 7.6) were also estimated by using the mean inte

grated squared error approach (Schimek, 2000, MISE bandwidths) and the Silver

man (1986), Scott (1992) approach (normal bandwidths) based on the assumption 
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Fig ure 7.10. A graph of cro5s-valid8.tion (C"V) SCor(>l vs. lh~ global handwidth p,.,-ameter 
(11) fo£ upper varialM (top left) with bandwidths, hl _ 2_0301>; h2= 6_8ti81; lower var iable 
(top right) with bandwid th" hl _ 1.0125; h2= 7.0458; center variable (bottom left ) with 
hamlwi<ithS' hl= 1.3577; h2= 6_3157 and rooi11'< variable (bottom Tight) with bandwidth, 
h~= O.5ti71. 

that data is normal. For all C1!.'!C'i, the )mgcr of the CV band,,~dth" (hi or h2) 

ar", approximately equa l to norma.l bandwidths which are approximately equal t.o 

the "'lISE bandwidths (Thble 7.6). However, in pradice the kth nf'arf<lt neigh_ 

bor (KNN) bandwidth, (§7.4.2.2) arc used . Tills leads to lUl adaptive bandwidth 

ami he",,,,, adaptive ""mel d~n"i ty f"timation a.nd regres><ion. The efk'<Ots of using 

differClJt bandwidths in estimating R density surf""", l\J"~ ShO"~l and diSC'u""oo in 

Figure 7.11. 

7.4.2.2 Spatilli weighted- interval Prediction 

Since the raudom intervals arc distributed in a spatial region, estimation "llOUlri 

be defined within (he spMial cont ~Y.t. Spatial joint interval kernel prediction OOffi-
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Tn bI" 7. fj MISE-J.>a"ed anri nOTm"I_ has",1 bandwidths [or lower. upper. center !lnd radius 
,..,-iabl .... 

Bandwidth 
Normal 
/I1ISE 

Lower Upper Center 
5.8393 6.8717 6.3309 
5.8884 7.24()3 6.7896 

Radius 
Q.7177 
0.9312 

Figure 7.1 1. The joont. probability den"ity "urface f(lowe,., upper) of random interval 
dntn. lnegular surface (top l.eft) with half !>DSE b"nriwidth,;, lower _ 2.1I441, IIpper 
= 3.621)2: Optimal surface (top right) wit·h MISE bandwidth8: lowe<" =5.B883, upper 
= 7.2400, nnci Over smoothed "ud""" (bottom) with double MISE ha.ndwidths, lower 
=11.7766. upper = 14.4806. I"h e top right map kicntifi"" two density mod"" for the 
d.;"tribution o[ gamma d,-- rates. 

Liu<'8 spatial di~\auce weightiug metric (spatial kemel) with featw'e-~p8£e distance 

weighting metric (interval kemd) 10 e:;timat e ,"alues at uuknov!n locatioll. As is the 

common practi~e, we use the kth ue..,-est neighboc (KN)I) baudwidths iuot eaU of 
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the global bandwidths. 

Choice of kth nearest neighbor (KNN) Bandwidth Parameters 

For the weight functions, Bisquare and Epanechnikov kernels were used. The 

two are defined on compact support, thus we only work with data in the local 

neighborhood, relative to Gaussian kernel where all data values are involved in the 

local estimation. The corresponding spatial bandwidths were estimated by applying 

K-th nearest neighbor (KNN) cross-validation (CV) approach (§4.4.1, Eq. 4.16). 

A graph of CV scores VB. K-th nearest neighbors (KNN) for the spatial kernel is 

given in Figure 7.12. Within the defined K-th nearest neighbors (KNN) spatial 

neighborhood, the interval bandwidths is given as the largest distance between the 

neighborhood interval values relative to the estimation point. 

I~.-~---------------------------. , . , ISO 

120 

." .--,-' 

." .-." 

. ,' .... " . 
.. ' , . .. ' 

.,... -. - EpaDecbiknov kernel 

"." - • - • Bilquare lcemel 

IIO+---.--.--~--.---.--.---r--'-~ 

o 10 20 30 40 50 ~ 70 80 90 

KNN neiJbbours 

Figure 7.12. A graph of spatial KNN bandwidths for Epanechnikov kernel (14 neighbors 
with spatial KNN bandwidth = 53775.3 meters) and Bisquare kernel (20 neighbors with 
spatial KNN bandwidth = 64738.1 meters). 

Spatial random interval estimates at unknown spatial locations were obtained 

using the mean update algorithm defined in Appendix C.1. Table 7.7 provides 

the cross-validation prediction errors associated with Bisquare and Epanechnikov 

kernel-based predictions. 

The non-parametric methods gives lower RMSE and MAE relative to paramet

ric kriging methods (Table 7.4), particularly for the Epanechnikov kernel based on 

14 neighbors. The Epanechnikov kernel approach with the lowest RMSE provides 

better predictions. The bias of ME= 0.06 based on the Epanechnikov kernel ap

proximately equal to the lowest ME for techniques in Dubois (2005). 
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Table 7.7. Cross-vaIidation prediction errors for the spatial interval kernel predictions 
wing Bisquare aud Epanedmilwv kernels. 

Statistics 

ME 
MAE 
RMSE 
r 

Nonparametric interval regression 
Bisquare Kernel EpanedmiJriov Kernel 

0.05 0.06 
9.12 9.20 
11.02 10.95 
0.76 0.77 

The difference in Bisquare and Epanechnik.ov kernel approaches may be ex

plained by the difference in the numbers of neighbors used. The accuracy of the 

non-parametric methods is further demonstrated by the slightly higher correlation 

coefficient (0.76 for Bisquare and 0.77 for Epanechnik.ov kernels) between the ob

served intervals and the predicted intervals as compared to correlation coefficient 

of 0.73 for the parametric kriging methods. But they are low compared to Dubois 

(2005) correlation of 0.79. 

The choice of the initial estimate at the prediction location also affects the out

put. We demonstrate this using two initial estimates: 1) the close sample (in ge

ographical distance) and 2) the average of the selected neighborhood values. The 

latter leads to slightly higher MAE = 9.19 for Bisquare kernel. Both gives a RMSE 

=11.10 which is smaller than the best SIC2004 RMSE of 12.43. 

The slightly better performance for the non-parametric approach can be at

tributed to the fact that, the method optimally exploits the local spatial structure 

using a spatial kernel, rather than an assumed stationary covariance model (as is 

done in kriging). In addition the use of uncertainty feature-based kernel helps to pe

nalize values that are very dissimilar to the local neighborhood values. This reduces 

the effect of any abrupt changes in the data values. Thus obtained estimates are 

akin to the neighborhood values. Also, there is no screening effect as encountered 

in kriging. 

Figure 7.13 shows the predicted maps plus the prediction error maps. Both 

methods display prediction errors spreading over a blue to red speetrun.,BiI ...... .,· 

has large negative errors. In both cases, high errors dominate in central .~. 

no observed data (Figure 7.4). The smoothing nature of kernel based methods, leads 

to very smoothed maps that misses out the central region with large values. 

Table 7.8 summarizes the prediction errors for the non-parametric methods. Cal

culations are based on the predicted center values at the 808 estimation locations 
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and the observed values at 808 estimation locations. 

Table 7.8. Prediction errors for Bisquare Kernel and Epanechnikov Kernels based on 808 
observed and 808 (center) predicted values using the close sample (in geographical dis
tance (Sample)) or the average of neighborhood (Neigbr) as the initial estimate. Overall, 
the methods have near similar prediction errors. However, the Bisquare kernel performs 
slightly better than the Epanechnikov kernel for all the global criteria except the RMSE 

Statistics 
ME 
MAE 
RMSE 
r 

Bisquare Kernel 
Sample Neigbr 

-2.56 -2.59 
9.81 9.84 
13.39 13.39 
0.75 0.8 

Epanechnikov Kernel 
Sample Neighbr 

-2.67 -2.65 
9.83 9.87 

13.38 13.41 
0.76 0.76 

Comparing Kriging and Spatial Interval Regresssion 

Based on results in Table 7.9, the method displays different levels of accuracy. 

Some have low bias (low ME) but less accurate as revealed by the high RMSE. 

Table 7.9. Prediction errors for Kriging (Composite & Component-wise); Bisquare & 
Epanechnikov based on observed and predicted center values at the 808 prediction lo
cations. The non-parametric method uses the either the close sample (in geographical 
distance (Sample)) or the average of neighborhood (Neigbr) as the initial estimate. Over
all the kriging methods seem to perform better in predicting values (RMSE of 12.87 and 
MAE of 9.44), then the Bisquare approach. The insignificant difference may be due to 
oversmoothing nature of kernel based methods. 

Statistics 
Mean Observed 
Mean Predicted 
ME 
MAE 
RMSE 
r 

Kriging 
Composite Component-wise 

98.01 98.01 
95.37 95.45 
-2.64 -2.55 
9.44 9.60 

12.87 13.09 
0.78 0.77 
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Bisquare 
Sample Neigbr 

98.01 98.01 
95.45 95.42 
-2.56 -2.59 
9.81 9.84 

13.39 13.39 
0.75 0.8 

Epanechnikov 
Sample Neigbr 

98.01 98.01 
95.34 95.36 
-2.67 -2.65 
9.83 9.87 

13.38 13.41 
0.76 0.76 
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7.5 Bi-variab1e C op u la -based G eost a ti stics 

7.5.1 P relimin ary Anruysis: Bi-varia b le C opula-based G eosta t istics 

Prior to "patial prediction WP 1I1'<>d tD modpl tb" dependellC€ strllctllre i:>etWe€1l 

the .lower and upper interval mlue.; usiug a mpula. First. """ estimate the kernel joint 

dcnf<ity j zr z - of the rundom iutervals hy applyiJlg Eq. 5.9. .\" urnerical integrat iOIl of 

iz'z" with respect to Z, uud Z" lend to thp "titim~te,; ofjoillt distribution I z lz_ (Eq. 

5.1O) and the mnr)!;iuals FJ" (Eq. 5.11), Fz' (Eq. :d2). The llllmerical irrlegratiou 

wru; doue using comput.eT code implemented in C--. 

From remark :;.2.2. !'g. :;-6, the graph of ooPlila. ~ = ('(II I "J mil he \w.wed a:; 

the I',Taph of t,hejoin' disuihmion fuociion i.e. z = FZ'Z,( ~I. c ~) in which the 0' and 

,~axe" have been relaheled in units of 11' = Fz'V) m,d V ~ FJ'.(~"J. FiI',nfll 7.14 

~howo the empirical kernel copula ha:Jed on oOOervoo mlloom interval,. 

F igure T .14. A graph or mlpiricrU copula, C'( Fz' (zl), F z"( z")} for regionuJi zed rand')lll 
inlHn'als. The copula surf""" e(F Z' (zl), F z"( z~)) is th~ jot"1 distribution fnnelkm SUdl«"H 
with x arH! y "-,,eo a.~ the I and u valu"",. Copula Illet\sures 1he dependence between t·he 
10""'" and the upper values. 

A]!plYlllJ!: lwnlim'al' l'( ' ~l'C'SlJi(\IJ a.IIHIYlJis. WI) /iu",il'll lalvli" al nOOd ill Eq. 7.il to til<' 

lo""..,r and upper empirical di:,trihutioru.. 

" Fx(x) = lid 
(1 + e.""" (b-cx )) 

(7.6) 

The lIIodel parametern a, b,c,d ,,\U" their Ht ulHlmd error8 arp J>;iwn in 1'"bk 7.10. Also 

giVl'II is the model ~talldard error. The model "tandunl error indicat lll; the goodlle~~ 

of fit. of t he fitted H'gr e&<ioll \m e. The fm t ~er Il,ln,y t he eJUpirical tl<tllllates are from 

the fitted re",u'S,,;on lin" the gre«rer the ,""lu€ of the model st~ndard error. Thp 
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low model ~tan<lar<l error~ (Table 7.10) in<iieatc good fit , Figure 7, 15 l'~prc'S<Cnts the 

litte...! Il1a,rgina.! lJ) ooels. 

Tnhl" 7. JO. 'I'h. lower and upper ",arginal di.t.ribmioll model parameter estimates with 
sl .alld ~rd errors in bracket., for the t nuning fillldom intervw. 

"' , 
! "' 0 

"' " "' 
"' < 

"' "' 

, 
b 
, 
d 

0,1335 
0.7899 

r 

'" ." 100 L:>:l ,~ 

0.7801 

0 

"' "' 
< 

~ "' 
< " 

"' " I 0 

"' " , 100 120 L'lU I OU 

}"igur o 7. Hi . Elllpirk al iUld Li l.e<l marginal funr l iom. L~ft graph is the I""'er ,,"timatro 
and titted marginals and right graph i.; the upper ""lim","ro aJKl titlM marginals. The 
Ii tl.ed marginal modds accumtdy exp lain the lower slld upper empirkRl distributions, al!!O 

IOullfirm."d I;y (he 1",,· mode l standard error in Table 7,10. 

U~iug th~ fItted mal"ginal models an d obserwd random inteITal~ at each location. 

we generate corresponding ~amplc "pat ial m a.:rginal grades. Sample ~patial copula 

grades me obtaiuod from th~ empirical copula. 

At a given spa.tiallocation, the lower marginal grade define,; the marginal prob

ability of t he observed phellomena being Ie;;,; or eq ual the observed lower value and 

8imilarly for the upper marginal grades. Cumulatively, th"y providf' l,he cstimat,e 

of the lower and upper spatial distribution grade~ at giyen loeaticllls , The 8mnple 

copnla grades defil\(' tj\(' joint probability of the lo",e,. and upper val ue", Copula + 
marginal g,."de" pro~ide the full information associated wHh eaeh 8patia) bivariate 

randOIIl vector. The collection of sallJ ple spatial copul8 gradr>; re8ults t.o a ,"'pula 

rillldom function which is then subjected to spatial predidion. The "mllC applie>; to 

the "patial samples of marginal grade>;, 
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7.5.2 Structural AnalY"is: Bi-variable Copula-based Geostatistics 

Structural analysis on sample spatia! copula grades and ~ample "patial maoginal 

grau.,s, basecl oll iag ~izc of 20,000 mcters Ie",l to vaoiograrn models (Figure 7.16). 

, ., 
W T '10 

1 ,15 ,. 9~ ".'. 
~,' I; -,-.~ " 0,92 ... . " :"0; °0 " 0 .• 

- .. .. ~.} : -.Itl , . 
0$ 

' I .~~· .· .. :r,rC'" 0.72 

o.~ i " .. ' c : ~ O.4e 

• 024 ~ on' 
o~rJ;51::;S~00~~;o7oj1 ~;8"N .1 ,4 0 0 

.... .. 
C ~71 1I'J'S"hellc"23707CI.0031 (W'N"9IJOI 

-O:-~-o:6 ' 0.9 1 .2 1 .5 1 .6 2.1 2.4 

(, ; DiStonco , h'10' (b) Di,;tonce ,h '1 0 ' 

Figure 1.16. A graph of fitted "p&rical variogr = modd s wit-h model parrunctcrs ins<'t 
[or ;-a) upper ma<ginal grades . b} lower marginal grlldes and c} copula ~rades. The models 
are '-"""" for kriging of B.,<,odat('d Illarginal alld ("'I'ul" gr..de nmdOlll fi ~kk Though th~ 
Y''''iogram !Hodd" dL'play ,'ery ,illln...,- hasir .• trur.tUr"", the r.opulf<-'·ariogr~1II indka= a 
"lightly higher ron-d"tion "tructure, whirl! migh t l~.ad to better pr('<];':'t,ion 'rhe uppcr 
rnod~J h 't'" lo",er nugget effer.t C01Hp...,-ed to IO'wer awl ~,(lPlll" !Hodek Thi" h"-' the dfcr.t of 
r!'clucing uncertainty B.'<Sociated ,,~th uPP'" gri!.de prediction"_ The Illodel' alf«) incre~ 

"lowly frolll th~ origin indic"ting a ",Hooth pror.es •. 

7 .5.3 P redic t ion: B i-variable Copula-brused Geostati~tics 

Kriging OIl copula and marginal grades, lmocu OIl " neighborhood of 20 obocrV"<>-

tions leads \ 0 predicted maps (Figure 7.17). 

The probability prediction of gamma dose rate (Figure 7. 17) is displayed 0" a 

S<'-a.Ie from low probahility (blue) to high probahility (Red) Three pI',.,jinion maps 

ille gcnerated, one showing thc prcuiction probabilities for the lowel' valuc. , on~ 
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") (0) 

_ <aD' 
_ o.10 _ 0." 
_ o.20 _ 0." 
_ o.30 _ 0." _ 0." O. o. 

0." 
OM 
0." 

F igure 7 .17, "'''PS of predicted probabilitiffi of gammll. dose rates at the 200 monitoring 
stations in Germany b""ed on aJ Lower marginal grades (b) Upper marginal grades (e) 
Copulli grades "ith corresponding prediction errors d)- 10'>."". e)- upper and f) copula. 
Lower mftp (a) h the spatial distribution of the lower interval values; upper map (b ), the 
"patial distribution of the upper values; and copula map (e) the spatial joint predicted 
proh abilities of lhe 1"",.".r/ "pper val"es. The lll"PS j"dkat.e a high likelihood of lower 
g"mma dooo val""" in the north. Pocl.:et.s of large prob"hilities in the so\l~h-e"'"l region 
indi<,ate rcgiorn; likely 10 he expooed 1.0 large gaJllm ... <l0S<l values. Copulrl. h .... lhe J,igher 

uncertainty (f) a~d hence i« mOTe ull"tabl~ cOI"pared t o the k",..,r ,,~d UPP"l" map. Larg~ 
prediction errors occur in regKm" with IlQ observed d ata, (_ Figure 7-4)_ Simi]..,. to above 

me\hods, pockets of high "aim" occurring together with high erro:rs (see central region). 

showiug the predicted probahilities of th" upper values = d ou" Illap slwwiug the 

predicted joint prob~bilitie8 (copula). Th" interpretation of the three maps should 
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be done in triplet (lower, upper and copula) plus the associated uncertainty maps. 

For lower variable values, low predicated probabilities in the north (Figure 7. 17a) 

indicate low gamma dose values. High gamma concentration occurs towards the 

south as revealed by corresponding high predicted probabilities in red. This is in 

line with the observed lower variable values in Figure 7.4, left. A similar pattern 

is shown for the upper marginal grade map (Figure 7.17b). In addition, the upper 

marginal map identifies more regions of high gamma concentrations compared to 

the lower marginal grade map (Figure 7.17a). Though the lower and upper maps 

were modeled independently, they are complementary maps. 

The copula map (Figure 7. 17c) indicates the predicted joint probabilities oflower 

and upper variable values. It reveals the spatial joint distribution of the lower 

and the upper variable values and show better prediction compared to marginal 

grade maps. High predicted joint probabilities in south-east direction, reveals strong 

persistence in occurrence of high values. Low predicted joint probabilities in the 

north shows strong persistence of low gamma dose values in the north. Therefore 

the probability of observing a large value towards the south is high. As a joint 

distribution, the copula map clearly identifies the spatial behavior of the random 

interval, but with high uncertainty. This confirms the separate patterns by lower 

and upper grade maps. Relatively, the copula map provides more distinct patterns 

of the spatial distribution of the gamma dose. 

Based on prediction error maps, Figure 7.17d,e,f for lower, upper and copula 

predicted probabilities, High error (red) indicates a high prediction errors, and oc

cur in the central region with no sampled data (see Figure 7.4). However, overall 

upper marginal predictions has lower prediction errors (Figure 7. 17e). Copula (Fig

ure 7.17f) has the highest prediction error. We also note pockets of high errors 

associated with high predicted probabilities. This is mostly in the with mixed data 

and/or no data. 

We also generated the associated cross-validation prediction errors. Cross-validation 

was performed by removing one observation from the set of sample locations, per

forming the kriging, comparing the kriging to the left out observation, and then 

cycling through all the observations in all events. Summary statistics of the cross

validation prediction errors for loWer, copula and upper predictions are given in 

Table 7.11. The copula has large RMSE compared to the rest. The upper grade 

provides slightly accurate predictions, as indicated by the more narrow error distri

bution and a lower RMSE (this is confirming.our observations and conclusions from 

Figure 7.17). 
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Table 7.11. Cross-validation prediction errors for lower, copula and upper marginal grade 
predictioos based on observed randool intervals. 

Statistics Lower Copula Upper 
ME 
RMSE 

-0.0006 -0.0004 -0.0005 
0.2180 0.2081 0.1925 

7.6 Fuzzy Credibility-based Geostatistics 

7.6.1 Preliminary Analysis: Fuzzy Credibility-based Geostatistic:s 

The fuzzy credibility approach defines a single flexible joint distribution model 

of distribution of the random interval. The approach is based on fuzzy variable set { 

corresponding to the random intervals. The fuzzy variable set consist of all values, of 

observed gamma dose rates with membership grades assigned using an empirically 

defined data-assimilated membership function. 

Applying Eq. 6.20, the' membership function, J-t~ (.) for the induced fuzzy vari

able set { is first estimated through numerical integration (using a C++ computer 

code) of the joint density function under the constraint: sup{J-te (.)} = 1. Obtained 

membership function is then modeled with a lower function, l(z) increasing from 

zero to one, the core with J-t~ (.) = 1 and the upper function, r(z) decreasing from 

one to zero. In Table 7.12 we give the model parameters with sta.nclaro8l1'Ol'S in 

brackets of the fitted lower l(z) and upper l(u) membership functions. The functions 

were estimated using linear and non-linear regression methods (using r-code) 

Table 7.12. Empirica1lower l(z) and upper l(1£) datlrassimilated membership function 
parameter estimates with standard errors in bracket. 

Lower 
Parameters l(z) = a + bz + bz2 + bz3 

a 1.9517 (0.3535) 
b -0.1097(0.0139) 
c 0.0018 (0.0002) 
d -0.000008 (0.0000007) 
Model Stderr (0.0124) 

Upper 
1£(z) = aexp(-(b - z)2j(2CJ-» 

1.0003(0.0034 ) 
103.7329 (0.1483) 
14.2983~ .. r 

(0.0068) 

Applying Eq. 6.4, together with l(z) and u(z) membership function (Table 7.12), 
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thE rlat8-as"imilatErl membership model is given as 

1.95J 7 - G. HW72 + G,OOI8z" - G,()()()()()8r' 

1 

( 
( Iffi,T32111') Ul(}()3exp - " 4Il8.8" 

Q 

Figure 7,18 shows th" mod."],,rl ffif'mbership fnnction. 

if 52.795 'S 0 < 102.186 

if 102.186:S; 0 :s; 103.780 

if 103.780 < z 'S 157 

otherwi"" 
(7 ,7) 

Figure 7.18, Membership fun ction for the indu"'-"<] fuzzy var;abl~ <. Red eurve is 
IIlO!l<.l\one in<;I€I!. .. iIlg to 1, gr€en i~ th~ {'(lfe and blu~ curve the uKlllOtone decreasing from 1 
\o,-"ro. Low and high val""", art> assigued low membership grades, with the most frequent, 
tuld probably =..,plable val""" having high member:ship grades, 

The membership function I18si!9~ membership grad",; to observed fuzzy vaJia.ble 

events Z E {. Extremely large (unlikely) ami/or 110 events aT" a""igu.ed low &ld/or 

zero membership grades, T h" most likely events a.s,;<um€ la.rge membership grades. 

Sin~€ unlik€ly and/or 00 even\.:l are assi!91ed almo,t similar mf'lllbership grades. we 

have a problem in distmguishing between low and high gamma dose vaiues. 

Therefore, we need to rldllie anothf'r function which is ooll-dfl('.reasing from =0 

to one and is based on the derived lnember"hip function, The non-dflCrea.~illg funG

tioll will enable us to assign zero grade to sma.ll and/or no fuzzy evenu. and maximum 

grade of 1 to extrf'llle large "allloes. This will allow us to sep&rM,-, the low from the 

high gamma d""" IEvek 

Eq. 6,14 esta.bli;,bes th~ generai relationship between t h" membflfship fundioll 
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and an increasing function 'the credibility distribution' of the fuzzy variable set. 
Eq. 6.21 provides the derived data-usimilated credibility distribution derived from 

data-assimilated membership function of the induced fuzzy variable set. We can ll8e 

the credibility function just as we can use the membership function (Remark 6.4.1, 

p.6-9) 

Applying Eq. 6.14, together with membership function, Eq. 7.7, the data

assimilated credibility distribution becomes: 

a) For- z E (52.795, 102.186), J.t(z} = 1.9517 - O.I097z + O.OO18zz - O.OOOOO8z:i 

(Figure 7.18, red curve) is monotone-increasing from 0 to 1. Therefore, 

sup (1.9517 - 0.1097y + 0.OO18y2 - 0.OOOOO8y3) 
f/$z 

1.9517 - 0.1097z + 0.OO18z2 - 0.OOOOO8z3, 'Vz E [52.795, 102.186} 

(7.8) 

and 

sup (1.9517 - 0.1097y + 0.OO18y2 - O.000008y3) = 1, 
r>z 

'Vz E (52,795,102.186) (7.9) 

Applying 7.8 and 7.9, 

t>dz} - -2
1 

(SUPJ.t(Y) + 1- SUPJ.t(y») 
f/$z f/>Z 

1 - 2' (1.9517 - 0.1097z + 0.OO18z2 - 0.OOOOO8z3
) (7.1O) 

b) For z E (102.186,103.780], J.t(z) = 1. Applying 6.10 

1 
t>( (z) = Cr({9: e (9) = z}} = 2' 

c) For'Vz E [103.780, 157}, 

( .) = 10003 (_ (z -103.7329)2) 
J.t z . x exp 408.89 
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is monotone-decreasing, then 

sup (1.0003 x exp ( (z -103.7329)2)) = 1 (7.12) 
1/$z 408.89 

and 

( ( 
(z -103.73288)2)) 

~~~ 1.0003126 x exp - 408.89 

10003126 (_ (z - 103.73288)2) 
. X exp 408.89 

thus, applying 7.12 and 7.13 

cpdz) - Cr{{8: {(8) $ z}) 

1- 0 50016 ({Z - 103.73288)2) 
- . exp 408.89 (7.13) 

To summarize, combining 7.10, 7.11 and 7.13, the data-assimilated credibility 

distribution for the induced fuzzy variable is 

o 
i (1.9517 - 0.1097z + 0.0018z2 - 0.000008z3) 

1 
2 

1 - 0.500 16 exp ( _ (Z-1:S:::88)2) 
1 

if z < 52.795 

if z E [52.795,102.186) 

if z E [102.186,103.780] 

if z E {103.780, 157.000] 

if z > 157.000 

Figure 7.19 is a graphed representation of the data-assimilated credibility distrib

ution for the fuzzy variable set { induced by the random interval (Zl, zu). High 

dose values are assigned high credibility grades. The credibility grade of 0.5 cor

responds to a membership grade of 1 and denotes level beyond which gamma dose 

rates starts posing a risk (according to the normal acceptable threshold levels of 50 

to 120 nSv/h CTIF et al., 2006; Somerville and McMahon, 2006). 

The data-assimilated credibility distribution indicates the marginal increase of 

ones strength of belief that observed gamma dose rates belongs the defined fuzzy 

variable set i.e. it is acceptable and to what degree. Simply put, it indicates the 

likelihood or favorability of a value belonging to a fuzzy variable set or a fuzzy 

variable assuming a given value. 
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<C " '>() 100 L1J L~ DO I": '00 1m I" I 

Figure 7.19. n,e ciat"-assimi)a,,,,l cr",libility distribution 'l>e(z) for the induced fou"}' 
varia.ble set ~_ 

High credibility gr~deb indic.9.l., t.he ~xtent. of th<? nl7.7.Y phenomena heing less 

or equal to tJlC extreme large fuzzy measures of gamma ~_ rat.es_ Thus, high 

credibility gr"des indicate h<lZ...-dous conditions while low credibility grad~", indicat.e 

safe condit.ions. 

7.6.2 ~tt·\lct\l,·,,1 Analysis; Fuzzy Credibility-h>L~"d Gco"tatibtic~ 

The center \"illUffi optimally "pproximate the r!Uldom int.ervrus; and t.herefore 

provide scalar-vruued fuzzy mea8ures of the random intervuls. Ubing .>\.reGIS, 'true
lural analysis on sample spati'" ~ledibility grooes (Eq. 6.24) IlSSOciatcd with C<?nler 

values ba.~,.j OIl" lag size of 20,000 meter" lead t.o Wl.riogram models ( Figure 7.20) . 

7.6.3 Prediction; Fuzzy Credibility-based Geo~tati~ti"s 

Kriging on 8ampie spatiuJ credibility grades based on 8 neighborhood of 20 ob

servations lead8 to predk(ed maps (Figure 7.21). The credibility of gallinm dose 

mt~, in Figar<?, 7.21 is dibpiayed on a seale from low credibility (blue) to high crcuibil

ity(Red). High predicted credibilit.y indicnt~, region;; with high margina l increa.se in 

cOl1centrations of gtlmn19. dose while low prOO ict.~.d cr~.dibility indicate &afe regions 

with low gtilIWlli con~entmtions. Pockets of large credibilit.y grade" (roo) in the 
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1 ,10 

33.8 

27.0. 
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13,5~ 

6,78 
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• • • • •• • 
o I.t J" . .:* ..... 

. 'I:;~~~~"'," I . ...... ~ .. , .. ....... ~... ,:". . . .. - . 
R0Z11 \WS pherlCo!:237070j+O (0;732 ("N 19}Ol 

- _. - - -
o 0.3 0 .5 0.9 1.2 1.5 t .e ~ .1 2.4 

Di,;tonce ,h"0' 

Figure 7.20. A graph of credibility grade "pilefical \'Miogrrun model, definc.] On ... mplc 

spat;".! crwibility gr"d "", K""cr"ted u"ing dat.;l.-assimil".\oo credibility function on the eel}.
l~x Valllffi. Til. mod~j POXalll",""" Hllg!';H = 0.006734, gill = 0.02118 ~nd ra.J,ge- 2.17070. 
The mudd" inCH'"'''' slowly from the "rigin , all ij,di catio<l lOf the smooth"",", of the rMl<l orn 
pr~_ 

-,,,. 
,y, ~.", .... '" 

. ' OJ1 . ',00 

. 0.0< . u, 

. 0," 

. 0.00 

- '." 1,11 

.. " ",. 
I ," 
0." 
' .11 . '.10 

- '." - '." . '" " . 0." 
i. . ' ." 1'\. "" 

FigUr<l 7.21. A map of pt'ooieted erodibility grad"" of gamma doo" r >U"" basoo on eredi_ 
bility grades defined on fuzzy ID€aBUfes using the dala-ofSimilatoo credihility distrihution 

model. .. ) is th e cr""ibility grade m"p with !J) the uncertu.inty map. The credibility grades 
indicate t he margin"" increaEe in the extent of pollution. High grades indicate regions of 
prone to lligh pollution. Pockets of ],,,·ge credibility grades (red) in ili. south easl region 

indieate la.rge concentration of dooe levels. Low credibility grad"" in ~h" norlh are ,,[.. 
trihuted to Ie",· g:>mma dose levels. Predicted map ill more v..nable (dear p",lern) in (J", 

more densely ":>mpled area.; than the sparsely sampled areas. Predic!.ion errors Me quil" 
low wi~h high""!. p ... .diction error (as ""'pedoo) in tho no oample ar~a (yellow prockct). 

oouthern rpgion indicate largp concentration of dO&' IpvpI~ Low cmdibility grades 

in th~ north ar~ utlributed to low ",amnia d<:::tic kyei". 

erodibility prLwctioll hWl much lower wlcertaiuty (Fi",ure 7.2I b ) oorupmed to 

lli-variable copula-errors (Figure 7.17 d. e.f) . Hence credibi lity-based method pro-
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vides more accurate predictions. The improvement oveI' the copula approach is 

further demonstrated by the low RMSE using the cro8&-validation ~ediciion errms 

(Table 7.13}. 

Table 7.13. Cross-validation prediction errors for credibilRy prediction on center fuzzy 
measures. The method pndicted well with low bias (low mean error) aad high acevraq 
as revealed by low RMSE 

Statistics Center 
ME -0.0003 
RMSE 0.1145 

Generality of credibility grade kriging 

The generality of credibility approach means that, if we have another set of fuzzy 

measures of gamma dose at the 200 sampling locations, we can use the defined cred

ibility distribution model for the process, generate credibility grades and perform 

prediction. To demonstrate this, we apply the credibility approach on a provided 

extra routine dataset for the 200 sampling locations, in addition to the 10 training 

datasets. Predicted credibility grade map based on credibility grades derived hom 

the routine dataset is given in Figure 7.22. 

7.7 Bi-variable Copula-based vs. Fuzzy Credibility-based Geosiatisties 

To compare the bi-variable copula-based and fuzzy credibility-based predictions 

Figure 7.23 looks at gamma dose prediction in Germany applying bi-variable copula 

kriging and credibility grade kriging standardized to a common classification. 

Figure 7.23d based on credibility approach give more separation of the gamma 

dose polluted regions compared with the copula and marginal maps (Figure·7.23a,b 

and c). The copula and marginal maps seem to be overestimating in some regions 

(dark red areas). This may be due to over-inference (a characteristic of probability 

distribution-based inference). 

Predictions based on the routine dataset (Figure 7.23e) provi~" 

demarcation of polluted regions. This demonstrates the flexibility of use of the 

credibility based approach. Using inverse credibility function predicted credibility 

grades can be converted back to original scale and results interpreted using original 

values. 
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nFigure 7.22. A map of predicted erodibility grades of gamma dooo ral.'" b$ed O!l crerl
ihili!)" grad.,,; defi!l."J all rout i!le dal",et by appl)"ing Ihe data-a.'8imilat."J credibility dis
tribution model. a) is the credibility grade "dth b) unC€rtainly map. 'fhis map provide 
de"r pattern ol lhe <lL,tri1l1llion of gallllll" <100<) ",,1m, l"Ilnlirming the generality of fuzzy 
credibility approach. Predictions are accurate with low uncertaint.y (.prerlidion error). 
High predid:ed grades (red) indicat.e regions of prone to h igh pollution. Pockets of la<W' 
~.,.edibi]ity gnl<l'" (rerl) in the south-e,,>t region ind icate large concentration of d06C lev
el. , while low <,"edibility grad", domin"t€ in the north indicate low gamma dose I€vels. 

OveralL prediction errors ate quite low, except for Ihe regions with no sampled data. 

The credibility approach s implifies the calculations "'ith better predictions com

pated to the copula hM€d approach and appli.,,; v,;ell for thi" pruticulat dataset. 

Cross-vlllidat.ion prediction error,; for the hi-vatiahl€ eopula-ha.sed "nd fuzzy 

credibility-bared approach",; are surrunuri"ed in T-"bl~ 7.14. 

Table 7.14. CrOSl'_\·alid"tion prerlictio!l errol">< for copula. k,wer, up!"'r and cr."Jibility 
grade kriging t.<;<;hniqu",_ The methods performed well "" revealed by the low error dj:;
tribu!ion"_ The ""pula h"", the 1(l.fW"t RMSE. The <T."Jibility based method provides the 
most ",'curat.e predi<:tiOIl8; with the low.,,;t RMSE 

/lIE 
!{/lISE 

copula 
-0.(0)6 
0.2180 

lower 
-0.[0)4 
0.2081 

7-36 

upper 
-0 ,0005 
0_192:i 

credi bilily 
-0.0003 
0.114.5 
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Figure 7.23. C"mp8""'~' of \be gamma d""", pwdiotod pmbo.bilitll'l!:- II) Loo,,>,, . (b) 
UPPPl , {t} Co!,ula (joimj l"edict~~1 prol",hi\il",. ... illo pn·illo't.I:'l "",I\hllily ,nodell hued 
",,,. oil "" ,ter .ample ml'aS' '''''Il aud (~) ront""" ""t. ~ped"l'I.y th~ "rec\oMIOII err"""!In' 
f) w--r. ,) UPPM. II) ropul", i) ,-.."1,,. ,·, .. h hil;,)" " .. <I j ) 'OI,l.in~ ,,-t Cle<\ il ~ lity p ro·diction 
~r_~ Top right panel (k) .. " Img...! IDaI' of Ih~ ol"",rved v"I",,,, /1.\ I:!OI:l ,;,tl"' ~tl'~) 

h ~I ""'t". Rel""i.,.., 1.<, "" .. eJ (k), 'he " r""ibmly "'ftpo (d.e) IV~ "" I'"'riot to Ih~ lUI '" 
.. 1i~1~~tLl" "'~DlI8 I" "" P 10 bigh grumna d....,""o$ find , ... VOl II,.. 1'.....-.11 ' ''OCfflalnty (i j j 
In all c_ p!>tkeu of high .... ror DCCUI' io are .... ,,·itb , I<> "<ItI1 ple ,...tu"" (_ F'lP" '; 7.4). 
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7.8 Overall assessment of methods 

These comments are purely based on the application of methods on one single 

dataset. 

• Proposed composite and component-wise kriging methods intuitively reduced 

uncertain interval data to scalar data values, the center and radius the interval 

uncertainty measure. This allows exploring the distribution of uncertainty 

around the center values, weighting the influence of extreme features according 

to their relative importance to center. 

• Intuitively, the composite and component-wise methods reduces interval-based 

methods to combined and separate variable based methods using the center 

and radius data. The approaches are easier and leads to same correlation 

conclusions to interval-based methods. This was demonstrated noting that 

composite kriging is the same as interval-based kriging (parallel to Diamond 

(1988) approach), while component-wise is a generalization of the two. With 

little or no vague information (low uncertainty) hence narrow interval bounds, 

the methods lead to very similar results. 

• The spatially-weighted interval kernel approach adapts well to the nature of 

the application with no stationarity assumptions. 

• Empirical copula map (Figures 7.17c) indicates asymmetrical random int~

val dependence structure across space, with strong high dependence of large 

gamma dose rates in varying regions and strong low dependence structure for 

small gamma dose rates in the north, Hence, large values often persists. to

gether and similarly for low gamma dose rates. Regions with a mixture of 

large and small dose rates have weak dependence structure. These are the 

regions with sudden shift in gamma dose levels . 

•. The marginal grade maps independently show the predicted cumulative prob

abilities of lower and upper gamma dose rates. A decision maker can then 

decide on the acceptable cumulative probabilities. 

• In terms of prediction errors, the copula uncertainty (Figures 7.23h) is higher 

compared to that of lower and upper marginal maps (Figures 7.23f,g) which 

are higher than for the credibility approach with the lowest uncertainty (Fig

ures 7.23i). The credibility approach is thus more stable. 

• The difficult associated with copula approach is the interpretation of 3 com

plementary predicted maps (lower, upper and copula). 
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• The fuzzy credibility-based approach utilizes a single full and flexible joint 

distribution model of distribution of the random fuzzy variable, the equivalent 

of random interval. It is therefore simple and flexible to use as opposed ~o 

bi-variable copula approach that separate the joint distribution function into 

copula and marginal components. 

• S"mce the copula, marginal and credibility maps are base on joint distribu

tion of the random interval/vector data, they have much to recommend over 

the alternatives e.g. interval kriging and interval kernel regression which are 

limited to the observed data. The derived distribution-based models 

-+ are information-intensive and forward-looking. Hence, they are capable 

of incorporating a wide range of future eventualities that simply are not 

captured using observed data. 
-+ do not require a large amount of data in order to be estimated accurately 
-+ are capable of reflecting a change in the observed phenomena. A sud-

den shift in observed phenomena. and/or other related factors could be 

immediately captured in observed data and the implied distributions. 

• The copula, marginal and credibility methods do compensate each other and 

easily integrates with most spatial and GIS mapping software which is' often 

based on scalar variables. This is of great convenience and p~ovides effective 

communication of spatial patterns for fuzzy data given as iJltervak. of, values. 

The approaches also generalize the indicator kriging approach that tr&DSforms 

data into indicator codes. 

• It is obvious there are some differences between the maps according to the 

technique applied. This difference may ,be attributed to the way the marginal, 

copula and membership functions are estimated from the respective data val

ues. For the purpose of this work we have shown that each can be effectively 

applied to effective spatial mapping of the fuzzy observations given as inter

vals. In future, the choice, effectiveness and' appropriateness of each approach 

will depend on the 

-+ application (type of data) 
-+ complexity of the implementation 
-+ problem that the decision maker wants to address. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Scope 

This chapter summarizes our achievements in view of the stated objectives. It also 

highlights the limitations and provides perspectives for future research. 

8-1 
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8.1 Introduction 

The main motivation for this study was to find innovative approaches to jointly 

model data and uncertainty (in the form of randomness and fuzziness). The model 

aids decision making in the presence of uncertainty characterized by random intena1 

and fuzziness ( or imprecision). Specifically, we addressed the folrowing objectiws: 

(i) extended kriging to modeling spatial random intervals/ vectors; 

(ii) introduced a non-parametric kernel method for analysis of :IlOIrstationary spa

tial random interval process; 

(iii) introduced bi-variable copula-based geostatistics for variable modeling of spa

tial random intervals; 

(iv) introduced fuzzy credibility-based geostatistics for variable modeling of spatial 

random interval events; 

(v) illustrated and tested the flexibility of the proposed techniques to real-life 

applications. 

We summarize the major contributions toward achieving the stated objectives ~ 

der the headings:- Classical random interval geostatistics; Bi-variablecopula-based 

geostatistics and Fuzzy credibility-based geostatistics. 

Our main contribution was to apply the proposed techniques to modeling am

bient gamma dose pollution based on uncertain/fuzzy spatial data. The goal is 

to 

-+ to estimate values at unknown locations and assess the uncertainty attached 

to the prediction 

-+ compute indicators e.g. probability of exceeding any critical threshold levels 

that help in accurate delineation of polluted regions for risk assessment and 

remediation. 

Often the probability of pollutants concentrations lower than a thres~,:is4n 

some cases more important that the best estimate of the pollutant concentrations 

for the unsampled locations in delineating polluted areas. 
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8.2 Summary and Conclusions 

8.2.1 Classical Random Interval GeoStatistics 

We examined (i) kriging of spatial random intervals and (ii) non-parametric 

spatial-weighted interval kernel regression methods, for spatial prediction of gamma 

dose pollution, with a goal of assessing the magnitude and geographical extent of a 

radioactive contamination in the air and on the ground. 

Kriging of Spatial Random Intervals 

We proposed and developed composite and component-wise kriging. Compos

ite kriging models spatial random intervals when the measure of uncertainty has 

zero spatial correlation structure while Component-wise kriging applies when data 

uncertainty displays well defined spatial correlations structure. Therefore, compos

ite approach, which parralels Diamond (1988) interval kriging method is special 

case of component-wise kriging. For this study, the data uncertainty was almost a 

nugget effects model, favoring composite kriging, Results based on the composite 

and component-wise were accurate as revealed by the low mean error close to zero, 

low mean absolute error and low root mean square error. 

For decision making, predicted maps identified regions prone to high gamma 

dose concentrations. Regions with no sample data were also clearly highlighted by 

high prediction en:or. 

If we compare our results with that of "best" results (Dubois, 2005), the new 

technique in general does not outperform" conventional" prediction methods, for this 

particular dataset. However, we note that, the separation of imprecise fuzzy data 

into center data and radius (uncertainty) measure, forms a first attempt in search of 

variable-based modeling spatial random intervals. The techniques reduced interval

based methods to combined and/or separate center and radius-based methods, easier 

to· handle and leads to similar correlation·conclusions to those based on interval

based methods. 

Spatial·weighted Interval Kernel Regression 

Developed spatial-weighted interval kernel· regression focused on non-stationary 

random interval fields, addressing the stationarity problems associated with kriging. 

The approach gave better predictions as revealed by slightly lower root mean square 

error (increased accuracy) and low mean error (low bias). Further, the method 
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reported a higher correlation coefficient between the observed and the predicted 

spatial random intervals. Typical of smoothing methods, the methods pl"oduced 

smoothed prediction maps. 

A key advantage associated with the spatial-weighted interval kernel approach is 

the combined spatially-weighted interval kernel, a product of a spatial kernel and an 

interval feature kernel. The spatial kernel defines the local spatial structure. This 

ensured . that only samples sharing similar intensity and gradient informatioo are 

gathered for local approximation. The interval kernel is a robust uncertainty kernel 

that penalizes outliers, minimizing their influence to local prediction. The result is 

optimized estimates akin to neighborhood values. 

Choice of the initial estima.te at the prediction location provided an added flex

ibility to the approach. Using nearest neighbor sample value, only applicable when 

minute details are of interest, as initial estimate lead to bias (low ME) compared to 

use of average of the selected neighborhood values. This identifies regions of high 

dose concentrations while effectively smoothing out the process. 

In summary, these two approaches applies a very subtle form of scalar-variable 

modeling of spatial random intervals via the lower and upper or the cente!" and 

radius coordinate variables. However, both lead to interval outputs, given in form 

of lower and upper prediction maps plus an prediction error map. 

8.2.2 Variable Modeling of Spatial Random 

The variabl&-based approaches, constituting the hi-variable copula-based and 

fuzzy credibility-based geostatistics utilized the joint distribution function of the 

random interval data for optimal prediction. 

Bi-variable Copula-based Geostatistics 

The copula logic exploited the joint distribution of random interval data. through 

its copula and its marginal distribution functions. For threshold values correspond

ing to sample values, each random interval had an associated copula and .marginal 

(lower and upper) value (grade) in the range 0 to 1. Generated marin lii(l ....... 

and upper) and copula grade vectors were treated as random functions, thus var

iographic analysis and ordinary kriging was applicable. This yielded. copula and 

marginal prediction maps of the equivalent spatial distribution functions. 

Predicted maps identified regions of high dose concentrations. The methods were 

also unstable as shown by the high uncertainty maps. One may claim that estimated 
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spatial marginal distributions could have sufficiently described the observed spatial 

patterns. However, the high correlation coefficient between the observed lower and 

upper gamma dose, modeled. by the copula, revealed 'a significant relationship be

tween them. High dose values persist together ,and similar to low values. Intuitively 

then, the copula map reveals the. spatial distribution of the joint distribution of ran

dom interval data. 

Bi-variable copula approach can be regarded as alternative to indicator kriging 

(IK) for random intervals; It is· equivalent to indicator kriging of the marginal and 

joint probability when all data are retained. in the kriging system; ·and offers several 

beilefits:-

~ it requires less parameterization. The copula approach requires only the copula 

and marginalvariograms, on average well behaved, brings no order relation 

problems, and transforms prediction with spatial random interval into an easy 

task. 

~ the direct coding of the conditioning data using analytical marginal models 

allO'WS for dynamic relocation of predicted grades to the conditioning data 

valueS using. inverse functions. 

~ by splitting conditions up.into a marginal and dependence part, the approach 

gives better insight into the laws govetiling the spatial behavior of the random 

interval/vector process. 

Fuzzy Credibility-based GeostatistiC$ , 

We demonstrated the ease of application. of fuzzy credibility kriging method 

for modeling samples of imprecise measures (intervals) of gamma dose rates. The 

conversion of a random interval data to a scale random fuzzy variable with maximum 

entropy and fully characterized bya credibility distribution function; at same footage 

of·probability space, is a key achievement. 

The approach lead to real (scalar)-value spatial predictions. Existing fuzzy 

geosta.tiStical methods are based on fuZzy set and lead to fuzzy set( subset) esti

mates/predictions. 

Results. were accurate as revealed by the. low standard prediction error·map and 

low RMSE. The approach 'lead to predictions (based on a single map) that· are more 

rea.listic and simplified the numerical calculations. The predicted credibility grades 

indicate the relative importance of each value onthe prediction map. Zero credibil

ity grades indicated regions of low gamma dose pollution in the north, while pockets 
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of large credibility grade in the southern region identify high gamma dose concentra

tions. For a decision maker, generated single map is easier to interpret, compared to 

multiple maps generated via the alternative fuzzy methods. For example once caD 

decide on an acceptable credibility threshold level to delineate gamma dose polluted 

region. 

The fuzzy credibility approach defined offers additional advantages: 

• it generalize indicator kriging; indicator kriging results (probability map) rep

resent a membership function or credibility distribution of the probability of 

being less than a specific credibility threshold level. 

• it generalizes the membership function, which is a merely an induced function 

and a conventional mathematical language for describing fuzzy phenomena, 

by its counterpart the credibility distribution function for continuous random 

fuzzy data. 

• it includes the conventional kriging approach with crisp values supplemented 

by imprecise degenerate intervals. 

• it reflects the real-world conditions more closely than traditional geostatistics, 

since it dose not impose exactness artificially on phenomena which are diffuse 

by their nature. It can be extended to mapping other pollutants. 

8.2.3 Power of Variable Modeling of Spatial Random IntervaJs 

We summarize the potential of the variable-based approaches:- bi-variable ~ 

based geostatistics and fuzzy credibility-based geostatistics in modeling of regional

ized random intervals. 

• Both approaches allows for two step prediction process: a modeling step 

and a prediction step. For credibility approach, we first estimated the data

assimilated credibility function leading to fuzzy credibility distribution predic

tion map. For copula method, marginal and copula are first estimated followed 

with prediction maps. This allows for goal-based predictions and thus better 

fit the requirements of the stakeholders. 

• Since they are based on the joint distribution of random interval data, they 

have much to recommend over the alternatives like interval kriging and interval

kernel regression which are limited to observed data. First, they are forwatd

looking, thus are capable of incorporating a wide range of future eventualities 

that simply are not captured using observed data. 
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Second, they do not require a large amount of data in order to be estimated 

accurately, and furthermore they are capable of reflecting a. change in the o~ 

served phenomena. Sudden shift in observed phenomena and/or other related 

factors could be immediately captured in observed data and the implied dis

tribution models. Despite the danger of over-inference associated with joint 

distributions, they can be applied to general case and still provide these ad

vantages. 

~ The non-parametric kernel estimation of joint distribution is parameter-free 

which offers great generality allowing the methods to capture various expec

tations like multi-modality and asymmetries existing in the imprecise data. 

~ By splitting conditions up into a marginal part and a dependence part, the 

copula-based approach leads to better insight into the laws governing the spa

tial behavior of the random vector process. The approach also opens the possi

bility to build a variety of dependence structures based on existing parametric 

or non-parametric models of the marginal distributions and the copula. 

~ Contrary to conventional indicator geQStatistics, the methods are not the result 

of discretization as is the case of indicator kriging. They can be described as 

probability or indicator kriging on regionalized interval data. 

~ Credibility fuzzy geostatistics provides a sound framework for modeling a spa

tial fuzzy variable, the equivalent of the spatial random interval sets. The aIr 

proach avoid the general fuzzy set approach proposed by Zadeh, which leads 

to fuzzy sets or interval outputs based on alpha cut level. 

~ Credibility distributional can be used to model various properties of the ran

dom interval process such as the smoothness and impulsiveness which can be 

described using fuzzy sets. Because of its attractive properties, scalar-valued 

outputs based on fuzzy inputs, the fuzzy logic implemented via credibility 

measure theory has a tremendous potential in the geostatistics field. 

8.3 Recommendations for Future Work 

This work brings forth new perspective for modeling spatial random uncertain 

data. There are aspects of this work that could be further developed. Some relate 

to limitations of the methods themselves while others relate to how the methods 

were tested and evaluated. We highlight the limitations and some recommendations 

for future research. 
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• The techniques discussed in this thesis were applied to one dataset. Before we 

can generalize these results it should be applied to a wider scope of data (e.g. 

geology and social data). 

• ComJ>(l8ite and component-wise methods reduced interval-bMed methods to 

separate center-based and radius-based methods, easier to handle, and with 

same correlation conclusions to those based on interval-based methods. Fur

ther approaches to visualization of vector output should be explored. 

• Application/ ConceptB of IRF-k should be exploited as & future contribution 

to modeling of spatial random intervals. 

• The spatially-weighted interval kernel could be extended to multivalued data 

with a general weighted feature kernel. Care should be taken in the choice of 

bandwidth for the different dimensions. 

• The application of copula faces two limitations a) the existing analytical forms 

of copula are not appropriate for estimation and b) alternative approximation 

procedures are often not easy to implement. However, the empirical copula 

does capture key aspects of random vector dependence structure and hence 

the random interval/vector spatial structure. 

• Still, it would be easier to deal with an analytical model oLthe copula. Ap

plication of two separate maximization of the univariate likelihooe, followed 

by maximization of the bivariate likelihood is a possible approach. 8eftral 

families of copula could also be used. This would increase the generality of 

copula toward modeling dependence structure of the bivariate correlated ran

dom variables that are often met in environmental research. 

• We also note that interpreting information given by three maps (copula and 

marginals) might pose some difficulty. 

• We have used copula as a model of random interval dependenee structure. 

Future exploits should focus on theoretical developments of a combined spatial

feature copula that simultaneously model both the joint distrib~aBd the 

spatial dependence structure. 

• The copula approach constitute very promising avenues for future research in 

developing variable-based methods for modeling random fields with distinct 

non-Gaussian characteristics (asymmetry). Defined copula method in this 

study should be extended to other application for proof of consistency. 
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• Since the variable-based approaches (copula and credibility) reduces a random 

interval process into a marked point process, integrating statistical methods 

for copula logic, fuzzy credibility logic and the marked point process is an 

area of further research for modeling spatial interaction of spatially distributed 

uncertain (fuzzy). 

• A future extension worthy of considering is the combination of fuzzy credi

bility logic, bi-variable copula and geostatistics. Such a combination would 

lead to CREDIBILITY COPULA-BASED GEOSTATISTICS. The credibility fuzzy 

logic models random fuzziness while the copula models the spatial dependence 

structure. 

• The membership function is one among the. functions associated with random 

interval set. Other related functions, namely the belief (bel) arid the plausi

bility (pI) functions (Dempster, 1968; Joslyn and Booker, 2003; Smets, 2005) 

can also be obtained through numerical integration of the joint density of the 

random interval set. The belief function quantifies the minimal belief that the 

spatial random interval contains the true value while the plausibility function 

quantifies the maximal belief that the spatial random interval contains the true 

value. The two functions define a belief interval, l1bel,plj that summaries all 

uncertainty associated with spatial random interval and can be subjected to 

geostatistical analysis, hence the BELIEF FUNCTIONS-BASED GEOSTATISTICS 

ApPROACH. 

In conclusion, a good case has been made that uncertainty (imprecision) in geo

graphical data should be presented in some way. Given that one chooses to do so, 

modeling and spatially representing the data is an obvious choice. The development 

of models for spatial imprecise (fuzzy) data is·a fast emerging field in environmen

tal applications. Examples include the probabilistic soft (indicator) kriging and 

Bayesian kriging methods. 

As a part of this emerging field, this wor.k has provided unique contribution in 

the sense of composite kriging; component-wise kriging; spatially-weighted interval 

kernel regression; and ultimately, the "variable-based" methods: the bi-variable 

copula-based and the fuzzy credibility-based geostatistics. Ultimately, parallel to 

exact data modeling with a unique additive probability measure, we have been able 

to define and apply a unique additive measure, the credibility measure, to model 

random interval as scalar-valued fuzzy variable. The predictions are real-valued as 
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posed to fuzzy sets in existing fuzzy set kriging approaches. 

Therefore, variable-based techniques are key to future developments in modeling 

of environmental applications characterized by fuzzy spatial data, and proposed 

approaches in this work provide a sound foundation for achieving this. The eoo<:ept 

of a Fuzzy VARIABLE SIMULATION, may also be exploitated within the context of 

credibility distribution theory. 
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APPENDIX A: COMPLETE METRIC AND LINEAR NORMED SPACE 

A.I Metric and Normed Spaces 

Definition A.I.I A normed linear space is a vector spare X equipped with a 

mapping 11.11 : X -+ R+. 11·11 defines the norm of elements in the vector space. The 

minikowiski norms or the lp is defined as: 

n 

Ip = Ilxlip = (L Ix,IP)l/p for 1 $ p $ 00, i = 1, ... ,n 

Given two points x, yEan the lp distance between them is naturally given by 

d(x, y) = IIx - Yllp . If p = 1 the II space is defined with "Manhattan metric or 

city-block metric" 

d(x, y) - Ilx - yll 

for a,b E R 

d(a, b) = (la' --- b'l + lau 
- bUD 

This is the distance viewed as the horizontal and vertical movements between two 

points. 

If p = 2, the l2 is the" Euclidean distance" defined as 

d(x, y) = IIx - Yll2 

In general for a, b E )R2 

Definition A.I.2 Cauchy Sequence: A sequence of elements (Xn) of a space X 

is said to be a d-Cauchy sequence if Ve > 0 3m E n, such that 

d(Xn' Xm) < e, for m > n where d is the distance metric in the space X. 
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The metric d is said to be complete if every d-Cauchy sequence converges i.e. 

there exists Xo E X such that limd(X,,, Xo) = o. 
n 

Definition A.I.3 A complete metric space (X, d) is a metric space X equipped 

with a complete metric d. In most cases the notation X is assumed for (X, d) without 

specifying the metric·d. For a complete metric space X, every Cauchy sequence has 

a limit in X. 

Definition A.I.4 A Banach space is a complete normed linear space, i.e. the 

Cauchy completion of a normed linear space .. This forms a space of contiriuous 

functions. 

Definition A.I.S A Hilbert space 1(. is a Banach space whose norm is of the form 

IIXII = ((X, X) )1/2 where h·) is the scalar product equivalent in real Euclidean 

space, i.e. (.,.) : X x X -+ R such that 

(x,y) - (y,x)forallx,yEX 

(x, y) is a linear functional on X for every fixed y EX 

(x, x) is positive for very 0 =F x E X 

Remark A.I.I Every inner product space is a normed linear space with associated 

norm IIxll = (x, X)I/2 induced by the inner product. The norm then induces a 

distance measure function d(x; y) = IIx.-yll. Hence, the metric topology of complete 

linear normed space d(x, y) =lIx -1111, is similar to metric topology of a complete 

inner product space d(x, y) = (x, y) = Ix - yl, which draws the analogy between 

Hilbert spaces and Banach spaces. 

The Hilbert space provides a system of coordinates that defines a state of the 

any system; it is a state space providing a set of all possible values that a system 

can take on. 

Definition. A.I.6 A Topological space (X,X) is a space X together with its 

u-algebra, X, the set of all subsets of X inclusive. of the 0 and the set X. In 

most cases, it is understood that X is a topological space. Further, a metric space 

is automatically a topological space with the topology induced by the associated 

metric that defines the open and closed sets. 

Definition A.I.T Let U be a Euclidean space and a set A ~ U. A is convex on U 

if and only if 'VUlI U2 E A 'VK E [0,11, I'OUI + (1 - K) 'U2 E A. Set A is closed on U if 
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VUn E A, n = 1,2,""", 

lim Un=uEA. 
A-+OO 

If any set A on 11 is both closed and convex, A is a closed convex set on U 

Theorem A.I.1 A bounded set A is a closed convex set on R if and only if A is 

a closed interval number on CI (R). 
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APPENDIX B: REVIEW OF INTERVAL ARITHMETIC 

Interval arithmetic defines algebraic properties for a set of closed real intervals 

numbers. The basic operations in interval arithmetic as defined by Moore (1979). 

Let's assume that z and y are closed real intervals which include any real numbers 

x and y in between, and also include the real endpoints a and b for z and e and d 

for y, respectively, 

z = [a, b] - {x: a ~ x ~ b}, 

y = [e, d] = {x: e ~ x ~ d}. 

(B.1) 

(B.2) 

Let K{lR) denotes the set of all closed real intervals. The case a ~ b results to 

z = [a, a], a degenerate or point interval. The operations for addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division are 

zxy= 

z+y=[a+e,b+d], z-y=[a-d,b-e]. 

[ae, bd] 
[be, bd] 
[be, ad] 
[ad, bd] 
[bd, ad] 
[ad, be] 
[ad,ae] 
[bd, ae] 

[min {be, ad}, max {ae, bd}] 

if a ~ 0 and e ~ 0, 

if a ~ 0 and e < 0 < d, 

if a ~ 0 and d ~ 0, 

if a < 0 < b and e ~ 0, 

if a < 0 < b and d ~ 0, 

if b ~ 0 and.e ~ 0, 

if b ~ 0 and e < 0 < d, 

if b ~ 0 and d ~ 0, 

if a < 0 < b and e < 0 < d 

1/Y - [lid, lie], for 0 ¢ y, 

zlY - z x (lly), for 0 ¢ y, 
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The n-th power of z is defined as 

[1,11 if n = 0, 
{an, b"l if a > 0 , 

or if a < 0 < b and n is odd, (B.3) 

[bn, an] if b ~ 0 , 

[0, max {an, bn}] if a < 0 < b and n is even, 

For z /tl when 0 E 11, we apply Kaucher extended interval arithmetic which is 

isomorphic to properties of the R2 space (§3.3.4). 

Commutative and associative algebraic laws, valid for real numbers remain valid 

for intervals. The distrlbutivity law hold only in a weaker form, and is referred to 

88 sulKlistributivity law defined 88 

(B.4) 

For example, for z = [-2,2]; '11= (1, 2}; andz = [-2, I}, 

z(y + z} = [-2,2]([1,2] + {-2, I}) = [-2,2)[-1,3] = {-6,6] 

while 

ZfI + zz = [-2, 2J[1, 2] + (-2, 2}[..,.2, In = [-4,4] + [-4,4} = [-8,8} 

Clearly the interval number z(y + z) = [-6,6] is contained in interval number 

zy + zz = [-8,8]. For any intervalsz, subtraction contains zero, but is not equal 

to zero, 0 E z-::.:, while division z/z contains 1, but is not equal to one. If z = [1,3]' 
then 0 E ::.: - z = [1,3] - [1,3] = [-2,2], and 1 E z/z = [1,31/[1,3] = (1/3,3] . 

B.t Interval functions 

An interval function is an interval-valued function, F, of one or. more, interval 

arguments ZI,'" ,Zn. The interval function F is said to be an in~"' 

of real-valued function! if F(Xl,""Xn ) = !(Xl,""Xn ) for all Xi (i = 1, ... ,n). 
This implies that if the interval arguments ZI, ... , Zn are degenerate i~ (i.e. 

Zi = Xi), then F(ZI, .. . , zn} is a degenerate interval equal to !(XI,'" , xn ). An 

interval function is said to be inclusion monotonic if Zi C Yi(i = 1, ... , n}, implies 

F(ZI, ... , Zn} C F(Yl, ... , 'lin}· 

B-2 
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· All basic interval arithmetic operations are inclusion monotonic. Let "0" denote 

the set of operators {+, -, x,/}, then Zi C lIi(i = 1,2) implies (ZI0Z2) C (YI0Y2)' 

This leads to the fundamental theorem in interval analysis 

Theorem B.l.1 Let F(Zb"" zn) be an inclu.sion monotonic interval extension 

of real function f(x}, ... ,xn ). Then F(Zb ... ,zn) contains the range of values of 

f(x}, ... , xn ) for all Xi E Zi(i = 1, ... ,n). 

As an illustration of the theorem, consider a real function 

X 

f(x) = I-x' 

For a = 2, b = 3, interval Z = [2,3], the range, R(f; z), of f over Z is 

2 3 
R(f; z) = [1 _ 2' 1- 3] = [""""2, -3/2] 

while the inclusion monotonic interval extension function 

[2,3] . 
F(z) = [1,1] _ [2,3] = [-3, -1] 

Clearly [-2, -3/2] ~ [-3, -1] implying that R(f : z) ~ F(z). The fundamental 

concept of the inclusion function provides a useful strategy to test intervals for 

inclusion in interval optimization algorithms. 

B.2 Interval Vectors and Matrices 

An interval vector is a vector whose components are interval numbers. For ex

ample, an n-dimensional interval vector, ~ = (Zl' Z2, ... I zn), where Zj are interval 

values in I(JR). The mid-point, norm, and width values are defined component wise 

mid (~ A (mid (ZI), mid (Z2) I •.• ,mid (Zn)) , 

norm II~II A maxk=I, ... ,n(lZkl) 

wid (z) A maxk=l, ... ,n(wid (Zk)) 

An interval matrix A is a matrix whose elements are interval numbers i.e. 
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A = (Oij)nxn' with intervals Oij E 1(2) and 

mid (A) ~ {mid (a'j»"x,.' 

normliAIi ~ maxl-l,.,. (t IO;JI) 
,=1 

wid (A) Il. 
max iJ=I, ... ,n wid (a,;) 

For example, 2 x 2 interval matrix 

A = [ [2, 31 [1, 51 ) 
[1, -1 [4, 6 

mid (A) Il. 
(

mid [2, 31 mid [ 1, 

mid [1, -1 mid [ 4, 

For detailed algebraic properties of interval matrices see Nenmann,(l990). 

B.3 Derivatives of interval-valued function 

Definition B~3.1 Assume that J'(t) : T --+ R and fU(t) : T --+ R and 

f(t) = [f'(t}, fU(t)] 

is an intenJal function on T ~ R. If these real-valued functions J'(t) and fU(t) 

are differentiable at to E T, i.e., ~f'(to) and ~fU(to) mat, intenJalfunction f(t) is 

differentiable at to E T. The derivative of the intenJal function f(t) at to is defined 

as 

!f(to) = [ftf'(to) 1\ !f'J(to), !f'(to) V !fU(to)] . 

If ~f'(to) ~ ~fU(to) then f(t) is said to be differentiable at to same-orderly, and 

If !f'(to) ~ !fU(to) then f(t) is said to be differentiable at to reverse-orderly, and 

d [d" d,(] dtf(to) = dtf (to), dt f to) ,to E T 
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Definition B.3.2 For a general internal junction f(t) = [fl(t), fU(t)] on T, if the 

derivative of f(t), 

exists for "It E T, then f(t) is differentiable on T. Similarly, f(t) is differentiable 

same-orderly on T if 

andf(t) is differentiable reverse-orderly on T if 

Further question:- given a class of interval functions F(z), where z A. [x', xu]' 
x' < xu, xl, XU E lR Le., a real*valued interval; what is the definition of the derivative 

of F(z), F'(z)? For example, what is. the derivative of say F(z) = [1,2] . Z2. 

Kea.rfott (2004) states that, if the interval [1,2] is "interpreted 88 a single point 

value that is known only to lie in the interval [1, 2], then the logical derivative would 

be 2· [1,.2].~. Thisis because f(x) == ax2. for a E [1,2], so f'(x) = 2ax for the same 

a in [1,2], this implies .the definition of an 'interval derivative' or 'interval Jacobin 

matrix i
. Vladik et al. (2003) has giventhe following new differential formalism for 

inter-valued functions: 

Definition B.3~3 An internal function F is a finite sequence of pairs (Xi, Yi)' i = 

1,2"" ,n, where for each i, Xi. is areal number, i.e., Xi E lR, Xl < X2 < ... < Xn, 

andYi = [yLvr] is a non-degenerate imernal (fA < Vi, Y!'Yi E lR) enclosing the 

range o/z. 

Definition B.3.4 A junction f : lR --+.lR is said to belong to an internal junction 

F = {(XI, YI) I (X2, Y2) ,'''., (xn' Yn)}, i.e., ./ E F, if f is continuously differentiable 

and for each i, f(xi) E Yi' 

Definition. B.3~5 LetF be an internal function and [a, b] be an internal. A deriv

ative of F, 

F' ([a, b]) ~ n l' ([a, b]) 
/eF 
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;'7" 

where f' (x) is the first order derivative of f(x), and 

/' ([a, bJ) A {/'{x)fx E [a, b]} , 

where /' ([a, b}) is the range Df the derivative f,(x) over the interval [a, b]. 

Remark B.3.1 The notation F' ([a, b)) looks like the notation DJ a range fer a reol

valued functions and shares some properties of range, S411, the range is iociusiOft

monotonic by which (a, b] ~ fe, d) => I' «a, b)) ~ /' (Ie, d). Therefore, derivative 

F ([a, b}) is inclusion-monotonic, i.e., [a, b) ~ [c, d} => F' ([a, bJ) ~ F ([c, d). F'ur

thermore, if (a, b) n [c, d) =I 0, [a, b) U [c, d) = fa, d), an interval, then F' (la, b) U [c, d) 
;? F ([a, b]) U F' ([c, d). But it is not a range, if an interval is nafT'OW enough, 

F' ([a, b)) = 0. 

Definition B.3.6 Let F = {(Xl, til) , (X2' 112) , ... ,(x", tI,,)} be an interval func

tion, and let s be a real-valued number. Define an interval function 

where 

tI - C A [y' - c, yU - c] 

for the given interval tI = [y', yU]' c E R. 

Lemma B.3.1 For "IF and any internal [a, b}, s E F' ([a, b)) if and only if (Vladik 

et al., £009) 

o E (F - sx)' ([a, b]) 

Theorem B.3.1 For "IF and any interval [a, b], let i, and ju be the first and last 

index of the values inside [a, b] (Vladik et al., £009). Then 

F ([a, b)) = [(F)' , (F't] 
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where 

and 

such that if p > q, [p, q] = 0, 

(F')' 11 min 6~. , .<'<'<' I, 
II_I~_'" 

(F')U A max 6~, 
'<'<'<' ., '1_':::1 _, .. 

B.4 Interval Matrix operations 

By convention an interval ma.trix A =' (Ai,j) is interpreted 88 a set of real m x n 

matrices (Neumann 1990) 

A = {A E JRmXRjA.;,j E Ai; for i = 1,." ,m;j = 1, .. , ,n} 

In short an interval matrix is the one that contains all real matrices, whose elements 

are obtained from ail possible values between the lower and upper . bound of its 

interval elements. A symmetrical interval matrix is one that contains only those real 

symmetrical matrices whose elements are obtained form all possible values between 

the lower and upper bound of its interval element i.e., 

Simply, an interval vector is an n X 1 interval matrix. Hansen (1992) refers to interval 

vector 88 a box. 

Let m and n denote given positive integers and let ][* (JRR) and ][*(JRmXR) denote 

the sets of all n-dimensional vectors and all m xn matrices respectively with elements 

from ][* (JR). Let interval matrix A ~ [A', AU] E ][* (JRmXR) and interval vector 

b ~ [b' , b
U

] E][* (JRR). 

Definition B.4.1 For 'VA, BE ][* (JRmXR), then 
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(ii) A = B if and only if Bij = bij , for Vi,j; 

(iii) A c B if and only if OJ; c b;;, for Vi, j; 

(iv) A ± B A (Bij ± ~j) (see theorem B.~.l (i)); 

(v) forVA E 1* (RMXV) and 'VA E 1* (Rvxn), A· BA (t 0iv' b"j); 
i=l 

(vii) for VA E 1* (Rmxn) and "Ie E 1* (R), A· e = e· A A (e· Bij); 

(viii) I A (I)mxn' and 0 A (O)mxn' where I = [1,1] and 0 = [0,0) respectively; 

(ix) for VA, BE 1* (Rmxn), A+ A ((iitj)+), A- A ((aij)-), andAvB A (aij V bij) 

(x) for Vb EI* (Rn), n x n matrix diag (B) 

bt 0 0 

diag{B) A 
0 ~ 0 

0 0 bn 

For common real-valued matrices denoted as 

A = [4, -9] 
0, 6 

B = [ 0, 2] 
-1, -1 

it is well known that {A + B : A E A, B E B} ~ {C E AB}. 

Theorem B.4.1 Let 

A - ([ 4, 61 L -9, 0 1 ) 
[0, 1 16, 10 

B - U ~~. l~ 1 [~~: : l) 
c = ([ ~:: : 1 [T~.~: 1 ) 

be interval matrices. Then 
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(i) A+B=B+A 

Proof· 
From the left side we have 

A + B = ([ 4, 61 [-9, 0] ) + ( [0, 12] [2, 31 ) 
[0, 1 [6, 10] [-1, 1] [-1, 3 

( 
[4, 6] + [0, 12] [-9, 0] + [2, 31) 

- . [0, 1] + [ -1, 1 ] [6, 10] + [-1, 13 

-U ~1,182 ~ t ~\: l) (B.5) 

From the right side we have 

B + A = ( [0, 12 1 [2, 31 ) + ( [ 4, 6] [-9, 0 1 ) 
[-1, 1] [-1, 3 [0, 1] [6, 10 

( 
[0, 12 ] + [4, 6] [2, 3] + [ -9, 0 1 ) 

- [ -1, 1] + [0, 1] [-1, 13] + [6, 10 
_ ([ 4, 18 1 [-7, 31) (B.6) 

[ -1, 2] 15, 13 
From B.6 and B.5 we aonclude that A+B = B+A. The rest can be similarly 

shown .• 

(ii) (A + B) + C = A + (B + C) if A, B, C E n* (JRtlxn); 

(iii) A + 0 = 0 + A = A if A,O E n* (JRtlxn); 

(iv) AI = IA = A if A, IE n* (JRnxn); 

(v) subdistributivity 
(A+B)C ~ AC+BC 

C(A+B)~ CA+CB 
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To illustrate, consider the left hand side 

Similarly the right hand side is 

-9 1 + l -9, 0]. [1, 15])) 
-91 + 1 6, 10]. [1, 15]) 
-9 ] + [-2, 3 1. [1, 15])) 
-9 ] + [-1, 3 J. [1, 15]) 

can be shown 

(vi) Equality is satisfied with multiplication by a real-valued matrix C i.e. 

(vii) 

(A+B)C=AC+BC 

C(A+B)= CA+ CB 

A (BC) ~ (AB) C 

(AB)C ~ A (BC) ifC =-C 

A (BC)=(AB) C 
A (BC) = (AB) C for A, B, C E I (RfflXn), 

andB = -B,C =-C 
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B.5 Basic operations of Kaucher arithmetic 

Assume operator symbol * denotes any operation from the operator set {+, -, . }. 
With intervals Z = [xl,xu] E I*{lR), y = [,i,yu] E I*{R), t = [tI,tu] E I*{lR), and a 

bounded set of extended intervals {Zi}iEJ' Zi E I*(lR) for J an index set, the 

dual{z) ~ [xu, xl], where x' > XU 

( ) 
A { Z if Z is proper 

pro Z = 
dual (z) if Z is not proper 

sup {zili E J} = [~nf {xU, sup {Xn] , largest possible interval 
sEJ iEJ 

inf {zili E J} = [sup {xU, ~ {xf }] smallest possible interval 
iEJ IEJ 

Let x E lR, then 

{lZ{t) A { t if Z is proper, 
dual (t) if Z is not proper 

Z * y = OZ (OY ({z * Ylz E pro(z),y E pro(y)})) 

x+ £ IDJ.LX {x.,O} 
x- £ max {-x,O} 
xVy A max {x,y} 

and for intervals z, Y E 1* (lR), 

Z+ A [max {X',O} A max {tU,O},max {Xl,O} V max {XU,O}] 
Z- A [max {_X',O} A max {-xU,O},max {_X',O} V max {-XU,O}] 
Z V Y A [xl V y' , XU V yu] 

Further detailed account of Kaucher interval arithmetic can be found in Lakeyev 

(1995). 
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APPENDIX C: ALGORlTHMS 

C.I Algorithm: Interval smoothing 

Let 

Zi = (Zf, Z[) Ii ="", n I 
mi = EZi/n = (E Zf/n,E Zi/n) = (mf,mi) = mi 

i=l i=l i=l 

For each i = 1, ... , n 

1. Initialize m~ = mi, and k = 1 

2. Find n( i) closest interval values to the value at i i.e. according to the distance 

Ilm~ - Z'112 = (m~'C _ Zl?)2 + _O:_(m~,r _ Z,:)2 
,:J , :J 0:+(3' :J 

3. Using appropriate kernel function for g(.) (Table 4.3) compute, 

n(i) 

E 9 (IIm~ - Zjll2) x Zj 

m~+l j=l , - n(i) 

E 9 (IIm~ - Zjll2) 
j=l 

1 
e - n(i) 

2 * E 9 ("m~ - Zjll2) 
j=l 

k - k+1 

until Im~+l - m~1 < e 

Let mfDv, denote the convergent point value; the local estimate at given 

location i 

3. Assign Zi = mrv 

End For 
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C.2 Algorithm: Spatial Kernel Interval smoothing 

Let 

Y i = {Zi' Zi} input data (Xi, Yi, (Zf, Z[)), 
{I~h=1,2, ... ,nI k = 1,... evolving sequences in range domain; initial value I~ = mi 

{V~h=1,2, ... ,n, k = 1,... evolving sequences in Spatial domain; initial value vt = Zi 

Define 

1. interval distance, d = III~ - Zjl12 . (If'c - Zj)2 + a~~(Iik,r - Zj)2 

2. the spatial distance, 8 = IIv~ - zjl12 . 

g(d) = (1 - (t) 2) 2 the interval kernel function, bandwidth bi (Table 4.3) 

W( 8) = (1 - (:,) 
2

) 2 the spatial kernel weight, bandwidth hi (Table 4.3) 

( 

I~+l ) 
y~+l = I = 

V~+l .. 
I 

For each i = 1, ... ,n 

E ZixW(a)xg(d) 
iEn(') 

E xW(a)xg(d) 
iEn(i) 

E ZixW(a)xg(d) 
iEn(i) .. 

E xW(a)xg(d) 
jE .. (i) 

3. Find n(i) nearest neighbors of iaccording to spatial distance 8 

n(i) 

4. Compute the neighborhood average m; = n-1 E Zj 
j=l 

5. Initialize I~ = mi, v~ = Zi, and k = 1, ... 

6. Compute 

i Eq. C.1, I 

ii e = 1/ (2 x E W(8) x 9(d)) 
jEn(i) 

iii k=k+1 

0-2 
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until either the interval shift 11~+1 -1~1 < e or the spatial displacement 

111~+l - ~I < e 

Let v~+l = vr-, be the location convergence and 

Let 1~+l = r;mv, be the range convergence, then 

Yf"" = (t1rov
, rroV

), forms the convergence of the iterative procedure initial

ized with Y i = (~, 1~). Run procedure for all i = 1, ... , n, 

7. Assign, Yi = (Zi' ~). the smoothed value at location Zi 

End For. 

C.3 Algorithms: Kernel Joint distribution (Copula), Kernel Marginal 

and Kernel Membership functions estimators 

Step 1. Applying Eq. 5.6, generate the bivariate kernel density estimate /(1, u) 

with lower(l) and upper( u) the coordinate random variables of the sample 

observed random intervals/vectors. 

Step 2. Find the kernel marginal estimators FL(l) and Fu(u) by applying Eq. 

5.8 such that supFL(l) = 1 and sup Fu(u) = 1 

Step 3. Find the kernel joint distribution estimator FLu(l, u) from Eq. 5.7 such 

that sup Fw(l, u) = 1. Applying the copula definition Eq. 11, we have 

Fw(l, u) = C(FL(I), Fu(u», thus the empirical copula is given by the joint 

kernel distribution estimator. 

Step 4. Find the kernel membership function Ilrp(Z)(z) by applying Eq.11 such 

that SUPIl.p(z)(z) = 1 

C.4 Algorithms for Copula and Marginal Grade kriging 

Step 1 For the "sampled" bivariate random variate observations, o~.·.' 

variate kernel density estimate fZIZ .. (zl,ZU) 

Step 2 Integrate numerically the bivariate density estimate w.r.t. Zl and ZU ac

cordingly to obtain the 

a) lower marginal, FZI(zl) then fit a lower marginal model 
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b) upper marginal, Fzu(zU) then fit an upper marginal model 

c) joint distribution (copula) FZI zu (zl , ZU) . 

Step 3 For each of the "sampled bivariate random variate" observations 

{(z!, zr)} = {(zl(Xi' Yi), ZU(Xi, Yi)) ,(Xi: 1},) e D}, calculate the sample 

a) copula grades {C (Wi, vi)},where . 

b) lower and upper marginal distribution grades 

using the data and the· fitted margins 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

Step 4. Use ArcGIS Geostatistical analyst, to generate appropriate semi-variogram 

functions for the sampled copula grades, lower grades and upper grades 

Step 5 Use ArcGIS to generate 

a) copula grades prediction map as well as prediction error map; 

b) lower marginal grade map as well as prediction error map; 

c) upper marginal grade map as well as prediction error map; 

Step 6 For any unknown location, (xo,Yo) eD, based on the predicted copula 

grade map C (Xi, Yi)and one of.tb.e predicted marginal distribution grade, say, 

FZI (zl (Xi, Yi»),the predicted value (zb, zg) can be obtained in terms of the 

inverse transformation 

where 

and 

d F-1 (A.) ZO = Zl Wo 

"'..... (' ) Wo = FZI .. z (Xo, Yo) 

C.5 Algorithms for Credibility grade kriging 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

Step 1 Use the "sampled bivariate random variate observations", to obtain the 

joint bivariate kernel density. Integrate numerically the joint density to gen-
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erate a kernel data-assimilated membership function for the induced fuzzy 

variable observations. finally, we define the corresponding data-assimilated 

credibility distribution function of induced fuzzy variable. 

Step 2 For the "sampled fuzzy" observations{Zi, (Xi, Yi) ED}, apply credibility 

distribution to calculate the sampled credibility grades {tile (Zi) , (Xi, Yi) ED}; 

Step 3 Use ArcGIS software to generate an appropriate semivariogram model 

based on the sampled credibility grades{ tile (Zi) , (Xi, Yi) ED}; 

Step 4 Use ArcGIS software to generate credibility grade prediction map as well 

as prediction error map; 

Step 5 For any location interested, say,{xo, Yo) E D, the predicted credibility 

grade is ie (Zo). Then, the predicted value Zo can be obtained in terms of the 

inverse transformation 

since the credibility distribution tile is increasing function on z, the inverse 

function is 

tile-I (y) = inf (z : tII( (z) ~ y) . 
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Interval-Spatial Methods 

N. Wabiri, R. Guo, C. Thiart 
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University of Cape Town, Private Bag Rhodes Gift 
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COITeSponding author: Njeri Wabiri nwabiri@stats.uct.ac.za 

KEYWORDS: kriging, algorithm development, statistical analysis 

1. Introduction 
Kriging is a well known technique of spatial interpolation; known sample values {Z(s.) , and 
It., the location of point i, i = I, .. ,N) are used to P!'ldict unknown sample values (Z(s.) ,and 
Xo" the location of the unknown point). In ordinary kriging, variables are represented by a 
single value, for example, at location Ii! we might observe concentration ofzinc (1IleI81Rd in 
ppm) in soil samples. However, in several applications we might not observe a single value 
at location It., but a sample of values. Examples are measurements of pollutant 
concentIations; 802. NO, C~; daily currency excbmge rates in foreign exchange; and in 
petroleum industries, we may have .data in form of inequalities due to COIIventional drilling 
practices. In all these cases the exact values is not observable, what is know is that the values 
lie$ within a given range of sample values. 

, Usually the sample values will be summarized by a suitable "single" measure, either the 
mean or the median. When a "single" measure is used, sample range is ignored and valuable 
information is thrown away. However, it would be more interesting to take into account the 
minimum and the maximum values measured at the locations rather than the average or the 
median because they otTer more detailed and complete information about the phenomena 
under study. Besides, in most cases data may be limited, which makes it even more necessary 
to utilize all the available information. 

In this paper we extended the semivariogram of ordinary kriging to incorporate interval
valued regionalized variables. At location s. we are now observing the interval, Z(s.) = 
[ZI(s.), Z"(lll)), where Z~s.) represent the lower bound and Z"(s.) the upper bound of the 
interval, with i = I, ".N. 

2. Semivariogram - Ordinary Kriging 
Given a regionalized variable {i(x) : XED c: lJl~} with known values at N sample 
points{x, :i-l, ... ,N}, it is considered that values at close range take 01\ similar values, 
(Tobler, 1970), first law of Geography. Therefore to estimate unknown values we can use 
the strength of the relationship between the known values and the unknown value. This 
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relationship is quantified by the semivariogram. the average square difference between pairs 
of sample values separated by distance h: 

(I) 

with N. the psir of samples at lag h apart, and I N.I number of such psirs.The semivariogram 
is then used in kriging to calculate estimates at unknown locations. Different types ofkriging 
assumes that local means are not necessarily closely related to the population mean, hence 
uses only the samples in the local neighborhood for the estimate. In particular, in ordinary 
kriging, the regionalized variable is assumed to be locally stationary thus allowing for an 
estimate of unknown value, Z at locationXo' Z(x.) is calculated using the weighted 

average of the known values in the local neighborhood, i.e. Z·(xo) .. EA, -Z(x,). This is 

possible assuming aecond-order stationarity with prediction model: 

Z (x) .. p +8(x), (2) 

where p is the local stationary mean and 8(X) the standard error. Optimal weights are 
obtained by solving the linear kriging system of equations obtained by minimizing the mean 
prediction error E(Z (Xo) - Z· (xo» 2 conditional on E A, .. 1. (Goovaerts, 1997; Cressie, 

1993). 

The linear kriging system: 

EA,r{z(x,)-z{x, B+" .. r(z(x.}- z(Xo», i =1, ... ,11 
(3) 

EAj -I 

With ,.(z(x,)- z{x, », the variogram for known data values, r(Z(XI)- z(xo» the variogram 

for know an unknown prediction location and " is the Lagrange parameter. In matrix 
notation Equation 3 reduces to r T A- r , with r( •• lx •• I) real-valued matrix; r"l real-valued 
vector both adjusted for the weights constraints. Weights are obtained by solving the kriging 
system. This bas been implemented using C++ template for geostatistical analysis and R 
sgeostat. 

3. Fitting the semivariogram for Interval-valued data 
Kriging of interval is often done naively by analyzing either the median or the average value 
of the interval range. This reduces to ordinary kriging with substantial loss of information. 
An alternative method is to estimate variograms for the minimum and the maximum values 
separately. However, this does not only reduce to ordinary kriging, but it is based on the 
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assumption that the measumnents (i.e. minimum and the maximum values) are independent, 
which is not the case as they both represent the same phenomena. 

A better method would be to looks at the possible ways utilizing all the sample range data 
(minimum and maximum). with a goal to obtain sharp interval bounds for the estimates. This 
will resuIt to inner interval estimate which includes all the possible evaluations of the 
phenomena under study. This paper introduces intervaI- valued variogram by addressing 
following issues: 

I) estimating the interval-variogram while maintaining the dependence between upper 
and lower values; 

2) Exploring extended interval computation arithmetic methods to extend spatial 
methods for analysis of interval spatial data. 

3) Setting up appropriate interval weight constraints; 

To IIddn:ss these issues. we have extended Dimnond, 1988 approach. using a _ 
generalized metric on the space of oonempty compact intervals. and finding all the possible 
optimal solutions for the general case of non-de&encrate regionaJizecl interval-values. This 
has been implemented using Kaucher extended interval arithmetic which aIIows for the 
kriging weights to take on any value on the extended real (-. +CO) and the problem of 
obtaining an inner interval estimate of the interval linear kriging system is NP-complete:. 
Much of the work is implemented in C++. 

Interval-valued variogram is a function of the distance between interval-valued sets, the 
difference between the minimum and maximum values at the corresponding spatial locations. 
The interval random fimction model is: 

Z (x) = m(x) + e(x) (4) 

with Z(x) = [Z'(x).Z"(x)] • iii =[m' (x).m" (x)] • and and if =[,.' (x).,." (x)] 

The interval sample variogram is given as: 

(S) 

Applying interval arithmetic operations to the quadratic part of (S) results to 
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(6) 

(7) 

Assuming second order stationarity. (4) reduces to prediction model: 

Z (x) = Ji + e(x). x e D c \Il2 (8) 

With Ji the IocaI interval mean. The interval estimate Z'(Xo) = Ll;. Z(x,) is obtained by 

minimizing mean square pmliction error 

This leads to linear interval kriging system 

L~r(z(x,)-Z(XJ)+ii7 = y(z(x,)-z(xo»' i = I, ...• n 

LA; =1 

(9) 

(10) 

In matrix no1ation, we haverT I =y. with r (n +/) x (n+J) interval matrix; y(n+J) 
interval vector both acijusted for the weights constraints. 

Using classical interval arithmetic. sample interval-variogram is estimated. The weights will 
be obtained using Kaucher interval arithmetic. where the interval kriging system Equation 8 
reduces to solving: 

(II) 
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midpoints and radius of the elements of the interval kriging matrix. Solution to the kriging 
system will be done using adjusted verified solution method for interval computation and 
intaval-Cholesky decomposition implemented in c++. 

4. ntustrative Example 
Data from SIC (2004) is very form a particular suitable case for interval analysis. Data 
consist of natural ambient radioactivity measumI in Germany, givell in form of gamma dose 
rates, tepOl1ed by means of the national automatic monitoring networlt (IMIS). 
From a rectangular with 1008 monitoring stations, II days of measurements have been 
randomly selected wi1hin the a period of 12 months and the average daily dose rates 
calculated for each day. From the 11 dataset we picked the minimum and the maximum 
values generating a spatial random intaval. The datuet consist of 

• ID: this integer value is the number (unique value) of the monitoring station chosen by 
us. 

• X: X coordinate of the monitoring station indicated in meters 
• Y: Y coordinate of the monitoring station indicated in meters 
• Z: mean gamma dose rate measured during 24 hours. Units are nanoSievertsIhom 

Using a sample of 200 measurements, the goal is to estimate measurement on the remaining 
808 monitoring sites. Figme I indicates data locations. 
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o 100 200 

Figme 1. Data locations: __ sample values 
& - Estimate locations 

Using this data, we applied intaval variogram analysis 

5. Results and Discussion 
Below are results ofvariogram analysis, Figure 2 (a), (b), (c) indicste the variograms fitted 
for mediaD, min, and maximum values. ' 
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spatial data by incorporating datafrom different sources. 
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P.2 Interval Kriging Under Generalized metric 
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Interval Kriging under Generalized Metric 

NJERI WABIRlt RENKUAN Guo t AND CHRISTIEN THIARr t 

tDepartment of Statistical Sciences, University of Cape Town 
Private Bag, Rhodes Gift 77!Yl, 

Cape Town, South Africa 
E-mail: nwabidGstats.uet,ac.za, rguotstats,uct,ae.za, thlarttstats,uet.ae,za 

Abetract- Kriging [I] is a """-known aud eotabIiahed tedmique of spatial inteIpoIatioo aod 
has beoome a standard procedure or componmt iD the commercialllOftware iD spatial otatiatica1 
aoaIyaia or GIS (Geop-apbic loformatioD Syatem), Cor example ESRI AreGIS. Naturally, spatial 
o'-"atiooa are often not repreoeuted iD the Conn of a Dumber but au iDtenai-vaIued Dumber; 
e.,., poUutaot c:ooc:eutrations So., co. canDot be measured iD au exact way becauoe of the 
Auctuation. Therefore, an exact value i. not oboervable. but what is observed is au imervaI 
withiD which the valu .. Ii... A simplified approach is to perform kriging 00 midpoiota of 
iDtenai-valued sample "'-vatiooa. By takiDg the midpoint, we 10aa impreciaioo iD£onoation 
COOtaiDed iD each iutenal-valued o'-"ation. In this paper .... propoee a poeralized metric 
Cor ioterval-valued oboervatiooa aod devalop a methodoIos.Y for iDtervaI-vaIued kricing. The 
method rep ...... to a more reeIistic &amework aod iDclud .. (2] Connulation as a special CMe. An 
air poUution example, SIC2004 [3] is p ..... as au iU_ation. 

KeywordJt.-. c...eraliaed metric, Intenai Data kriging, Spatial I'roas, Geeetatiatica 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the real world, spatial data sometimes cannot be recorded or collected precisely. For instance, 
pollutant concentrations; S02, NO, CO. cannot be measured in an exact _y because of the 
8udustion, II.Ild th .. temp ...... tur ........... not .... le to be 1u ...... ured precisely hP.cauoe of similar 
reason. An appropriate _y to describe the So. concentrations in the air is to say that the so. 
concentration is "below or above certain level " or "bounded" by two values. The phrase "below 
or above given levels " or "bounded" can 00 regarded as a interval-valued number. This paper 
addresses thia problem. We explore the random closed interval method as a natural appropriate 
tool in modeling the statistical models when imprecise data has been observed. We extend metric
based interval methods to analysis of imprecise spatial data. 

Among the methods of spatial modelling , kriging [I), is a well-known and established technique 
for spatial interpolation. However, in its original formulations, kriging was designed to deal with 
exact measurements, therefore intervals of values or any imprecise data are represented by rough 
approximations e.g. meaD, median and indicator valu... It is obvious that this convenience coats 
the loaa of imprecision information contained in each interval-valued observation. (2) investigated 
intP.rvs1-valufld kriging undP.r lIaUlldorfl'metrir., and thp. L. metric similar to (4) metric. However, 
these metrics _igu equal weights to squared Euclidean distances between the interval endpoints, 
midpoints and radii. The methods ignore the variability within the interval bounds. We address 
thia shortcoming by proposing a generalized metric for interval-valued observations. 

2, INTERVAL-VALUED NUMBER AND ITS METRlC 

Let R be a real number set, and let .t.,(R) denote a class of nonempty closed compact intervals 
with semi linear structure 

a+b= {a+b: a E a,bE b}, .\a = {.\a: a E a} (1) 

for a, b E .t.,(R), and .\ E R. Sin"" 9Upport flmct.ion uniqu..ty dP.fin.,. p.ll<'h compAct interval, 
preserving the semi linear atructure, the space ~(R) is embedded into a linear space with .... 11 

2110 

d"fillP.d Ii"" ..... Iltructurp., ""d WPJl Imown L,-metric. Therefore, meaD and variance of compact 
intetvals are obtained with respect to the metric. 

Explicitly, a nonempty closed compact interval '" = [xl, XU) for';' $ xu, x', XU E R, where 
x' and .,u are the 10wer and upper interval bounds. For midpoint and range notation: '" = 
[x" - xr,x" + xr) = {x",xr}, with 

midpoint: xe = ~(.,. + .,') and range: .,r = ~(xU _ .,'). 

Moat metrics between intervals, often take account of only some representative points. For 
example, (2) metric UBed Interval vertices while (4) metric used midpoint and range. The metrics 
are similar and _igns equal weight to squared Euclidean distancea between the corresponding 
interval points, In reality we would expect the midpoint to contain more information while the 
range is an indication of interval uncertainty. Hence, a distance measure that optimally weights 
thp. inllup.n"" of too intP.rval range would giVP. a bP.tter ... 8f!dion. 

2,1. The Generalised tIc-metric on Interval Spac:e 

Theorem 1 Let a, b be element3 01 a clan .t.,(R) 01 nonempty do • .., compBCt int"",,,,", 111m 

tfa(a, b) = loe - bel' + <t: plor - brl' 

Proof. Assume that ([0,1),8([0,1», G) is a probability space, the genera.1ized metric 

de(a, b) = [[~(o, b) + (1 - .\)Ioe - h"12)dG(.\) 

with ~-metric 

6~(a,b) = ! x [10- - bUI' + 10' - b'l2] 
2 

(2) 

= leae - bel' + lor - VI' UBing midpoint range notation (3) 

ThUB, 4:(a,b) is a .... ighted distance metric. TOO normalised weight measure G(.\) for .\ E (0,1), 
r~a..ctR t .... rontrihution of t .... L,- mP.tri~ II.Ild of thp. "'I1wfld Eur.lid."" difrprp.1l<'P. bP.t_n int..,rval 
midpoints, Instead of asaiguing weights to selected interval points, .... let .\ he distributed contin
uoUBly within (0,1) with a continuoUB symmetric probability density function (pdf). Because of 
it. extremp. ftP.xibility, tOO 8P.ta probability dP.nsity funrt.ion (pdf); a continuoUB and bounded pdf 
within (0,1), is ideally suited for the choice of .\. The shape of the Beta pdf depends on the choice 
of its two parameters (o,ts > I), 

Therefore, let dG(.\) = {t"jR'J).\n-1(1- .\),,-1d.\, and using (3) 

tfa(a,b) 1.1 [.\(Ioe _ bel' + lar _ VI') + (1 _ .\)Ioe _ 6"1'] r(o +11) .\",-1(1_ .\)"-1<1.\ 
o r(o)r(p) 

loe _ bel' + lor _ brl' 1.1 .\ r(o + p) .\",-1(1 _ .\)"-1<1.\ 
o r(o)r(tJ) 

laC _ bel' + ~ lar _ brl' 
o+p 

When applied to point intervals, de(a, b) reduces to usual distance d([o, 0), [b, b» = 10- bl for real 
numbers .• 

To show that 4:(0, b) I. a complP.te mP.tric, ...., DP.P.d to sbow thAt it ... tildi.,. the triangular 
inequality: 4:(a,b) $ 4:(a,d) + 4:(d,b), for a,b,d E ~(R). For the triangular property of 
Euclidean distance for centers and ranges, we can _ that: 

lae - bel' $ loe - <fl' + l<f - bel2 and lor - VI' $ lar - <1"1' + 1<1" - VI2 
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Then it follows that: 

lac _ bCI2 + -"'-lar _ br l2 !> (lac _ d"12 + -"'-Iar _ <1'"12) + (Id" _ bCI2 + -"'-Id'" _ 6r 12) 
",+P Q+~ Q+P 

and the space (A:,,(R).dc(-» is complete and sepwable. Hence. using the dc(·) metric. we can 
ddinr. too variAnm ADd too mvariAnr .... of intr.rval ohjr.ct .•. 

3. INTERVAL-VALUED RANDOM FUNCTION 

Let Z(Zi) = [Z(Zi)'. Z(:a:;)U] (. = 1 •...• n) represent the interval-valued regionafuJed variables 
observed at n spatial1oca:tions Zi in spati&l region D S;; Rd. We modelled the set of interval region
alized variables with acIass ofnonernpty closed compact intervals. (A:,,(R).dc(·». For zimplicity of 
notation, let ZC(z). zr (110) denote the midpoint and range of interval valued regionalized V&ri&ble. 
and mc, mr the mean of the midpoint and rang" vectors of interval valued regionalized variables. 
Under second order spatial stationarity. the interval-vaIuP.d random function ill dP.fined ... , 

Z(z) = m(z) + "(110) (4) 

with "(110) = {,c(z) •• r(z)} and 

Mean: m(z) = {EZC(z).Ezr(z)} = {me.mr}. 
Isotropic covari&nce: C(h) = E[Z(z)Z(z + h)] - m 2 (5) 

The isotropic covari&nce is a function ofsep&r&tion vector h. and m 2 = {m~.m~}. FUrther. 

CC(l.) = E[ZC(z + I.), ZC(z)]_ m! C'(") = E(zr(z + IL). zr(z)]- "'~ (6) 

are the midpoint and spread coV&riances covari&nces respectively. For " = 0 

c"(O) = E[ZC(z), ZC(z)]- m! C'(O) = E[zr(z), zr(z)] - ~ 

The variAnce of interval-valued regionalized variable Z(z) with respect to dc metric 

Var(Z(z)) E[tPa[Z(z), mil = E[ZC(z) - mc]2 + ~E[zr(z) - mr]2 
",+" 

CC(O) + ~C'(O) 
n+u 

(7) 

is reeJ..vaIued. Similarly, for a linear combination of observed Interval regioD&!ized variables 

n 

Z=L~Z(:a:;), 
i=1 

the variAnce with respect to dc-metric 

Var(Z) = E[tPa[t~Z(z;),t~mll 
i=1 "=1 

E{ ~ ~[ZC(z,) - me]} 2 + n: pE{ t ~[zr(z,) - mr]} 
2 

t ~.\jE[ZC(z;)ZC(zJ)]- m~ + _Q- t ~.\jE[zr(z;)zr(zJ)]- m~ 
i,;=1 0: + fl i';=1 

n ~ n L ~.\JCC(z;,zJ) + --" L .\'.\jC'(z;,Zj). (8) 
iJ=1 Q + IJ i,j=1 

3.1. Ordinary Interval Kriging (OIK) 

Ordinary kriging implicitly assumes a non-stationary random function model where stationarity 
is limited within each search neighbourhood. Prediction ilMJlves minimizing the error variance of 
the estimator of intenal-valued random function with respect to the dc-metric. Normally. spati&l 
m~.M1l1"'roont_, ""~ m&<l~ on Iini~ ""hllJlr.O (i.~ .• MIIlI'I~ ""pport). rather than points 110 = (",./1. z) 
in space. Therefore. given %(110). a realisation of Interval-valued regionafuJed variable Z(z). let 

II() = 1~ll =(z')dz', for 110' E D 

be the average of %(110). over the support D. The correspondillj!; random field denoted .... So. is 
estimated by 

n 

50= L~Z(:a:;) 
i=1 

using the dst&set {Z(Zi): i = 1 .... ,n}. 
Kriging results to the best linear unbiased predictor .BLUP [1]. "Beat" possible me&D8 that 

the estimator is unbiased and optimal in the sense of minilDl1lD squared error (mse). The goal is 
to obtain weights ~ such that 

(i) E(SO) = E(So) = E(Z) = m 

(ii) Edc(SO. So? is minimized under a set of constraints 

In OII<. condition (i) equivalent to the constraint t ~ = 1. secures the unbiased estimator and 
i=1 

we need to minimise (ii) with respect to dc-metric. Using (2) we minimise 

E[(~' - ~)2+ n:P(SO' -50)2] 

E~'2 - 2E~' ~ + E~ + -P-[ESO·2 - 2ESO' Sii + Eso2l (9) 
n+fI 

Let 

CC(D,D) 1~1211 CC(z, 110') dz dz' for 110' E D and 

CC(z;,D) 1~1211 CC(zi,z)dzdz; 

then, 

n 

E~=CC(D,D)+m! and E(~',~) = L.\,CC(:a:;,D)+m!, 
i=1 

and simil&r for E(~) and E(SO' SO). Weights can take any va1ue on the extended real i.e., 
[-ooUR])U(RU+oo], and, 

n 

E~'2 L ~.\JCC(z;, Zj) + m~ 
iJ=l 

n 

ESO·2 L ~.\jC'(z;,zJ) +m~ 
iJ=l 
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P.3 Spatial Interval Ker~l Regression 

-+ N. Wabiri, R. Guo and C. Thiart. Spatial Interval Kernel Regression, 
Proceedings of 10th International Conference on Industrial Engineering, The

ory, Applications and Practice, Editors: TK Fredericks, SE Butt, A. Pen

nathur, JE Fernandez, A. Mital. Clearwater, Florida, USA, December 4-

6,2005.(ISBN: 0-9654506-1-9). 
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Proceedings of the 10· AnnulI 
Intematiooal Conference onlnduslrial 
~ Theooy, Applications and Practice 
Clearwater, florida, USA 
December 4-7. 2005 

SPATIALJNTERVAL KERNEL REGRESSION 

N. Wabbi, R. Gtlo ud C. Dlart 

DepartJiIent of SlIIIistical Sciences 
University ofC""" Town 

Private Bag, Rhodes' Gift RondeboIlCb 7701 
Cape Town South Africa 

Corresponding lUIhor's e-mail: nwabiri@stall.uct.ac.za. 

Abotraet: In generalized linear regression ftutework, Kriging is a m- interpolation ~ applied to precise 1pIIti0l 
data, with the additiono\ assumptions of ~onarity. Tbe assumption of obImving a lingle value at a \ocotion and 
statioIwity are not a1ways reoIistic. We propose a IlClI1pInIDeIri kAmel resression tec:bnique that CIIl hIondIe imerva\ .... 
and relax the assumption of stationarity. Tbe IP\lfOIIdl proceeds first by IIIIIppiIw IpIItio\ rmdom imerva\s into a sp8IiaI
interval feattn space. Second, a spetial weighted radial interval kernel is defined, with c:orrespondina IpIItio\ II1II interval 
bandwidth. Spltiol bandwidth exIInds to the Kth Nearest neigbbor (KNN) observation II1II is detennined Uling cross
validation. Within the given sp8IiaI neig\IbouIbood, interval weights bued on .. inIervaI metric flllHmel tile spatial 
weights. reducing the effect af diasimilar neighbor values. EstimIte at my 10CIti0n is obtained iteratively by sradient 
descent minimizotion of alplltia\ly weig\lled interval kAme\. Tbe method is applied on a small dotaset 

1.INTRODUcnoN 

SpIIIio\ observations are often not observed _ a aing\e value, but rIIIher _ .. interval observation e.g.: the poII_ 
~ of So. and Co.. In the traditional methods of intcrpoIation, e.g. Kriging, a fUrther restriction is tile 
usumption of stationarity. DUmond (1981) extended onIimry kriging to interva\ kriging. Wabiri, .et.0I.(2005) fuIther 
improved 011 Diamond work, using a generoI weighted inIervaI metric, under the assumptiOll of --S order 1tItionarity. 
Tbe method asumeo a known distributionol form of 1pIIti0l rmdom intervals. 

We propose a I1OIlP8iametric bmeI bued regression method that relaxes tile first II1II second order station.-ity 
assumptions. Tbe opproach utilizes the \ocaI structure of tile data to diJcoyer the IIppRlpI"iaIe (nonparamotric) regression 
functional form of tile interva\ 1pIIti0l process. 

1. SPATIAL INTERVAL KERNEL MOOn 

Let tile pairs {x"Z(x,)}; ... , with Z(X,)=[Z'(xj),Z"(x,)] the observed sp8IiaI random intervaJ • location 

x" i = l..n in a 2D EuclideM space !Il' represent a sp8IiaI intervaJ random process: 

Z(x,) =m(x,)+e(x,) (I) 

where m(x,) , is the nonparametric regression fimction • location x, and e(x,) the error term aasumed to be indopended 

and homogeneous, (piez 20(4). For esse afncwion, let Z(x,) = Z, and m(x,) = m,. Tbe function m, is localized by 

observations in tile neighborbood of the location x, defmed by a kernel function with .. adaptive hMdwiclth. Possible 

choices of kernel functions are the positive symmetrical distance decay fiatctions that weights observations, relative to their 
geographical distance fi"0III the regression point. Nearby observations are given more weight thM those farther away. 

ISBN: 0-9654506-1-9 406 

Proceedings of the I ~ Annual 
Intematiooal Ccnference onlndustrW 
~ Theooy, Applications and Practice 
Clearwater, florida, USA 
December 4-7, :zoos 

2.1 Model FON.Jalioa 

Under global sllllionlrity, a smooth __ of m, is the global -... ii = i:z, In which minimizes tile mean 
I-I /' 

prediction error(MPE). E(m) = L(ii-Z,)2 . However, due to sp8IiaI ~ity; tile regression function am not , 
be modeled with a ~ value. To allow for hig\I density differences in tile process mOle robustness _ be built in tile 
model to bike account of outliers, errors II1II my form of discorainues in the process. Rather th8n minimize tile MPE, we 
minimi2le tile error Ioss-timctioo (2) to obtain the so c:a1Ied M-smoothers. 

E(m) = i:CZ+;,-ZJ) (2) 
I.J-I 

To \ocaIia the global lou function (2). we introduce additiooalweisbU to define a local neiahbourhood. This yields a 
local sp8IiaI weig\IIed loa timctioo defined aver spetiaI and tile interval cbuin. This joint speIiaI-intervaI domain is a 
product af two bmeI functions. Tbe first kemoI is the traditional ~ weighted regression bmel, W , with KNN 
bandwidth and the --' is .. inIervaI kernel, 4>, defined within the spetial KNN window. Tbe interval kernel is bued on 
interval cIisIance bet-. tile neiFbors II1II prediction point values. 

With tile defined IpIIiII weig\IIed inIavaI bmeI function, neighbon with ~ seosraPricaI diDncc from 
prediction point_ assigned smaller weiaID; and • a given geosraphicaI distance; neigbbon with simi1ar sizes to the initial 
estimaIe. prediction poiaIare assigned 1arge weights. 

Let m, = ii, denote tile initial estimate at \ocotion (,') with n( i) tile neighborhood set. Instead of minimizing (2). 

we minimia (3) Uling gradient descent minimization yielding (4) 

(3) 

and 

m:+' =(t-2V L W(Ix,-xJ)CZ)(Im: -ZJ))m: 
JMl.1) 

+2v L W(lx,-xJ)CZ) (1m: -ZJ)zJ 
,MI.l) 

(4) 

where v is the step sia chosen so that "'" do not bike too big or too sma\I of. step to convergence. Too big of a step will 
overshoot the fimction minimum, and too sma\I step will resu1t in along convergence. From (4) .. optimal value of v is 
given_ 

(5) 

Let CII(.) be a kernel whose derivative exists for III, e [0,00), then 11<.t') = -<b' (t') il a keme\ belonging to a 

class afradial symmetrical kernels. KemeI "il called the shadow ofkAmel (J) (Cheng 1995). Using the shadow kernel 
" and equation (5). (4) yields aspalially weighted interva\ estimator (6). parallel to the Nadaraya-Wallonkemel estimator. 

ISBN: 0-9654506-1-9 407 
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